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Why Give Through the MCC 
 
The Maryland Charity Campaign (MCC) provides you with the opportunity to reach out and touch the lives of those in need; 
to sustain local, state, national and international health, educational, environmental and human service  
organizations; and to make a meaningful contribution to your community. And it’s so much more: 
 

 The MCC provides a single, coordinated appeal, rather than hundreds of individual drives. 
 

 The MCC is the way for State Employees and Retirees to participate in the effort to meet local, national and 
international health and human care needs. 

 

 Nearly 1,000 charities are eligible for donations.  
 

 Pledge now and pay in 2020. Payroll deductions make it easier to afford a more generous gift, allowing you to make 
smaller contributions from each paycheck. 

 

 Charities that receive MCC donations may devote their MCC funds to areas where they are needed most. That’s a 
value-add for the donor and the charity.  

 

 Designated charities receive one check quarterly for multiple donations, decreasing their administrative burden. 

 

 Workplace giving donors give on average five times more, since they are typically deducted from paychecks all year 

long, providing nonprofits with sustainable, unrestricted funds. 

 The Campaign uses a state-of-the-art workplace and employee giving platform designed with Maryland’s 
Employees in mind. It is intuitive and user-friendly, and even better, it gives employees the experience they want 
when giving to charity. 
 

Ways Your Donation Makes an Impact! 
In 2018, the Maryland Charity Campaign (MCC) raised more than $2.6 million for nearly 800 charities. Help us raise even more in the 

2019 MCC to help local, national, and international charities achieve their respective missions. 
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Ways to Give 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

Step 1: Login and Setup Your User Profile 
 To get started, visit https://mcc.maryland.gov and click the “Give Now” button. You will be directed to the online 

giving portal for The Maryland Charity Campaign (MCC). 

 Click “Sign In” from the top right corner of the site. Reference the chart below for credentials to enter based on 

your agency. If you need assistance with your Username and Password/Unique Code, visit 

https://impact.ac/2019MCCloginhelp to contact the MCC Help Desk or email MCC@charities.org.  

Agency: 
Username  

(Not Case Sensitive): 
Password/Unique Code 

(Case Sensitive): 
Example for John Doe: 

IWIF FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code IWIF_Person ID 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeIWIF_1234567         IWIF_1234567 

MTA FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code MTA_Employee ID 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeMTA_1234567         MTA_1234567 

SHA FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code 
SHA_EIN (Employee Identification 

Number) 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeSHA_1234567         SHA_1234567 

MAIF FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code MAIF_Employee (Paycom) ID 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeMAIF_1234567        MAIF_1234567 

MENV FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code MENV_Employee ID 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeMENV_1234567      MENV_1234567 

Universities: 
BCCC, Bowie, 

Coppin,Frostburg, 
Salisbury,Towson, 
UMBC, UMCES, 

UMCP, UMGC, Univ 
of Baltimore, Univ of 

MD Baltimore 

FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code U_University ID 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeU_1234567              U_1234567 

USM Foundation Work Email Work email (all lowercase) 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
jdoe@usmd.edu              jdoe@usmd.edu 

Retiree FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code RET_Pension ID 
Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeRET_1234567         RET_1234567 

OTHER 
AGENCIES 

FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code Employee ID (W or P Number) 

Username:                      Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeW1234567               W1234567  
           or                                   or 
JDoeP1234567                P1234567 

 

Two Ways to Donate: Online Giving is Encouraged! 
A. ONLINE: recurring payroll deduction or one-time credit card contribution 

B. PLEDGE FORM: recurring payroll deduction, check, cashier’s check, money order, etc. 

(A)  ONLINE GIVING – MAKE YOUR PLEDGE ONLINE IN FIVE EASY STEPS: 

https://mcc.maryland.gov/
https://impact.ac/2019MCCloginhelp
mailto:MCC@charities.org
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 Once you are logged in, your username will display in the upper right corner of the screen. 

 Click “Pledge Now” to start the pledge process. 

 

Donors WITH Giving History: 

 
If you participated in the MCC in 2018, your pledge history has 

already been loaded into the giving site. If you would like to support a 

new nonprofit this year, then you can select the “Start a New Gift 

and Designations” option. Alternatively, you can easily renew (or 

edit) your gift from last year by clicking “Renew a Gift from Last 

Year” to proceed.  

 

If you choose to renew a gift, on the next screen you will have the 

option to keep your donation at the same dollar amount as 2018 or 

edit the amount. Once you have made your gift selections, click 

“Continue” to complete your transaction.  

 
Whether you renew a gift from last year or start a brand new gift this 

year, you will next be asked to “Edit your profile.” Information you 

enter will be provided to the nonprofits you support through this 

campaign so they can acknowledge your gift upon your request. 

 

Select “Continue” when you have finished updating your contact 

information. 
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Note: If any prior year donations are not reflected in your giving history, it may be due to one of the following reasons: 

a. Donations by check are not reflected in pledge history, as 

they are not renewable donations. Please start a new paper 

pledge donation to donate by check. 

b. Prior donations to a charity that is not eligible in the current 

campaign year is not included in pledge history as these 

donations are not renewable. Charities that are not listed 

may not have applied or may not be eligible to participate. 

 

To obtain pledge history, please contact Donor Support Services by 

any of the following methods: 
 

Option 1 = Email: MCC@charities.org  

Option 2 = Phone: (800) 458-9505, dial “1” when prompted 

Option 3 = Live Chat and Donor Support Services Portal: 

www.charities.org/support 

 

Donors WITHOUT Giving History: 
 
After clicking “Pledge Now” from the landing page, you will be 

asked to “Edit your profile.” If you opt in at the end of the giving 

process, information you enter will be provided to the nonprofits you 

support through this campaign so they can acknowledge your gift. 

 

Select “Continue” when you have finished updating your contact 

information. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Step 2: Select a Payment Method 
 

You may support your favorite nonprofits online via the 

following payment methods (If you would like to donate via 

check, please use the paper pledge form.): 
 

o Payroll  Deduction 

o Credit Card 
 

 Click “Add” to choose a payment method. You will then see a 

screen prompting you to set up your gift payment frequency 

and amount based on the payment method you selected. 

 

NOTE: To donate using multiple payment methods, please 

complete all donations for each payment method in separate transactions. For example, if you select “Payroll 

Deduction,” then choose all the charities you would like to donate to by payroll deduction and complete the donation 

process. After you submit your payroll deductions donations, then go back and select the “Credit Card” payment 

method, choose the charities you would like to support by credit card, and complete the donation process for those 

charities. 

http://www.charities.org/support
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Payroll Deduction:  
1. The amount you enter is the amount 

you would like deducted from your 

paycheck each pay period.  

2. Once you enter an amount, it will 

automatically use the number of pay 

periods to calculate your total annual 

gift. That information will display on 

the right side of your screen under the 

“Your Pledge So Far” section. 

3. In the next step, you will allocate the 

total annual gift amount between your 

designated charities.  

 

Credit Card:  
1. The amount you enter is the total 

annual gift amount you would like to 

donate. That information will display 

on the right side of your screen under 

the “Your Pledge So Far” section. 

2. In the next step, you will allocate that 

total annual gift amount between your 

designated charities.  

 
Once you have finished entering your 

payment method preferences, click 

“Continue” to find charities to support.  

 

You can always return to this step later in 

the process to adjust the total amount you 

would like to donate. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Step 3: Choose Your Favorite Charities to Support 

 
Note: If any prior year donations are not reflected in your giving history, it may be due to one of the following reasons: 

a. Donations by check are not reflected in pledge history, as they are not renewable donations.  

b. Prior donations to a charity that is not eligible in the current campaign year is not included in pledge history as 

these donations are not renewable. Charities that are not listed may not have applied or may not be eligible to 

participate. 

 

To obtain pledge history, please contact Donor Support Services by any of the following methods: 
 

Option 1 = Email: MCC@charities.org  

Option 2 = Phone: (800) 458-9505, dial “1” when prompted 

Option 3 = Live Chat and Donor Support Services Portal: www.charities.org/support 

 

1. To find charities to support, click the “Find a Charity” button. 

http://www.charities.org/support
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2. A pop-up box will appear. Use the charity name, city, 

state/territory, and EIN search features to find a specific 

organization, or click through the alphabetical list. 

3. You can select as many charities to support as you 

would like. As you find charities you want to support, 

click “Add” and they will appear highlighted in blue 

under “Selected Charities.” 

4. Click the orange “Add to Designations” button. The 

organization(s) you selected will now display on your 

list of designations. 

5. Next, you will have the opportunity to allocate your total 

pledge amount between the organizations you have 

added to your list of designations. To specify how much 

money to donate to each, use the slider tool or enter 

the exact amount in the donation box next to the 

charity. 

 

To adjust the total annual amount you would like to 

pledge, click the “Previous” button to return to the 

payment method screen. The charities you selected will 

all remain saved on your list until you are ready to 

submit your pledge. 

 
When you have finished allocating your donation between 
charities, click “Continue.” 
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Step 4: Submit Your Pledge 
 

1. You will have one final 
chance to review your gift 
and designations, and will 
also be able to select 
whether your gifts remain 
anonymous or grant 
permission to have your 
contact information shared 
with the charity(ies) you 
supported through the 
Campaign. 

 
2. Click “Finish” to submit your 

pledge. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Step 5: Repeat Process to Make Additional Donations or to Modify Your Gift 
 
If you would like to make additional donations or edit your pledge, you may edit your payroll donations anytime during the 
campaign enrollment period. To change or cancel a credit card donation, please contact your credit card provider. 
 

1. Log into the pledge site and click “Pledge Now.” 
 

2. You will be given two options: 
a. “Modify a gift from this campaign” 

i. Choose this option if you would like to edit a payroll deduction pledge you already submitted. By 
choosing to modify a gift, you will open your existing pledge for edit. You MUST complete all steps 
of the pledge process to return the gift to a completed status, otherwise the gift will not be 
processed. Modifications to credit card donations must be made through your credit card provider. 

b. “Start a new gift and designations” 
i. Select this option if you would like to make a new credit card or new payroll donation. 

 
3. Once you select an option, follow steps 1-4 from this guide to complete your pledge. 

 
 
Need Help? For assistance, please contact MCC@charities.org.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:MCC@charities.org
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Proper completion of the paper pledge form will ensure that pledges are processed quickly and accurately. If any sections of 

the pledge form are incomplete, the pledge cannot be processed.  

 MCC Charity Code must be provided. This is the charity’s EIN. Codes are listed in the MCC Giving Guide and are 

searchable online. 

 Up to six charities per page may be designated on the pledge form. If a donor wishes to give to more than six 

charities, please use an additional pledge form and check the box on the top right corner of the first page indicating 

that there are more than six charities. 

 Please be sure that the correct pay period box has been checked for payroll deduction gifts, that all information is 

accurate, and that the total gift amount is entered correctly. 

 The pledge form must be signed and dated. 

 Please keep a copy of your pledge form(s) or take a picture for your records. 

 A pledge/donation acknowledgement/receipt will be sent to the email or mailing address you provided on 

the pledge form upon completion of the Campaign. For payroll deduction, your year-end paystub will also 

satisfy IRS requirements.  

 You can browse the MCC Giving Guide and pledge online at http://mcc.maryland.gov.    

 
If you need to make any changes to your donation or need assistance, please contact America’s Charities at 800-

458-9505, dialing “1” when prompted or by email at mcc@charities.org. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(B)  PLEDGE FORM – HOW TO GIVE USING A PAPER PLEDGE FORM 

http://mcc.maryland.gov/
mailto:mcc@charities.org
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Charity Directory 
 
100 Black Men of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1730939 | (410) 664-6726 | Provides mentoring 
workshops school supplies toys, and food baskets to youths and needy 
families in Central Maryland to improve their quality of lives. 
 
A Wider Circle, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2345144 | (301) 608-3504 | Comprehensive 
support (provision of basic need items, workforce development 
training, wraparound support, and neighborhood-wide programming) 
for individuals and families working to rise out of poverty. 
 
AACR Foundation for the Prevention and Cure of Can (American 
Association for Cancer Research, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-6251648 | (215) 440-9300 | We fund 
groundbreaking scientific cancer research that saves lives. By 
contributing, you can help speed up the pace of scientific discovery, 
and fight cancer. 
 
Abandoned Children's Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-5967513 | (888) 884-0567 | Thousands of innocent 
orphans, cruelly abandoned: Alone, hungry, desperate, terrified victims 
of disease, war, extreme poverty. Please help us house, feed, love and 
rehabilitate them. 
 
Abilities Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6060453 | (410) 828-7700 | Our programs support 
children, adults, and seniors who are affected by a variety of at risk 
factors including a diagnosed disability and low socioeconomic status. 
 
Accessible Resources for Independence, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-3487148 | (410) 636-2274 | ARI is a resource and 
advocacy organization providing services to enhance independence to 
people with disabilities. 
 
Accion International  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-2535763 | (617) 652-7080 | Building a financially 
inclusive world, with access to economic opportunity for all, by giving 
people the financial tools they need to improve their lives. 
 
Accokeek Foundation (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6037288 | (301) 283-2113 | Headquartered at 
Piscataway Park, the Accokeek Foundation cultivates passion for 
natural and cultural heritage and a commitment to stewardship and 
environmental sustainability. 
 
Acton Institute for the Study of Religion and Liberty  
EIN/MCC Code: 38-2926822 | (616) 454-3080 | Support research and 
education promoting a society that is both free and virtuous, grounded 
in a commitment to human liberty and guided by religious principles. 
 
Acts 4 Youth, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2090910 | (410) 366-2287 | Serve three city 
schools, teach social emotional development classes. Provide youth 
group retreats, afterschool for spiritual growth, seminars, missions, 
internships for high school students. 
 
Addiction Policy Partnership (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-3010585 | (202) 969-8879 | We advance 
knowledge and translate discoveries about substance use disorder into 
practical solutions to help those affected by this disease. 
 
Adelante Latina! Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-4288885 | (410) 591-0547 | Adelante Latina is a 
free college-prep program for high achieving low income Latinas 
attending Baltimore City public high schools. 
 
Adkins Arboretum, Ltd.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1163405 | (410) 634-2847 | Adkins Arboretum is a 
400-acre preserve and "living museum" that offers educational 
programs in ecology, natural history, horticulture, botany, nature crafts 
and arts for children and adults. 
 
 
 

Advocates for Homeless Families, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1591139 | (301) 662-2003 | We provide 
emergency housing and intensive support services to homeless 
families with children to help them attain permanent housing and 
sustainable futures. 
 
African Wildlife Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0781390 | (202) 939-3333 | Protects imperiled 
species - lions, gorillas, rhinos, elephants - through habitat & wildlife 
conservation, leadership training, & wildlife-friendly community-
beneficial business development since 1961. 
 
Africare, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7116952 | (202) 462-3614 | Develops self-help 
programs in Africa to increase food production, develop clean water 
resources, manage the environment, strengthen health care and 
deliver emergency assistance. 
 
Aid for Starving Children  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1224507 | (707) 528-3499 | One child  dying of 
hunger every twelve seconds over  7,000 a day- we must stop! Make a 
difference. Your actions today can help save a child! 
 
Aid for the UNFORGOTTEN (The Unforgotten Incorporated) 
EIN/MCC Code: 87-0803021 | (443) 668-2648 | Save hungry children 
and their mothers from eating trash and living in garbage dumps. Give 
them clean food and water, shelter, schooling and a future. 
 
AIDS ACTION BALTIMORE, INC.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1512614 | (410) 837-2437 | Provides AIDS 
research advocacy,  prevention programs ,and emergency financial 
assistance, including rent, medical bills, utility bills, prescription and 
other expenses to people with HIV/AIDS/HCV. 
 
Air Force Association  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6043929 | (703) 247-5800 | Join the Force behind 
the Force to promote a dominate US Air Force and support Air Force 
families through professional development scholarships and other 
programs. 
 
ALCASE, Run-for-the-Lungs (RFL), Lung Cancer Aware (Lung 
Cancer Alliance) 
EIN/MCC Code: 91-1821040 | (202) 463-2080 | Lung Cancer Alliance 
saves lives and advances research through patient support, education 
and advocacy. We work to improve outcomes, eliminate stigma and 
secure research funding. 
 
ALEF BET Montessori School  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8512281 | (301) 556-5010 | Alef Bet Montessori 
School is a Jewish Day School serving children under poverty line from 
preschool to kindergarten and elementary students. 
 
Alex's Lemonade Stand Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 56-2496146 | (610) 649-3034 | To raise money and 
awareness of childhood cancer causes, primarily research into new 
treatments and cures. 
 
Alice Ferguson Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0694646 | (301) 292-5665 | Connecting people to 
the natural world, sustainable agricultural practices and the cultural 
heritage of their local watershed through education, stewardship and 
advocacy. 
 
All Shepherd Rescue of the United States, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2879838 | (443) 286-0867 | All Shepherd Rescue 
rescues rehabilitates and finds homes for dogs at risk in shelters or 
otherwise in need of a permanent home. 
 
Allegany College of Maryland Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1308479 | (301) 784-5200 | Provides scholarships 
for students and tuition assistance to foster, encourage, and promote 
the growth, progress, and general welfare of Allegany College of 
Maryland. 
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Allegany County Habitat for Humanity, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-0517477 | (301) 784-5154 | ACHFH volunteers 
build homes with families in need of decent and affordable housing. 
Families learn household budgeting skills and pay a low cost no-
interest mortgage. 
 
Allegany Law Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2086928 | (301) 722-3390 | Allegany law 
Foundation provides civil legal services to the limited-income and 
elderly community in Allegany County. Services include education, 
empowerment, advice, negotiations, and direct representation. 
 
Alley Cat Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2279100 | (301) 277-5595 | ACR protects cats 
locally, nationally, and internationally through rescue, rehabilitation, 
and education. We are dedicated to the welfare of stray, abandoned 
and feral cats. 
 
Alliance for the Chesapeake Bay, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1060924 | (443) 949-0575 | Uniting and leading 
communities for clean water by bringing together individuals, 
businesses, governments, and NGO's to find collaborative solutions to 
restore the Chesapeake Bay watershed. 
 
Alpha's Glory Crisis Pregnancy Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1699931 | (410) 272-4711 | 410-272-4711 
alphasglory.org EIN# 52-199931.  Provides parenting classes, material 
assistance, pregnancy tests, information on abortion alternatives and 
adoption, emotional support, mentoring and friendship. 
 
ALS Association-DC/MD/VA Chapter  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1749047 | (301) 978-9855 | The ALS Association 
DC/MD/VA Chapter provides vital services to people with ALS and 
their families free of charge while supporting necessary research for a 
cure. 
 
Alternative Living, Inc. (merged with ARC of AA) (ARC of the 
Central Chesapeake Region, Inc. (The)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6047882 | (410) 384-4072 | Promoting respect, 
creating opportunities, facilitating services, and advocating for children 
and adults with intellectual and developmental disabilities and their 
families. 
 
Alternatives to Abortion, Inc. (Heartbeat International) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7335592 | (614) 885-7577 | Reaching and rescuing 
as many lives as possible, around the world, through an effective 
network of life-affirming pregnancy help, to renew communities for 
LIFE. 
 
Alzheimer's and Aging Research Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0950810 | (866) 963-2272 | Supports research 
dedicated to understanding Alzheimer's and to finding effective 
Alzheimer's treatments. Your contribution funds scientists searching for 
cures to Alzheimer's and aging-related conditions. 
 
Alzheimer's Disease and Related Disorders Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3039601 | (312) 335-8700 | The world leader in 
Alzheimer's research and support, the Alzheimer's Association is 
dedicated to eliminating Alzheimer's disease and enhancing care and 
support for all affected. 
 
Alzheimer's Disease Research Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2396428 | (781) 237-3000 | We fund research with 
the highest probability of slowing stopping or reversing Alzheimer's 
disease. 
 
Alzheimer's Foundation of America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 91-1792864 | (866) 232-8484 | Unites more than 
2,800 member organizations nationwide in the goal of providing 
optimal care & services to individuals living with dementia and their 
families. 
 
Alzheimer's Research and Prevention Foundation (ARPF)  
EIN/MCC Code: 86-0735832 | (520) 749-8374 | Help fight Alzheimer's 
disease and find a cure through research and prevention! Committed 
to ensuring peak mental performance and optimum brain function 
throughout our lives. 

Alzheimer's Research Foundation, Fisher Center (Zachary and 
Elizabeth M. Fisher Center for Alzheimer's Research Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3859563 | (800) 259-4636 | Research into the 
cause, care and cure for Alzheimer's by Nobel Prize winning scientists. 
Every 66 seconds someone develops Alzheimer's. Our mission: find a 
cure. 
 
American Autoimmune Related Diseases Association  
EIN/MCC Code: 38-3027574 | (586) 776-3900 | Autoimmunity causes 
lupus, rheumatoid arthritis, vasculitis MS, Graves, and 100+ other 
diseases. Through research and patient services, our work eases the 
tremendous suffering they inflict. 
 
American Battlefield Trust  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1426643 | (202) 367-1861 | Gettysburg Manassas 
Antietam Fredericksburg: Don't let developers pave over our nations 
Civil War battlefields. If we don't act now, we risk losing them forever! 
 
American Bird Conservancy  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1501259 | (540) 253-5780 | Protecting native wild 
birds and their habitats throughout the Americas through reserve 
creation habitat restoration and threat reduction leading public/private 
conservation partnerships to get results. 
 
American Cancer Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 34-0726080SO | (800) 227-2345 | The American 
Cancer Society leads the way in research and offers life-saving patient 
services like rides to treatment, lodging near hospitals, and a 24/7 
helpline. 
 
American Center for Law and Justice, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1586817 | (757) 802-9160 | Specializing in 
constitutional law, the ACLJ is dedicated to the concept that freedom 
and democracy are God-given inalienable rights that must be 
protected. 
 
American Chestnut Land Trust, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1489614 | (410) 414-3400 | We conserve and 
manage 3,200 acres of forests and farmland and promote sustainable 
public use of our preserved properties for educational, scientific, and 
cultural purposes. 
 
American Civil Liberties Union Foundation of Maryland  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7209538 | (410) 889-8555 | We work to ensure all 
Marylanders are free to think and speak as they choose and to live 
their life free from discrimination and intrusion. 
 
American Council of the Blind, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 58-0914436 | (612) 332-3242 | Support the education 
training and advocacy for the blind and visually impaired individuals as 
well as providing community public awareness and legislative support. 
 
American Diabetes Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1623888 | (703) 549-1500 | Committed to finding a 
cure for diabetes, improving diabetes care and providing information 
and support to help stop diabetes through research, community 
programs and advocacy. 
 
American Foundation for Children with AIDS, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0247823 | (717) 489-0206 | Provides critical 
comprehensive services to infected and affected HIV children and their 
caregivers. Programs are efficient, promoting self-reliance and 
sustainability. 
 
American Foundation for Suicide Prevention  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3393329 | (212) 363-3500 | AFSP's mission is to 
save lives and bring hope to those affected by suicide. 
 
American Friends of A.I.C.F. (Action Against Hunger USA) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3327220 | (212) 967-7800 | We enable 
communities to be free from hunger. We save lives of malnourished 
children, ensure that everyone can access clean water, food, training 
and healthcare. 
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American Heart Association, Inc.-Mid Atlantic Affiliate  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5613797 | (214) 706-1566 | Our mission is to be a 
relentless force for a world of longer, healthier lives through research, 
training, advocacy, community impact and education. 
 
American Indian College Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1573446 | (303) 426-8900 | American Indians 
account for only 1% of all college students. We address this through 
scholarships and program support. We re-imagine what's possible for 
our students. 
 
American Jewish World Service, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 22-2584370 | (212) 792-2900 | Inspired by Jewish 
commitment to justice, American Jewish World Service (AJWS) works 
to realize human rights and end poverty in the developing world. 
 
American Kennel Club Canine Health Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3813813NC | (888) 682-9696 | Dedicated to 
advancing the health of all dogs by funding scientific research and 
supporting the dissemination of information to prevent, treat and cure 
canine disease. 
 
American Kidney Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7124261 | (301) 881-3052 | The American Kidney 
Fund works to fight kidney disease and help people live healthier lives. 
We are the leading kidney nonprofit in the U.S. 
 
American Lung Association  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1632524IL | (312) 801-7630 | The American Lung 
Association is the leading organization working to save lives by 
improving lung health and preventing lung disease through research, 
education and advocacy. 
 
American Near East Refugee Aid  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0882226 | (202) 266-9700 | Addresses the 
development and humanitarian needs of Palestinians and other 
communities in the Middle East. 
 
American Red Cross, Central Maryland Chapter (American Red 
Cross of the Greater Chesapeake Region) 
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0196605 | (410) 624-2000 | Provides humanitarian 
services and disaster relief, prevents and alleviates human suffering in 
the face of emergencies throughout Maryland. 
 
American Refugee Committee  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-3241033 | (612) 872-7060 | International relief and 
development agency empowering people impacted by conflict and 
disaster to recover and rebuild their lives with dignity. 
 
American Rivers, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7305963 | (202) 347-7550 | Working to protect wild 
rivers, restore damaged rivers and conserve clean water for people 
and nature. 
 
American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1623829 | (212) 876-7700 | Fighting animal 
cruelty. Rescuing animals from dogfighting, puppy mills and disasters. 
Promoting spay/neuter and adoption for dogs, cats and horses. 
Advocating for stronger laws. 
 
American Thyroid Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 41-6038600 | (703) 998-8890 | Cancer kills. Research 
cures. Your support turns scientific discovery into lifesaving medical 
practice. Support thyroid research to improve the lives of patients with 
thyroid-related diseases. 
 
Americares Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 06-1008595 | (203) 658-9500 | To save lives and 
improve health for people affected by poverty or disaster so they can 
reach their full potential. 
 
America's Best Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-3067804 | (800) 477-0733 | Feeding the hungry. 
Sheltering the homeless. Protecting the children, and healing the sick.  
America's finest independent charities. Working with you to share - the 
American way. 
 

America's Best Local Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-3042430 | (415) 925-2600 | Making your 
community a better place to live. ABLC charities educate children, feed 
and shelter the homeless, strengthen families, rescue unwanted 
animals and much more. 
 
America's Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1517707 | (703) 222-3861 | Working to build strong 
communities. Addressing  needs of children ,families, and communities 
through member programs by helping employers and employees 
support our member charities programs. 
 
Americas VetDogs - the Veterans K-9 Corps, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8814368 | (631) 930-9000 | Trains and places 
guide, service, hearing and PTSD dogs. Transforming lives of disabled 
veterans, active service members and first responders so they can live 
without boundaries. 
 
Amref Health Africa, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1867411 | (212) 768-2440 | Our mission is to 
improve the health of people in Africa by partnering with and 
empowering communities, and strengthening health systems. 
 
Anacostia Watershed Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1666511 | (301) 699-6204 | Our mission is to 
protect and restore the Anacostia River and its watershed communities 
by cleaning the water, recovering the shores, and honoring the 
heritage. 
 
Anchor Fund (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-2266941 | (202) 656-5377 | Supporting victims of 
domestic abuse and sexual violence in the Washington DC 
metropolitan area by providing critical funds to meet their urgent 
needs. 
 
Angioma Alliance  
EIN/MCC Code: 02-0600697 | (757) 344-0562 | Angioma Alliance is an 
organization by and for those affected by cavernous angioma their 
loved ones health professionals and researchers. 
 
Anglican Relief and Development Fund (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8954604 | (412) 216-0277 | ARDF provides 
disaster relief and development grants towards sustainable life in the 
global south for education community water and agriculture through 
powerful partnerships transforming lives. 
 
Animal Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-2180310 | (717) 993-3232 | No-kill shelter for 
abused and abandoned animals. Crisis intervention services to people 
and pets in times of hardship from our Maryland office. 410-661-7626 
www.animalrescueinc.org 
 
Animal Welfare League of Frederick County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2313863 | 301-663-5855 | All-volunteer, no-kill 
animal rescue and welfare organization promoting the humane 
treatment of all animals through education, advocacy, and 
collaboration with other humane organizations. 
 
Annapolis Dragon Boat Club, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2844579 | (901) 297-2064 | Rehabilitation for 
survivors of breast and other cancers using the camaraderie of 
physical activity and teamwork and social and psychological support 
and community outreach. 
 
Annapolis Symphony Orchestra, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7001357 | (410) 269-1132 | The Annapolis 
Symphony Orchestra produces, presents, and promotes memorable 
symphonic music that increases awareness, enjoyment, and 
appreciation of music for all ages throughout the region. 
 
Anne Arundel County 4-H Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6082282 | (410) 255-4213 | This organization 
provides direct financial support to the Anne Arundel County 4-H Youth 
program which develops and strengthens the youth that will become 
tomorrows leaders. 
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Anne Arundel County CASA, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1885500 | (410) 267-7877 | Dedicated to improving 
the lives of abused and neglected children by ensuring they have a 
voice. All children have the right to safe, stable,  permanent homes. 
 
Anne Arundel County Community Action Agency, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6064934 | (410) 626-1900 | Designated anti-
poverty 501c3 agency for Anne Arundel County, which administers 
Early Head Start, energy assistance, housing counseling, youth 
development and crisis intervention services, and capacity-building. 
 
Anne Arundel County Food Bank, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1660473 | (410) 923-4255 | We're the only free 
multipurpose agency in Maryland that provides food, nutritional 
supplements, medical equipment, furniture, vehicles, appliances and 
more to those in need. 
 
Anne Arundel County Literacy Council, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1479101 | (410) 269-4419 | Provides free and 
effective literacy, math, ESL, and Pre-GED tutoring to low-income 
county adults and out-of-school youth. 
 
Anne Arundel County Public Library Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-5804064 | (410) 222-7371 | Contributions enhance 
library services, resources and programs to ensure all sixteen 
branches thrive and continue to serve and enrich all residents of Anne 
Arundel County. 
 
Anxiety and Depression Association of America  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1248820 | (240) 485-1001 | ADAA is a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to the prevention, treatment, and cure of 
anxiety, depression and co-occurring disorders through education, 
practice, and research. 
 
A-OK Mentoring - Tutoring, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 90-0527116 | (443) 895-2457 | A-OK provides Howard 
County children in schools and community program with adult 
mentor/tutors who contribute to the children's successful development 
and academic success. 
 
Apes Alive: The Primate Rescue Center (Primate Rescue Center, 
Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 61-1325369 | (859) 858-4866 | Unseen they suffer. 
Unheard they cry. Saving lives and providing a safe haven for 
chimpanzees and monkeys in need. Let's give them a better future! 
 
Aplastic Anemia & MDS International Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1336903 | (301) 279-7202 | We are the trusted 
source for information about bone marrow failure diseases- 
empowering, educating, and supporting patients, funding critical 
research towards better treatments and cures.. 
 
Appalachian Trail Conservancy  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6046689 | (304) 535-6331 | Mission is to preserve 
and manage the Appalachian Trail ensuring that its vast natural beauty 
and priceless natural cultural heritage can be enjoyed for centuries. 
 
Arc Baltimore, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0671428 | (410) 296-2272 | The Arc of Baltimore 
provides employment support, residential services, family support, 
treatment foster care, respite, advocacy and information to individuals 
with developmental disabilities and their families. 
 
ARC Montgomery County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0639953 | (301) 984-5777 | Inclusive job training, 
housing, early childhood education, transportation, respite, child care, 
independent living, advocacy, and referrals for children and adults with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities. 
 
Arc Northern Chesapeake Region, Incorporated (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0784063 | (443) 412-5423 | The ARC NCR 
provides advocacy, resources, and community building for more than 
400 people with intellectual and developmental disabilities in Harford 
and Cecil Counties. 
 
 
 

Arc of Carroll County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0707322 | (410) 848-4124 | Supporting the efforts 
of people with intellectual and developmental disabilities to define and 
realize their goals in employment community living and social 
integration. 
 
Arc of Frederick County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6055211 | (301) 663-0909 | The Arc of Frederick 
County provides services, advocacy, and creates supportive 
communities to help people with developmental disabilities live 
enviable lives. 
 
Arc of Southern Maryland, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1062351 | (410) 535-2413 | Established in 1975, 
The Arc SOMD is the leading advocate for children and adults with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities in SOMD, serving over 1000 
individuals. 
 
Archbishop Curley High School  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0740597 | (410) 458-5000 | Archbishop Curley 
High School, rooted in the Franciscan tradition, develops great men. 
Each Curley Man is challenged to reach his academic and personal 
potential. 
 
Archway Station, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1191018 | (301) 777-1700 | Archway Station 
provides services to adults with psychiatric and/or developmental 
disabilities and to children overcoming behavioral and/or emotional 
problems. 
 
Ardmore Enterprises, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0801367 | (301) 306-2575 | Ardmore supports 
people with intellectual and developmental disabilities. We promote 
empowerment, choice, and voice through our employment, community 
living, and day programs to over 200 people. 
 
Art With a Heart, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2227996 | (410) 366-8886 | Nonprofit arts 
organization bringing visual art classes to those in need. Leadership 
program, workforce development program, community service, public 
art, diverse volunteer opportunities for everyone. 
 
Artivate, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2203133 | (301) 588-4474 | Engaging communities 
to create interactive arts experiences that inspire learning. Artivate 
brings the arts to people where they are: in schools, libraries, and 
under-served communities. 
 
Arundel Lodge, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0169423 | (443) 433-5900 | Arundel Lodge 
improves the lives of children, adults, and families impacted by mental 
health and substance use disorders in Anne Arundel County and 
Baltimore County. 
 
ASHA (Asian Women's Self Help Association)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2193753 | (703) 709-9343 | Our mission is to 
provide the support that empowers South Asian women to become 
self-reliant and live in an abuse free future. 
 
Asian American LEAD: Leadership, Empowerment and 
Development for Youth and Family  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2102012 | (202) 329-1991 | Supporting low-income 
and underserved Asian Pacific American youth with educational 
empowerment, identity development, and leadership opportunities 
through after school, summer, and mentoring programs. 
 
Assateague Coastal Trust, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1250849 | (410) 629-1538 | Assateague Coastal 
Trust works to protect the natural resources of the Delmarva Coastal 
Region promoting sustainable environmental policies and practices 
through education advocacy and conservation. 
 
Assistance Center of Towson Churches  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1490153 | (410) 296-4855 | ACTC is an 
emergency food pantry for low-income families and homeless clients. 
Provides financial aid for evictions utility turn-offs prescriptions and 
transportation needs. Serves 21 zip codes. 
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Assistance League of the Chesapeake  
EIN/MCC Code: 75-3082026 | (410) 849-8051 | Provide school 
uniforms and literacy support to children in need in Title I elementary 
schools and socialize with senior citizens in assisted living facilities. 
 
Associated Black Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1427774 | (410) 659-0000 | A foundation 
advocating and facilitating the creation of measurably healthier and 
more prosperous communities through responsible leadership and 
philanthropic investment throughout the State of Maryland. 
 
Associated Charities of Cumberland, Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591539 | (301) 784-7118 | Providing direct 
services to low income residents of Allegany county including utility 
terminations, clothing, dental needs, heating and oil, food, prescription 
medications, and household goods. 
 
Associated:  Jewish Community Federation of Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0607957 | (410) 727-4828 | Provides social 
service, education, wellness, and cultural programming in the 
Baltimore Jewish community, and collaborates with partner 
organizations to support and strengthen greater Baltimore. 
 
Association for the Public Defender of Maryland, Ltd.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-4788005 | (202) 663-6290 | APDM supports the 
mission and work of Maryland's Public Defender by providing 
resources needed to ensure justice and fairness for all. 
 
Asylee Women Enterprise  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-3769025 | (443) 850-0627 | AWE serves asylum 
seekers in Baltimore through case management transitional housing, 
and a day-program including ESL classes, employment workshops 
cultural orientation, group counseling and food assistance. 
 
Athletes Serving Athletes, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-1654652 | (443) 756-7711 | To elevate the quality 
of life for individuals with limited to no mobility by empowering them to 
train and participate in mainstream running events. 
 
Audubon Naturalist Society of the Central Atlantic States  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0233715 | (301) 652-9188 | Environmental 
organization dedicated to watershed and habitat protection and to 
providing people of all ages with a greater understanding and 
appreciation of their natural world. 
 
Autism FYI Organization  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-1554807 | (301) 367-1042 | AFYI a Maryland non 
profit dedicated to the safety employment and independent living of 
those with ASD or other neurologic disorder. 
 
Autism Society of America Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2007155 | (301) 657-0881 | The Foundation 
supports programs and organizations that maximize the quality of life 
for individuals living with autism, focusing on positive and measurable 
outcomes. 
 
Autism Society Of America, Baltimore Chesapeake Chapter  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1020149 | (410) 655-7933 | Serves autistic 
persons and their families by providing monthly support groups, 
educational programs, monthly socials, news letters, information and 
referral telephone line, outreach to community groups. 
 
Autism Society of America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2007155 | (301) 657-0881 | A national source of 
information, advocacy and support that reaches local communities with 
a one-of-a-kind nationwide network of autism knowledge and support. 
 
Autism Speaks, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-4813657 | (646) 385-8500 | Promotes solutions 
throughout the lifespan for the needs of individuals with autism and 
their families through advocacy support increasing understanding and 
acceptance of ASD. 
 
 
 
 
 

B.J. Harris Scholarship Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-4674035 | (410) 885-2040 | Scholarship fund 
designed to provide tuition assistance to students that maintain 
excellent grades, active volunteers in our community, and assume 
leadership roles amongst their peers. 
 
Baltimore Animal Rescue and Care Shelter, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 86-1130456 | (410) 396-4695 | BARCS is the largest 
animal shelter in Maryland. It takes in over 12,000 animals annually 
and provides shelter food and medical care until adoption. 
 
Baltimore Chesapeake Bay Outward Bound School, Inc  
EIN/MCC Code: 34-2007841 | (410) 448-1721 | Baltimore Chesapeake 
Bay Outward Bound School, a non-profit educational organization, 
provides challenging learning expeditions that inspire self-discovery, 
both in and out of the classroom. 
 
Baltimore City Community College Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1361023 | (410) 209-6026 | The BCCC Foundation 
advances the mission of BCCC by strengthening philanthropic giving to 
the college. The foundation supports students with scholarships, 
strengthening families and communities. 
 
Baltimore Community Toolbank, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-4507134 | (410) 244-5565 | The Baltimore 
Community ToolBank provides tools, equipment and expertise to 
community partners to empower their most ambitious goals for less 
cost. 
 
Baltimore County Christian Workcamp, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2050217 | (410) 667-1725 | Providing home repair 
and assistance for the needy by in Baltimore County Maryland. 
 
Baltimore Curriculum Project, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1961406 | (410) 675-7000 | BCP, Maryland's 
largest charter school operator, serves 2,600 students at City Springs 
Elementary/Middle, Frederick Elementary, Govans Elementary, 
Hampstead Hill Academy, and Wolfe Street Academy annually. 
 
Baltimore Educational Scholarship Trust, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1072250 | (410) 752-2225 | In partnership with our 
nineteen independent member schools, B.E.S.T. supports through the 
admissions process academically ambitious, African American 
students with financial need from the Baltimore area. 
 
Baltimore Heritage, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0803045 | (410) 332-9992 | Baltimore Heritage 
works to preserve and promote historic buildings and neighborhoods in 
Baltimore. 
 
Baltimore Medical System, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1358241 | (410) 732-8800 | Baltimore Medical 
System provides primary health care services through 6 community 
health centers and 8 school based health centers in Baltimore. 
 
Baltimore Outreach Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 56-2291915 | (410) 752-1285 | BOS moves homeless 
women and children to housing and independence. We offer 
emergency food and shelter; housing education job training health 
services and after-school programs. 
 
Baltimore Rock Opera Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-1406439 | (443) 212-4473 | Baltimore's most 
exciting original musical theater group. BROS produces wildly original 
and inclusive large scale rock musicals and engages 150 volunteers in 
skill-building and community. 
 
Baltimore School for the Arts Foundation (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1174284 | (410) 347-3047 | Baltimore School for 
the Arts provides pre-professional arts and academic training to high 
school students and free after-school arts training to younger Baltimore 
City students. 
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Baltimore Streetcar Museum, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0852975 | (410) 547-0264 | The Baltimore 
Streetcar Museum operates and maintains a collection of antique 
transportation vehicles for educational and enjoyment purposes. It also 
exhibits artifacts and displays depicting the history of the City of 
Baltimore. 
 
Banner Neighborhoods Community Corporation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1336621 | (410) 585-8810 | Banner is a 
community-based nonprofit organization dedicated to supporting 
residents in their efforts to enhance the quality od life through east and 
southeast Baltimore. 
 
Barker Foundation (The) (Barker Adoption Foundation (The)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0642791 | (301) 664-9664 | Barker provides 
lifelong services for all in the adoption constellation and advocates for 
ethical, respectful, and child-centered adoption practices. 
 
Bat Conservation International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 74-2553144 | (512) 327-9721 | The mission of Bat 
Conservation International is to conserve the world's bats and their 
ecosystems to ensure a healthy planet. 
 
Bay Community Support Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1763520 | (410) 224-4205 | Bay Community 
Support Services mission is to support people with disabilities to live 
personally rewarding lives in their communities through residential and 
vocational direct services. 
 
Bay Journal Media, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2359058 | (717) 428-2819 | Independent 
journalism informing citizens about environmental issues, events 
affecting the Chesapeake Bay watershed. Local and regional news 
coverage in print, online, shared with news outlets. 
 
Bel Cantani Opera  
EIN/MCC Code: 71-0966118 | (301) 320-5069 | To provide 
performance opportunities to young opera singers and to bring those 
performances to the community at an affordable price. 
 
Believe In Tomorrow National Children's Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1332737 | (410) 744-1032 | From our pediatric 
hospital housing in Baltimore to respite housing services in Ocean City 
and Deep Creek, we support children and families in medical crisis. 
 
Bello Machre, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0915574 | (443) 702-3000 | Bello Machre, 
established 1972, provides loving care, homes and support for a 
lifetime to individuals with developmental disabilities throughout central  
and western Maryland. 
 
Benedictine School for Exceptional Children, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0787237 | (410) 634-2112 | Helps more than 200 
individuals with developmental disabilities and autism achieve their 
greatest potential in a caring and compassionate school, residential, or 
day services environment. 
 
Ben's Wish Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-4798197 | (443) 243-5572 | Ben's Wish 
Foundation's mission is to provide care and bereavement packages to 
the families of the neonatal and pediatric intensive care units of local 
hospitals. 
 
Best Friends Animal Society  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7147797 | (435) 644-2001 | Working with you and 
groups all across the country to stop the killing in our nation's animal 
shelters. Together, we can save them all. 
 
Best Friends in Harford County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-4864494 | (443) 390-6676 | Non-profit organization 
providing spay neuter services to feral cat colonies and cats of low 
income owners. 
 
Bethesda Fire Department, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0743537 | (301) 652-5602 | Provide fire and 
rescue services, community outreach, public safety, education 
programs. 

Bethesda Help, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7128546 | (301) 365-2022 | Bethesda Help 
provides emergency food deliveries to client's homes and offers 
financial assistance to prevent evictions or cutoff of utilities, or to 
provide needed medications. 
 
Beyond Celiac and Celiac Central (National Foundation for Celiac 
Awareness) 
EIN/MCC Code: 90-0108854 | (215) 325-1306 | Drives diagnosis of 
celiac disease, improves quality-of-life for those altering to a medically 
necessary gluten-free diet advances research by facilitating 
collaboration within the healthcare community. 
 
Beyond Pesticides (Beyond Pesticides/National Coalition Against 
the Misuse of Pesticides) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1360541 | (202) 543-5450 | Prevents pesticide 
poisoning of our workplaces, homes, schools, food, air, and water 
through a practical information clearinghouse on non- toxic pest control 
and chemical hazards. 
 
Bible Believers Fellowship, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 11-2999652 | (516) 739-7746 | Jesus Christ saves 
lives! Help our prison ministry reduce crime by promoting Christianity 
to English and Spanish speaking inmates with literature, videos, 
counseling and prayer. 
 
Big Brothers/Big Sisters of Washington County Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6017446 | (301) 739-4711 | Provides children 
facing adversity with strong and enduring, professionally supported 
one-to-one relationships that change their lives for the better, forever. 
 
Big Learning (MCC PTA Educational Programs, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1039239 | (301) 326-1969 | MCCPTA Educational 
Programs, Inc. d/b/a Big Learning provides high-quality enrichment 
programs in STEM and foreign language to over 2,000 children and 
youth every year. 
 
Birthday Box,  A NJ Nonprofit Corporation  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2607451 | (201) 892-8343 | The Birthday Box is a 
"party in a box" that is anonymously delivered to children who may 
otherwise not have a birthday celebration. 
 
Birthright Of Prince Frederick  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1931286 | (410) 257-1402 | Free and confidential 
pregnancy testing and resource and referral services. 
 
Bishop Walsh School  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0822914 | (301) 724-5360 | Bishop Walsh is a 
Catholic School serving all of Western Maryland students in grades 
Pre-K through 12 and offering a college preparatory curriculum to 
learners. 
 
Bladder Cancer Advocacy Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-2897110 | (301) 215-9099 | BCAN is a national 
organization whose mission is to advance research, provide 
information and support, and raise awareness on bladder cancer. 
 
Blessings International  
EIN/MCC Code: 73-1130590 | (918) 250-8101 | Gives hope to destitute 
children and adults by providing life-saving pharmaceuticals, vitamins 
and medical supplies for treating needy patients in developing nations 
and US clinics. 
 
Blue Water Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1420138 | (410) 254-1577 | Our mission is to 
restore the quality of Baltimore's rivers, streams, and harbor to foster a 
healthy environment a strong economy and thriving communities. 
 
Bon Secours of Maryland Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1732800 | (410) 362-3199 | Bon Secours 
Community Works improves the well-being of West Baltimore residents 
by providing social services and other services that address the social 
determinants of health. 
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Boniface Animal Rescue Corporation  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-3919512 | (301) 503-2494 | Accepts injured 
orphaned, sick, stray domestic animals and wildlife. Provides holistic 
care. Seeks permanent homes for adoptable animals. Releases wild 
animals back into the wild. 
 
Born Free USA United with Animal Protection Institute, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-6187633 | (202) 450-3168 | Works to end the 
suffering of wild animals in captivity, rescue individual animals in need, 
protect wildlife, including endangered species, and encourage 
compassionate conservation globally. 
 
Boulder Crest Retreat Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-3228310 | (540) 554-2727 | Healing combat 
heroes by delivering free retreats for wounded warriors, their families, 
caregivers and Gold Star families with PTSD/TBI in a beautiful rural 
sanctuary. 
 
Bowie State University Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0952758 | (301) 860-4314 | The Foundation 
supports the mission of Bowie State University by providing 
scholarships and support for other University initiatives. 
 
Boy Scouts of America - Baltimore Area Council  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591572 | (443) 573-2510 | The Baltimore Area 
Council Boy Scouts of America is one of the nations most prominent 
values-based youth development organizations providing character-
building programs for young people. 
 
Boy Scouts of America - Del-Mar-Va Council, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0065733 | (302) 622-3300 | Comprehensive youth 
educational services preparing young people to make ethical and 
moral choices over their lifetime. Activities emphasize character, 
leadership, citizenship, and personal fitness development. 
 
Boys & Girls Club of Westminster, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-4271480WES | (410) 386-0135 | A nurturing safe 
place to come after school and summertime for kids 6-18 to meet new 
friends participate in programs and fun activities daily. 
 
Boys & Girls Clubs of Annapolis & Anne Arundel County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1736346 | (410) 972-2555 | Youth development 
organization that enables all young people, especially those who need 
us most, to reach their full potential through afterschool and summer 
programs. 
 
Brain Injury Association of America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 04-2716222 | (703) 761-0750 | The Brain Injury 
Association of America is the voice of brain injury. We help over 
40,000 people annually through BIAA's National Brain Injury 
Information Center. 
 
Breast Cancer African American (Sisters Network, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 76-0480069 | (713) 781-0255 | Speaking with one 
voice, we save lives by empowering women through support, 
education, financial assistance, and promoting early detection through 
free mammography and ultrasound screenings. 
 
Breast Cancer Research and Assistance Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 86-0957009 | (602) 241-2697 | We provide research 
grants medical equipment supplies to hospitals clinics that treat breast 
cancer and provide educational materials for patients and families 
support groups. 
 
Breast Cancer Research Center (Osteoporosis and Breast Cancer 
Research Center, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0950811 | (866) 786-2272 | Your support makes a 
difference by funding vital research dedicated to the discovery of 
treatments and cures for breast cancer and health issues affecting 
women. 
 
Breast Cancer Research Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3727250 | (646) 497-2600 | Every two minutes 
someone is diagnosed with breast cancer. Help the highest rated 
breast cancer organization advance our mission to fund research and 
save lives. 
 

Breast Cancer Support Foundation (Breast Cancer Charities of 
America, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 26-4602950 | (936) 231-8460 | BCCA supports those 
touched by breast cancer. From integrative educational resources to 
financial assistance, our programs directly empower patients and 
families. 
 
B-Roll Media & Arts, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-2770585 | (202) 251-6247 | Provide free of cost 
media and arts training and education to understand youth ages 13 to 
21. 
 
Brooke's House, Inc  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-1173644 | (301) 733-5020 | Brooke's House 
provides a community-based safe, stable and emotionally supportive 
living environment for adult women in the early stages of substance 
abuse recovery. 
 
Building Better Days Inc  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-1218909 | (410) 507-7512 | Building Better Days 
gives building toys to pediatric patients to make their days in the 
hospital less stressful. 
 
By Their Side, Inc. 
EIN/MCC Code: 14-1895828 | (443) 279-1234 | Family funded 
nonprofit providing lifelong advocacy for Marylanders with 
developmental disabilities after parents die. Contributions fund 
additional assistance when someone's needs change or difficulty 
encountered. 
 
C & O Canal Trust, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0401642 | (301) 714-2233 | The C & O Canal Trust 
raises funds to support the C&O Canal National Historical Park and 
manages programs that highlight its natural, historical, and recreational 
resources. 
 
Cal Ripken, Sr. Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2310500 | (410) 823-0043 | The Ripken 
Foundation uses sports-themed programs to help build character and 
teach critical life lessons to at-risk youth living in America's most 
distressed communities. 
 
Calvert Churches Community Food Pantry Incorporated  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-1949046 | (410) 414-7474 | Calvert Churches 
Community Food Pantry provides food for those in need in Central 
Calvert County. Phone 410-414-7474 hours of operation 9am til noon 
M,T,W. 
 
Calvert Hall College of Baltimore City, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0607966 | (410) 821-6926 | Calvert Hall, a Catholic 
and Lasallian college preparatory school, provides a diverse 
community of young men with a broad and balanced human and 
Christian education. 
 
Calvert Hospice  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1329515 | (410) 535-0892 | Calvert Hospice 
provides quality end-of-life care to patients with life-limiting illnesses, 
support to their family members and bereavement services to those 
who are grieving. 
 
Calvert K-9 Search Team, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2038393 | (410) 586-2476 | Provides nationally 
certified dog teams support and search management personnel for 
search and rescue missions to find lost or missing persons. 
 
Calvert Marine Museum Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1363427 | (410) 326-2042 | Family friendly CMM 
tells the Chesapeake Bay story with natural history, pre-history and 
maritime history. Come visit and explore live animals, fossils, boats, 
and interactive exhibits. 
 
CamFed U.S.A. Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-2033897 | (415) 963-4489 | CAMFED is dedicated 
to the eradication of poverty in Africa through the education of girls and 
the empowerment of women as leaders of change. 
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Camp Opportunity, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1888974 | (410) 877-3528 | Camp Opportunity 
provides all-volunteer week-long overnight summer camp serving at-
risk children ages 8-11 providing counselor for each child. Follow-up 
activities are held throughout the year. 
 
Cancer Care, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1825919 | (212) 712-6151 | Caring for people 
facing cancer. Supporting patients, children, loved ones, caregivers. 
We provide help and hope through free counseling, wigs, education, 
financial assistance. 
 
Cancer Research America NFCR (National Foundation for Cancer 
Research) 
EIN/MCC Code: 04-2531031 | (301) 654-1250 | NFCR is a leading 
cancer charity dedicated to funding research and public education 
relating to cancer prevention, earlier diagnosis, better treatments and 
ultimately a cure. 
 
Cancer Research Fund of the Damon Runyon-Walter Winchell 
Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1933825 | (212) 455-0500 | To accelerate 
breakthroughs, we fund todays best young scientists with great 
potential to impact cancer prevention, diagnosis and treatment.100% 
of donations fund cancer research. 
 
Cancer Research Institute, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1837442 | (212) 688-7515 | Cancer Research 
Institute supports and coordinates scientific and clinical efforts that will 
lead to the immunological control and eventual cure of cancer. 
 
Cancer Support Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-3112832 | (410) 964-9563 | We provide financial 
and quality of life resources to anyone undergoing cancer treatment in 
Maryland. Includes all types of cancer and all age groups. 
 
Canine Companions for Independence, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-2494324 | (800) 577-2275 | A cold nose and a 
warm heart! Our companion dogs provide independence, assistance, 
and friendship that transforms the lives of children and adults with 
disabilities. 
 
Canine Partners For Life  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-2580658 | (610) 869-4902 | Provide and sustain 
professionally trained service and companion dogs for individuals with 
physical, developmental and cognitive disabilities or who are in other 
situations of need. 
 
Canines for Disabled Kids  
EIN/MCC Code: 04-3412812 | (978) 422-5299 | Autism silences a 
child's laugh. Disability halts a child's life. These specially trained 
service dogs liberate children promote independence and social 
awareness and help families. 
 
Capital Caring (Capital Hospice) 
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1920770 | (703) 538-2065 | Provides expert 
medical, emotional, spiritual and practical support to people living with 
advanced illness-regardless of ability to pay-plus support for their 
family/caregivers. 
 
Care Net Pregnancy Center of Frederick (Frederick County Crisis 
Pregnancy Center, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1322581 | (301) 662-5300 | Medical clinic and 
pregnancy support center offering free and confidential services such 
as options education, confirmation ultrasounds, STI testing and 
treatment, and educational classes. 
 
Care Net Pregnancy Center of Southern Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1689564 | (301) 737-4604 | Offering compassion, 
hope, and help to women and men facing the crisis of unplanned 
pregnancy by presenting realistic alternatives and Christ centered 
support. 
 
 
 
 

CARES Foundation (Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia Research 
Education and Support Foundation, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 22-3755684 | (908) 364-0272 | Leads in effort to 
improve the lives of the Congenital Adrenal Hyperplasia community 
and seeks to advance quality health care through support advocacy 
education research. 
 
CaringMatters, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1591455 | (301) 869-4673 | Nonprofits 
organization provides compassionate support, services, and 
community education without charge to Montgomery County adults 
children, and families facing life-threatening illness and experiencing 
grief. 
 
Carroll Child Care Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0890366 | (410) 840-7925 | Carroll Child Care 
Center serves families of all income levels by offering a healthy 
environment in which children can discover, learn and grow. 
 
Carroll County Youth Service Bureau, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1043622 | (410) 848-2500 | Carroll County Youth 
Service Bureau has provided outpatient behavioral health services in 
Carroll County since 1972 and provides a full range of outpatient 
treatment services. 
 
Carroll Hospice, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1565870 | (410) 871-7114 | Carroll Hospice 
provides compassionate, palliative care, pain and symptom 
management to patients needing end-of-life care, as well as 
bereavement support for families. 
 
Carson Scholars Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1851346 | (410) 828-1005 | Recognize and reward 
students in grades 4 -11 for academic achievement and humanitarian 
service with a scholarship award. Establish reading rooms in schools. 
 
Carver Alumni Association of Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1924079 | (410) 323-3431 | Team of volunteer 
CarVoTech alumni and supporters committed to serving the 
educational, developmental and personal needs of CarVoTech 
students, families community, and school. 
 
CASA of Baltimore County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2258847 | (410) 828-0515 | Ordinary people 
making extraordinary change! Volunteers give a voice to abused and 
neglected children as they advocate for placement in safe, permanent 
homes. 
 
Casa of Caroline, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 82-0561419 | (410) 479-8301 | CASA of Caroline 
advocates for the best interest of all abused and neglected children 
removed from their homes and placed in the Foster Care System. 
 
CASA of Talbot County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1568597 | (410) 822-2866 | CASA of the Mid-
Shore advocates for the best interest of children who are under court 
protection due to abuse, neglect or abandonment. 
 
CASA, Inc. (Citizens Assisting and Sheltering the Abused (CASA)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1157651 | (301) 739-4990 | CASA is committed to 
provide services that promote safety, foster growth, and empower 
individuals and families involved in domestic violence and sexual 
assault/abuse. 
 
Casey Cares Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2259802 | (443) 568-0064 | Childhood cancer, 
sickle cell, cystic fibrosis and other life-threatening illnesses rob 
children their childhood. Help provide little moments and lasting 
memories for our families. 
 
Cat Tails, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0137346 | (410) 971-5643 | Rescue cats and 
kittens who are scheduled to be euthanized. Conduct outreach efforts 
to find suitable homes for rescued cats and kittens. 
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Catastrophic Health Planners, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1833332 | (410) 871-0751 | CHP provides referrals 
and direct support to individuals and their families necessary to assist 
them in making an educated decision regarding their future. 
 
Catherine Foundation, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1366150 | (301) 870-4912 | The Catherine 
Foundation affirms the value of life through compassionate care, 
education, resources and positive alternatives. 
 
Catholic Charities of Baltimore (Associated Catholic Charities, 
Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591538 | (667) 600-2000 | Maryland's leading 
private provider of human services, over 80 programs include Our 
Daily Bread, Christopher Place, Sarah's House, St. Vincent's Villa, 
Anna's House, and Villa Maria. 
 
Catholic Charities, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0065685 | (302) 655-9624 | Catholic Charities 
Seton Center delivers basic needs, behavioral health, and immigration 
services to families on Maryland's Eastern Shore regardless of race, 
religion, ability to pay. 
 
Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1584951 | (301) 565-4800 | CLINIC and it's 330+ 
affiliates assist low-income immigrants, reunite families, promote 
citizenship, help victims of domestic violence, advocate, build capacity, 
and train legal immigration providers. 
 
Catholic Relief Services (Catholic Relief Services United States 
Conference of Catholic Bishops) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5563422 | (410) 625-2220 | Rushes food, clothing, 
shelter, water, and comfort to God's most vulnerable children 
effectively and efficiently in times of disaster and provides the means 
to self-sufficiency. 
 
Cats R Us, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2322975 | (410) 263-1719 | Cats R US is a 
volunteer run feline rescue located in the Annapolis area focusing on 
spay, neuter, and adoption of stray cats and kittens. 
 
Cecil County Retired School Personnel Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-3491604 | (443) 907-2353 | CeilRSPA purpose is 
to improve the general welfare of CCPS by donations for students who 
have needs everything from clothes and personal care products. 
 
Center for Abused Persons (Community Crisis and Referral 
Center, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1280683 | (301) 645-8994 | Domestic violence, 
sexual assault and child abuse counseling. Crisis telephone 
counseling, information and referral services. Counseling for abusers, 
community education. Professional training. Volunteer opportunities. 
 
Center for Adoption Support and Education, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2100734 | (301) 476-8525 | C.A.S.E. improves the 
lives of adopted and foster children and their families through 
counseling, lifelong education, and a growing national network of 
trained professionals. 
 
Center for Children, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1631026 | (301) 609-9887 | Center for Children is 
dedicated to the prevention and treatment of child abuse and the 
promotion of positive mental health through crisis-intervention therapy 
and education. 
 
Center for Community Excellence, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-3193112 | (410) 255-8569 | Provide "survival" 
supplies to those experiencing homelessness and engage them in 
participatory transformative life/social-skills retraining leading to their 
self-sufficiency focusing on Maryland and poverty-ridden Africa. 
 
Center for Watershed Protection, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1644387 | (410) 461-8323 | The Center for 
Watershed Protection works to protect, restore, and enhance our 
nation's watersheds by creating viable solutions for responsible land 
and water management. 
 

Center Stage Associates, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0780194 | (410) 986-4000 | Baltimore Center 
Stage is an artistically driven institution committed to engaging and 
educating a diverse audience through challenging and thought-
provoking theater, education, and community programming. 
 
Central Baltimore Partnership  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2842736 | (410) 244-1775 | CBP facilitates the 
comprehensive Central Baltimore neighborhood revitalization through 
collaboration with residents, neighborhood organizations, major 
institutions, community-based nonprofits, private businesses and 
public agencies. 
 
CentrePointe Counseling, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1288655 | (800) 491-5369 | CentrePoint provides 
professional counseling and consultation services throughout 
Maryland. The services are Christ-centered, affordable, and 
accessible. There is a scholarship for those that need assistance. 
 
CHADD, Inc. (Children & Adults with Attention 
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder)  
EIN/MCC Code: 59-2817697 | (301) 306-7070 | CHADD works to 
ensure that children and adults with Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity 
Disorder reach their full potential through family support, education, 
and encouragement of research. 
 
Challenger Center for Space Science Education  
EIN/MCC Code: 76-0192067 | (202) 827-1580 | Engaging students and 
teachers in dynamic exploration and discovery opportunities that 
strengthen knowledge in STEM and provide outlets to learn and apply 
important life skills. 
 
Chamber Music On The Hill  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1838697 | (410) 857-2599 | Chamber Music on the 
Hill brings to the community a series of affordable Chamber Music 
concerts. 
 
Champ House Recovery, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-1994038 | (301) 262-5696 | Champhouse 
Recovery Inc. is a transitional housing program for men. Our primary 
focus is to rehabilitate men who suffer from alcohol, drugs, & other 
addictions. Provide a safety net. 
 
Character Counts Mid Shore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 01-0568122 | (410) 819-0386 | Character Counts Mid 
Shore is dedicated to fostering positive character development through 
citizen-driven character enrichment programs for students in Talbot, 
Dorchester and Caroline Counties. 
 
Charles County Children's Aid Society, Incorporated  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0610536 | (301) 645-1561 | Assisting families living 
in Charles County with basic life necessities including food, clothing, 
baby items, personal care items, school supplies, Thanksgiving 
baskets, and Christmas assistance. 
 
Charles County Literacy Council, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1525917 | (301) 934-6488 | Provides free one-on-
one tutoring to adults in reading, writing, mathematics, ESOL, and 
citizenship and ASVAB preparation. We train volunteer tutors in yearly 
workshops. 
 
Charles County Meals on Wheels, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1623790 | (301) 392-6325 | Our programs help 
homebound senior maintain a good quality of life, dignity, and 
independence for as long as possible with nutritious meals and daily 
support. 
 
Chase Brexton Health Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1638592 | (410) 752-2050 | Chase Brexton Health 
Care provides quality and compassionate care regardless of insurance 
status by ensuring access to healthcare and building stronger 
communities. 
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Check-6 Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 80-0461034 | (443) 454-7622 | Our mission is to 
provide aid, assistance, experiences, purpose, inspiration, and hope to 
children battling serious medical conditions, veterans, and their 
families. 
 
Chesapeake Audubon Society  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1038833 | (410) 747-3442 | Provides child/adult 
environmental education and field trips, conserves 750 acre 
undisturbed rare salt marsh, advocates for environmental protection 
policies, and operates Pickering Creek Audubon Center. 
 
Chesapeake Bay Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6065757 | (410) 268-8816 | America's water and 
marine life face toxic pollution, overfishing, urban sprawl. Help realize 
our vision: safe drinking water, pristine waterways, thriving ecosystems 
locally and nationwide. 
 
Chesapeake Bay Maritime Museum  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7051889 | (410) 745-2916 | Chesapeake Maritime 
Museum is dedicated to preserving and exploring the history, 
environment, and culture of the region, and making this resource 
available to all. 
 
Chesapeake Bay Trust  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1454182 | (410) 974-2941 | The Chesapeake Bay 
Trust is dedicated to restoring and protecting bays, streams, rivers, 
forests, parks, and other natural resources in the Chesapeake Bay 
watershed region. 
 
Chesapeake Church  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1378847 | (410) 257-0700 | Chesapeake Cares 
Food Pantry provides food and free tax preparation, and provides 
community referrals to low income families and homebound citizens. 
 
Chesapeake Climate Action Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 11-3644283 | (240) 630-2146 | The Chesapeake 
Climate Action Network (CCAN) is the first grassroots organization 
dedicated exclusively to fighting global warming in Maryland, Virginia, 
and Washington D.C. 
 
Chesapeake Harmony Chapter, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2088860 | (410) 336-9139 | Women's chorus 
dedicated to the advancement of a cappella barbershop harmony 
through education, competition, performance and community outreach. 
Local Sweet Adelines International chapter for 20 years. 
 
Chesapeake Health Education Program, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1711309 | (410) 642-1195 | CHEP provides 
housing and support programs to homeless veterans in need, allowing 
them to return to independent living and restoring their hope and 
dignity. 
 
Chesapeake Housing Mission  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-3435626 | (410) 546-4534 | To make homes of 
those in need, warmer, safer and drier connecting those in need with 
those who can help (materials, volunteers, construction) 
 
Chesapeake Legal Alliance, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-4349757 | (410) 216-9441 | CLA envisions a 
Chesapeake Bay with clean water, thriving and healthy communities 
and abundant native ecosystems through improved compliance and 
enforcement of existing laws, regulations and policies. 
 
Chesapeake Multicultural Resources Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-0893377 | (443) 786-1120 | Through direct 
services and education, The Chesapeake Multicultural Resource 
Center (ChesMRC) empowers people from different cultures to 
become successful and engaged members of our community. 
 
Chesapeake Search and Rescue Dog Association, Inc. 
(CHESARDA)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2056104 | (410) 821-0853 | All volunteer  
organization that provides authorities with professionally trained K9 
search teams. K9's are trained in area search, as well as human 
remains detection. 
 

Chesapeake Shakespeare Company  
EIN/MCC Code: 03-0418380 | (410) 244-8571 | Presenting 
performances that are personally meaningful, educationally inspiring, 
and theatrically compelling, CSC pursues artistic excellence, ensures 
community accessibility, and promotes statewide awareness of classic 
theatre. 
 
Chesapeake Therapeutic Riding, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0068227 | (410) 963-6793 | CTR uses horses to 
provide adaptive recreation, educational activities, and leadership 
workshops to children and adults with differing abilities, veterans, 
senior citizens, and at-risk youth. 
 
Chesapeake Wildlife Heritage, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0178636 | (410) 822-5100 | Dedicated to 
designing, restoring, and managing wildlife habitat and the promotion 
of sustainable agriculture through direct action with private and public 
landowners within Chesapeake watershed. 
 
Chesapeake Youth Symphony Orchestra, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1688994 | (410) 263-2664 | Chesapeake Youth 
Symphony Orchestra 801 Chase Street Annapolis MD 21401 443-758-
3157 cysomusic.org We provide training and performance 
opportunities through professional conductors to young musicians 
throughout Maryland. 
 
Child Find of America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 22-2323336 | (845) 883-6060 | Child kidnapping 
prevention and location specialists, helping children and devastated 
families through free investigation and publicity.  Prevent/resolve 
parental abductions through conflict management and mediation. 
 
Child Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 93-1148608 | (503) 224-0409 | Save lives, build hope.  
Education can move a child beyond poverty.  Help children remain in 
school, giving them the tools to reach their full potential. 
 
Child Health Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1429538 | (410) 992-5512 | Millions of children 
without clean water, immunizations, health care, subject to malaria, 
respiratory disease and malnutrition need help. We can help them with 
your help. 
 
Child Justice, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-2493549 | (301) 283-1762 | Providing pro bono 
legal services, court watch, and emotional support in qualified custody 
or access cases with a history of child abuse and/or domestic violence. 
 
Child Labor Watch (GoodWeave International) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2042014 | (202) 234-9050 | Devoted to the 
rescuing children facing human trafficking and slavery. Protecting 
exploited child laborers from supply chains in Asia. Offering youth 
development, counseling, rehabilitation and education. 
 
CHILD RESCUE INTERNATIONAL (Mission Without Borders, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 77-0292572 | (805) 987-8891 | Bringing hope to 
abandoned, orphaned and forgotten children in Ukraine Romania and 
Moldova. Please partner with us in changing lives. Your kindness 
makes a difference. 
 
ChildFund International, USA  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-0536100 | (804) 756-2700 | Helping deprived, 
excluded, and vulnerable children have the capacity to become young 
adults and leaders who bring lasting and positive change in their 
communities. 
 
Childhood Brain Tumor Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2122976 | (877) 217-4166 | Where would you turn 
if your child had a critical brain tumor? We're determined to find a cure 
and offer hope to parents facing heartbreak. 
 
Childreach (Plan International USA, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5661832 | (401) 738-5600 | We are a part of a 
global organization that works in 52 countries to advance children's 
rights and equality for girls. 
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Children Awaiting Parents, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 16-1047933 | (585) 232-5110 | Services are provided 
to prospective foster care and adoptive families to adopt and provide 
pre and post adoptive services. 
 
Children First - America's Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0186795 | (703) 222-3861 | Addressing needs of 
children and families. Sustaining educational programs, feeding the 
most helpless, supporting those facing life-threatening illness, 
members programs help those most in need. 
 
Children In Need, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2134660 | (301) 739-5300 | In an effort to keep 
children in school thriving to graduation CIN supplies basic needs to 
children receiving free and reduced meals. 
 
Children International  
EIN/MCC Code: 44-6005794 | (816) 942-2000 | Working to eradicate 
poverty by surrounding kids with a team, a place and a path out of 
poverty through health, education, empowerment and employment 
programs. 
 
Children of Incarcerated Parents Partnership, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-3552072 | (240) 578-5662 | This volunteer 
organization serves children through monthly activities, jail parenting 
classes, sharing fairs, classes upon release, assistance when needed, 
visitation library, and much more. 
 
Children of the Night  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-3130408 | (818) 908-4474 | Rescues America's 
children from the ravages of prostitution. Providing shelter, hope, and 
new-beginnings. With your support, we can save more. Our children 
deserve a fighting-chance! 
 
Children of Zion of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0195571 | (410) 836-2121 | I was a stranger and 
you invited me in.  Providing care, food, shelter, spiritual guidance, and 
education to children orphaned by AIDS, poverty, and neglect. 
 
Children's Bible Ministry of Maryland-Howard Count (Children's 
Bible Ministry of Maryland) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1334775 | (410) 796-7990 | Biblical character 
building and morals are taught in weekly afterschool clubs and camp. 
Summer internships are available for teens and adults. Training 
provided for volunteers. 
 
Children's Cancer Foundation, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1319756 | (443) 546-4479 | Local non-profit 
organization funding research of pediatric cancers and building 
facilities that treat children with cancer at 6 hospitals in MD/DC area. 
 
Children's Cause for Cancer Advocacy, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 11-3485631 | (202) 336-8374 | Children's Cause for 
Cancer Advocacy is the voice for children with cancer, survivors, and 
their families, advocating for research, better treatments, and improved 
survivorship programs. 
 
Children's Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1841297 | (703) 652-7647 | Building brighter 
futures worldwide because we care about orphans and vulnerable 
children. We provide for their welfare and education, rescuing them 
from abuse and exploitation. 
 
Children's Home, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0608012 | (410) 744-7310 | The Children's Home 
provides statewide residential and family-driven services to youth ages 
13-21 experiencing abuse abandonment and or neglect in their lives. 
 
Children's House at Johns Hopkins Hospital (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1619682 | (410) 614-2560 | During medical crisis, 
critically-ill children and their families are provided hospital housing 
accommodations and supportive services while seeking treatment at 
Johns Hopkins Children's Center. 
 
 
 

 
Children's Hunger Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-4335462 | (818) 979-7100 | Children's Hunger 
Fund delivers hope to suffering children across America and around 
the world by equipping local churches for gospel-centered mercy 
ministry. 
 
Children's Hunger Relief Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0168428 | (707) 528-8000 | Saving children's lives! 
Sharing God's love by providing hot meals, disease-free water, 
healthcare, medicines, food-growing technology, and Christian 
education to suffering children worldwide. 
 
Children's Inn at NIH, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1638207 | (301) 496-5672 | The Children's Inn 
provides a free residence and support programming for children and 
families participating in pediatric research at the National Institutes of 
Health. 
 
Children's Medical Ministries  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1434743 | (301) 261-3211 | Compassionate 
healthcare volunteers providing free wheelchairs, rehabilitation 
equipment, food, and clothing to children in despair. Active in disaster 
relief. 
 
Children's Roads to Recovery, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1749479 | (410) 750-1300 | Children's Roads To 
Recovery gives assistance to families that have a child suffering from a 
life threatening illness by helping with travel related expenses. 
 
Children's Shelter of Cebu  
EIN/MCC Code: 41-1330241 | (651) 493-1551 | We operate four 
homes for abandoned, neglected, and abused children in Cebu City, 
Philippines. Your support will change the lives of children! 
 
Children's Tumor Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-2298956 | (212) 344-6633 | Children's Tumor 
Foundation (CTF) is a 501© (3) not-for-profit organization dedicated to 
finding effective treatments for neurofibromatosis (NF). Learn more at 
www.ctf.org 
 
Children's Village of Washington County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1532443 | (301) 733-4443 | CVWC provides life 
safety education for young children. The curriculum offers classroom 
and hands-on activities to empower them to make good choices and 
decisions. 
 
Christian Freedom International  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1283394 | (800) 323-2273 | Help persecuted, 
repressed, isolated Christians who are suffering for their Faith! We 
deliver medicine, food, education, Bibles; and report on atrocities 
occurring world-wide. 
 
Christian Legal Society  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-6101090 | (703) 642-1070 | To defend religious 
freedom and the sanctity of life, provide legal assistance to the poor, 
and promotes conflict resolution through Biblical counseling, mediation, 
and arbitration. 
 
Christian Reformed World Relief Committee, Inc. (World Renew) 
EIN/MCC Code: 38-1708140 | (616) 224-0740 | Fighting poverty, 
hunger and injustice through partnerships and locally originated 
community development programs; responding to disasters with 
emergency supplies and reconstruction of homes and livelihoods. 
 
Christmas In April Prince George's County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1623793 | (301) 868-0937 | We offer free home 
repairs to elderly and/or disabled homeowners of Prince George's 
County. We want to make a sustainable impact in the county. 
 
Christmas in April St. Mary's County  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1722094 | (301) 884-2905 | Christmas in April St 
Mary's County, Inc. is a volunteer organization that rehabilitates homes 
of low-income homeowners particularly the elderly and disabled at no 
charge. 
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Christmas-In-April-Montgomery County Inc. (Rebuilding Together 
Montgomery County) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1667026 | (301) 947-9411 | At RTMC, we bring 
volunteers and communities together to improve the homes and lives 
of low-income homeowners through free safe and healthy home 
repairs. 
 
Chrysalis House, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1382654 | (410) 974-6829 | Chrysalis House Inc. is 
a nonprofit provider of substance use and mental health treatment 
services for women ages 18 and up and their at-risk children. 
 
City Life - Community Builders LTD  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-4725638 | (410) 371-6526 | CLCB promotes and 
supports transformational change in distressed East Baltimore 
communities through construction workforce training programs and the 
rehabilitation of boarded and vacant row homes. 
 
CityDance Ensemble  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2165072 | (202) 347-3909 | CityDance is an arts 
and education leader in the D.C. area with a mission to transform lives 
and communities through dance. 
 
Civic Works, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1925614 | (410) 366-8533 | Civic Works changes 
lives in Baltimore by creating access to healthy food, living wages, and 
safe and affordable housing for Baltimore residents of all ages. 
 
Clean Water Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1043444 | (586) 783-3277 | Neighborhood-based 
action & education programs bringing people, businesses, and 
government together for sensible solutions that protect water and 
health, prevent pollution, and conserve natural resources. 
 
Coalition of Concerned Black Christian Men  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0039551 | (301) 254-0927  
 
Coastal Hospice, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1214775 | (410) 742-8732 | Coastal Hospice 
provides medical care, social services, spiritual and emotional support, 
and volunteer companionship at the end of life for our patients and 
their families. 
 
CollegeBound Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1598921 | (410) 783-2905 | CollegeBound works 
exclusively with students in Baltimore City public schools providing 
essential college access programs, scholarships, and grants. 
 
Colorectal Cancer Alliance, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 86-0947831 | (202) 628-0123 | We are here to provide 
support services, to raise awareness of preventive measures, and to 
inspire efforts to fund critical research. 
 
Columbia Orchestra of Howard County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1167569 | (410) 465-8777 | The Columbia 
Orchestra presents affordably priced classical and jazz concerts and 
music education programs to Howard County and surrounding 
communities. 
 
Community Action Council of Howard County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0823083 | (410) 313-6440 | CAC provides food 
assistance, energy and weatherization assistance and early childhood 
education programming to more than 35,000 people each year. 
 
Community Crisis Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1634738 | (301) 864-7095 | Community Crisis 
Services Inc. provides compassionate crisis support through it's 
hotlines, safe shelter programs and information and referral services. 
 
Community Development Institute, Inc. (Rebuild Metro, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-2671667 | (410) 563-6220 | ReBUILD Metro uses 
targeted housing and community development investments to rebuild 
the market in distressed areas to the benefit of low-to-moderate 
income families. 
 
 
 

Community First- America's Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 01-0914846 | (703) 222-3861 | Feeding the hungry, 
sheltering the homeless, protecting women and children, providing 
critical medical services, supporting families in need, support Greater 
Washington D.C. most respected charities. 
 
Community Forklift (Sustainable Community Initiatives) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1975012 | (301) 985-5180 | Community Forklift is a 
cutting edge organization that promotes reuse, creates green jobs, and 
lifts up the community. Provides low-income building materials to the 
public. 
 
Community Foundation of Frederick County, Maryland, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1488711 | (301) 695-7660 | The Community 
Foundation helps people fulfill their charitable dreams by establishing 
charitable funds, which support scholarships to deserving students and 
grants to Frederick County charities. 
 
Community Foundation of Harford County, Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 01-0880770 | (443) 371-6062 | Community 
Foundation Harford County connects people who care with causes that 
matter, building lasting legacies, strengthening communities, enriching 
lives. 
 
Community Health Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-6167225 | (571) 298-8434 | Building stronger 
communities and empowering people to take action to improve health 
and wellbeing through giving opportunities, causes, volunteering, and 
health resources. 
 
Community Law Center  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1320934 | (410) 366-0922 | Community Law 
Center offers free legal services for neighborhoods and nonprofit 
organizations in Maryland to promote stronger nonprofits and more 
vibrant and equitable communities. 
 
Community Mediation Center of Southern Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-3210686 | (301) 475-9118 | Provide mediation 
services to individuals, families and businesses in St. Mary's County 
and facilitate workshops and community meetings addressing 
managing conflict. 
 
Community Mediation Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2226553 | (301) 270-9700 | Community Mediation 
Maryland advances collaborative conflict resolution through educating 
the public, providing training and quality assurance, conducting 
research, and creatively applying mediation to social challenges. 
 
Community Ministry of Calvert County  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-3846516 | (410) 414-8007 | Community Ministry 
gives assistance for overdue rents and utilities to low income residents 
of Calvert County 
 
Community Support Systems, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1949052 | (301) 372-1491 | CSS provides four 
'choice' food pantries, emergency safety-net services, advocacy, 
workforce development services, mentoring to low and moderate 
income families, senior citizens and disabled individuals. 
 
Community Trust Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 68-0629840 | (301) 876-9172 | Making it easy for 
donors to support local initiatives, nonprofits, and deserving students 
through charitable funds. Building a stronger more vibrant region 
through effective granting. 
 
Companion Bridge, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-3049352 | (410) 984-1982 | Companion Bridge 
provides an educational online community and helps owners raise 
funds so that their companion pets can get medical treatment and not 
be euthanized. 
 
Compass Regional Hospice, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1414892 | (443) 262-4100 | Compass Regional 
Hospice team serves individuals, families and the community by 
providing comprehensive professionals compassionate end-of-life care 
and grief support and education. 
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Compassion Care for Disabled Children, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2062902 | (301) 261-3211 | Providing poor 
disabled children worldwide with free distribution of specialty 
wheelchairs, walkers, crutches, rehabilitation equipment and therapy. 
Serving victims of natural and manmade disasters worldwide. 
 
Compassion Over Killing, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2034417 | (301) 891-2458 | Compassion Over 
Killings mission is to build a kinder world for all animals. 
 
Concern - Professional Services For Children, Youth & Families  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-2052170MD | (301) 429-2370 | Foster care 
services are provided to abused and neglected children and youth, 
specializing in services to emotionally disturbed children, teen mothers, 
and those with disabilities. 
 
Concerns of Police Survivors, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1354370 | (573) 346-4911 | Grief support and 
resources for surviving families and co-workers of law enforcement 
officers who died in the line of duty; law enforcement wellness/trauma 
training. 
 
Conservation Fund,  A Nonprofit Corporation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1388917 | (703) 525-6300 | Conservation should 
work for all Americans. That's why we create solutions that make 
environmental and economic sense. 96% of every gift goes directly 
into conservation. 
 
Cooperative for Assistance and Relief Everywhere, Inc. (C.A.R.E.)  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1685039 | (404) 681-2552 | Started in 1945 
delivering CARE packages to war-torn Europe. Today, working around 
the globe to save lives, defeat poverty and achieve social justice. 
 
Coppin State College Development Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7127440 | (410) 951-3800 | The CSUDE exists to 
support and expand the mission of Coppin State University by 
providing scholarship support and enhancing learning opportunities for 
degree-seeking students. 
 
Coral Reef Alliance  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-3211245 | (510) 370-0500 | Coral works with 
communities to identify and solve local conservation challenges that 
undermine reef health by integrating ecosystem management, 
sustainable tourism and community partnerships. 
 
Cornelia De Lange Syndrome Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 06-1057497 | (860) 676-8166 | The Foundation is 
here to support families affected by CdLS. We provide a place for 
parents needing information, comfort and support. 
 
Cornerstone Montgomery, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0937199 | (301) 715-3673 | Cornerstone 
Montgomery empowers people living with mental health and co-
occurring substance use disorders to live, work and integrate 
successfully within the community. 
 
Correctional Peace Officers Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 68-0023302 | (916) 928-0061 | Non-profit charity for 
Correctional Officers and their families by providing line of duty death 
benefit and catastrophic assistance in cases of accident or illness. 
 
COTA-Children's Organ Transplant Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 35-1674365 | (800) 366-2682 | COTA is a 501c3 
national charity helping children and young adults needing a life saving 
organ transplant by providing fundraising assistance and family 
support. 
 
County United Way, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0695477 | (301) 722-2700 | County United Way 
fights for the health education and financial stability of every person in 
Allegany and Garrett Counties. 
 
Court Appointed Special Advocate - Prince Georges County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1772617 | (301) 209-0491 | You can make a 
difference in the lives of abused and neglected children. Support CASA 
and help build a path to a brighter, safer future. 
 

Court Appointed Special Advocate of Harford County  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1936813 | (410) 638-4938 | Organization that 
advocates for the best interests of children who have been abused and 
neglected and are a part of the juvenile court system. 
 
Court Appointed Special Advocates of Washington County, 
Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0211152 | (240) 347-4979 | Children should never, 
ever be abused or neglected. But when they are, they need someone 
to advocate for their best interests. That's what Advocates do! 
 
Covenant House Washington DC  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3537709 | (202) 610-9600 | For over 24 years 
CHGW has made an impact guiding youth experiencing homelessness 
disconnection and exploitation to achieve housing education career 
and economic stability. 
 
Cradle of Hope Adoption Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1729434 | (301) 587-4400 | Help an abandoned 
child! We provide adoption services and support to children in need of 
permanent loving families. 
 
CREB Conservancy (ShoreRivers, Inc) 
EIN/MCC Code: 26-3187608 | (443) 385-0511 | ShoreRivers protects 
and restores Eastern Shore waterways through science-based 
advocacy, restoration, and education. 
 
Credit Union Foundation of Maryland and the District of Columbia  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1749045 | (443) 325-0771 | Financial literacy, 
affordable financial services, scholarship, training, grants. 
 
Crohn's & Colitis Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-6193105 | (212) 685-3440 | CCFA is dedicated to 
finding the cures for Crohn's disease and ulcerative colitis and to 
improving the quality of life of those affected by them. 
 
Crossroads Community Food Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-4635237 | (301) 996-2285 | Crossroads is building 
a healthier, more inclusive the food system in the Takoma/Langley 
Crossroads, a primarily low-income, immigrant community lust outside 
Washington, DC. 
 
Damascus Help, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1651722 | (301) 253-4100 | All-volunteer charity 
providing food, financial assistance, furniture, clothing, and 
transportation to indigent people in Montgomery County and 
southeastern Frederick County. 
 
Dana-Farber Cancer Institute  
EIN/MCC Code: 04-2263040 | (617) 582-7455 | Ranked #1 in New 
England by U.S. News & World Report, Dana-Farber provides expert 
care to children and adults with cancer while advancing research. 
 
Daybreak Adult Day Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1598993 | (301) 696-0808 | Daybreak is a 
medically supervised day care facility for senior citizens providing 
nursing oversight, personal care assistance, meals, transportation, and 
activities in a fun environment. 
 
Days End Farm Horse Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1759077 | (301) 854-5037 | Starvation, parasite-
infestation, deformed-hoofs: Caring for abused and neglected horse. 
Dedicated to ensuring quality care and treatment through intervention, 
education and outreach. 
 
Dayspring Programs, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2042543 | (410) 563-3459 | Housing, treatment, 
and support services for homeless families to sustain substance abuse 
recovery and develop self-sufficiency; Head Start services for 
preschool children and parents. 
 
Deaf Independent Living Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1274712 | (410) 742-5052 | Our mission statement 
is independence of people who are deaf or hard-of-hearing through 
communication, connection and community supports. 
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Defenders of Animal Rights, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1061126 | (410) 527-1466 | 4097 Defenders of 
Animal Rights 410-527-1466 adopt-a pet.org EIN#52-1061126 animal 
shelter wildlife sanctuary. Rescues, adoptions, spaying/neutering. 
Humane education, youth work, human health enhancement via pets. 
 
Defenders of Wildlife  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0183181 | (202) 682-9400 | Working since 1947 to 
save America's endangered animals and their threatened habitat for 
future generations through public education, citizen advocacy, legal 
action, and scientific research. 
 
Delaplaine Arts Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1481592 | (301) 698-0656 | The Delaplaine Visual 
Arts Education Center provides the Frederick region with educational 
opportunities and experiences in the visual arts through classes, 
exhibits and programs. 
 
Delta Research and Educational Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1338072 | (202) 347-1337 | Promotes research 
which identifies solutions to issues affecting African American women 
and their communities through funding and support of charitable 
programs of Delta Sigma Theta. 
 
DeMatha Catholic High School  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0607998 | (301) 864-3666 | DeMatha provides a 
college preparatory curriculum for high school boys with differing 
abilities, interests and backgrounds. Co-curriculars include music, art, 
sports and community service projects. 
 
Denton Child Development Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1558942 | (410) 479-2488 | Providing quality child 
care for children is the goal of the Denton Child Development Center, 
Inc.  We believe children should be given opportunities and 
experiences that will allow them to discover the world at their own 
pace. 
 
Diabetes & Immune Disease National Research Instit (La Jolla 
Institute for Allergy and Immunology) 
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0328688 | (858) 752-6542 | We're moving closer to 
a cure. Our cutting-edge research is advancing new treatments and 
cures for millions suffering from diabetes and other chronic, debilitating 
diseases. 
 
Diabetes National Research Group, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0950812 | (800) 877-3457 | Over 100 million 
Americans have diabetes or prediabetes. Please help us fund research 
to find treatments and cures for Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes. 
 
Diabetes Research & Wellness Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1840230 | (202) 298-9211 | Our goal is to fund 
scientific research into treatments and a cure of diabetes, conduct 
screenings, and education programs to save lives from blindness, 
kidney failure, and amputations. 
 
Diabetes Research Association (Diabetes Action Research and 
Education Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1714027 | (202) 333-4520 | Funding innovative 
promising research to prevent, treat, and cure diabetes. 100% of your 
workplace contributions is used for diabetes research and programs. 
We can conquer diabetes! 
 
Diakonia, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1381317 | (410) 213-0923 | Diakonia provides 
emergency housing and related homeless services for Worcester, 
Wicomico, and Somerset Counties. Services are offered to individuals, 
families, veterans, and seniors that are homeless or at risk. 
 
Direct Relief  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-1831116 | (805) 964-4767 | Providing essential 
medical resources to the most vulnerable communities in the U.S. and 
worldwide, improving health and transforming lives. 
 
 
 
 
 

Disabled American Veterans Charitable Service Trust  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1521276 | (859) 441-7300 | Empowering Veterans 
to lead high-quality lives with respect, prosthetics research, and 
devices for amputees; traumatic brain injury therapy; guide/assistance 
dogs; comfort for survivors. 
 
Doctors Without Borders (Medecins Sans Frontieres USA, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3433452 | (212) 679-6800 | An independent 
international medical humanitarian organization that delivers 
emergency aid to people affected by armed conflict, epidemics, and 
natural disasters in over 70 countries. 
 
Dogs for Better Lives (Dogs for the Deaf, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 93-0681311 | (541) 826-9220 | Dogs rescued from 
shelters are professionally trained to assist people with deafness 
hearing loss and other challenges. Dogs provide safety self confidence 
and independence. 
 
Dogs for Deaf and Disabled Americans (NEADS Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7281887 | (978) 422-9064 | Independence and 
companionship for wounded warriors, autistic children, the deaf and 
disabled by providing custom trained assistance dogs. Help provide 
these much needed service dogs! 
 
Dogs XL Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-4520812 | (410) 929-5847 | Dogs XL Rescue 
provides adoption services for homeless dogs as well as education, 
training, and assistance with veterinary expenses to support local dog 
owners. 
 
Donations from the Heart, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-2543346 | (410) 766-7336 | Donations from the 
Heart is a Christian nonprofit that exists to meet the basic needs of 
disadvantaged families, including food, childcare, transportation, rental, 
and education. 
 
Dorchester County Commission on the Aging, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1160287 | (410) 228-0190 | Provides respite and 
medical adult day care, in home like surroundings for persons who 
need medical services and supervision, peer socialization, and 
planned recreation. 
 
Downtown Baltimore Child Care, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1226027 | (410) 659-0515 | DBCC is an early 
education program where children are enriched by caring relationships 
with teachers and friends, by a stimulating curriculum, and a creative 
environment. 
 
DRU/Mondawmin Healthy Families, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 14-1918174 | (410) 225-3555 | DRU/Mondawmin 
Healthy Families supports pregnant and parenting families through 
home and on-site activities impacting healthy births, school readiness, 
and self-sufficiency through advocacy and education. 
 
Dystonia Medical Research Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-3378526 | (312) 755-0198 | Advance research for 
more treatments and ultimately a cure, promote awareness and 
education, and support the needs and well being of affected individuals 
and families. 
 
Earth Day Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3798288 | (202) 518-0044 | Environmental 
Education and organization of Earth Day Campaigns. Communicate 
and inspire Global community regarding environmental issues. 
 
EarthShare Chapters, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-3918694 | (240) 333-0300 | Supports the region's 
environmental organizations protecting your health, wildlife, and 
natural resources-locally and globally. One environment, one simple 
way to care for it. 
 
Eastern Shore Hospital Center Auxillary  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0641108 | (410) 221-2358 | Provides direct 
financial/material support to hospital residents.  100% of donations are 
freely given to sponsor special patient activities/events. 
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Eastern Shore Pregnancy Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-0507389 | (410) 546-5433 | A life affirming ministry 
providing free pregnancy testing ultrasounds mentoring parenting 
classes baby and maternity supplies options counseling premarital 
counseling and post abortion recovery. 
 
Echo Hill Outdoor School  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7301918 | (410) 348-5880 | Echo Hill Outdoor 
School provides students with positive outdoor experiences focused on 
the wonders of nature, the value of history, and the diversity of 
individuals. 
 
ECHO, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7275283 | (239) 567-3327 | Fights world hunger by 
helping people help themselves. Provide training, information and 
seeds to agricultural workers and missionaries working with farmers in 
180 countries. 
 
Echoes Of Nature  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-4361114 | (301) 860-1306 | Introduce people to the 
wonders of natural world through educational and enriching programs 
featuring live animal ambassadors at their locations and future wildlife 
discovery center. 
 
ELI (Environmental Law Institute) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0901863 | (202) 939-3800 | Environmental law that 
works for you: Community based education plus research on national 
problems equals solutions to protect people and nature. Independent 
and non-partisan. 
 
Elizabeth Seton High School  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0729718 | (301) 864-4532 | Elizabeth Seton High 
School is a Catholic secondary, college, and career preparatory school 
for women located in Bladensburg, Maryland promoting diversity and 
services to others. 
 
Ellicott City Historic District Partnership, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1183660 | (443) 240-2060 | Preserving the 
heritage and vitality of historic Ellicott City, while enhancing and 
creating economic growth and facilitate its recovery. 
 
Enchanted Haven Horse Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8199348 | (410) 634-1436 | Enchanted Haven 
Horse Rescue was created in 2008 to provide care and recovery for 
horses that are abandoned, abused, and neglected through direct 
quality intervention. 
 
Encore Creativity for Older Adults (Encore Creativity Corporation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0420278 | (301) 261-5747 | Encore provides an 
excellent and accessible artistic environment for older adults, 
regardless of experience or ability, who seek srts education under a 
professional artist. 
 
End Hunger In Calvert County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 80-0456174 | (410) 257-0700 | End hunger in Calvert 
County provides food distribution and support to 73 food pantries and 
workforce development programs for low income students. 
 
Engender Health, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1623838 | (212) 561-8000 | Women's health 
organization committed to the belief that sexual and reproductive 
health is a human right and vital for women to reach their full potential. 
 
Enoch Pratt Free Library of Baltimore City  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6001143 | (443) 984-4990 | We aim to provide 
equal access to information and services to support, empower, and 
enrich all who pursue knowledge, education, cultural enrichment and 
lifelong learning. 
 
EOD Warrior Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8618412 | (540) 554-4550 | Our mission is to 
improve the quality of life for the EOD family by providing emergency 
financial relief, scholarship opportunities, physical, social and 
emotional support. 
 
 

Epilepsy Association of the Eastern Shore, Inc. (United Needs and 
Abilities, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1232175 | (410) 543-0665 | UNA is a non-profit  
organization that assists people with developmental 
disabilities/epilepsy, focusing on their abilities. Services include: 
clinical, residential, recreational, financial, vocational and educational. 
 
Epilepsy Foundation of America  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0856660 | (301) 459-3700 | To lead the fight to 
overcome the challenges of living with epilepsy and to accelerate 
therapies to stop seizures, find cures, and save lives. 
 
Episcopal Relief and Development  
EIN/MCC Code: 73-1635264 | (855) 312-4325 | Works with more than 
3 million people in nearly 40 countries to overcome poverty, hunger 
and disease through programs that utilize local resources and 
expertise. 
 
EPOCH Dream Center (Eleven 21, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 46-1753777 | (443) 783-3683 | Eleven21 Inc. d/b/a 
Epoch Dream Center works to mentor, nurture, encourage, and equip 
students in the areas of academics, character development, behavior 
and emotional wellness. 
 
Everyman Theatre, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1593239 | (443) 615-7058 | Everyman Theatre is a 
professional theatre company of resident actors dedicated to bringing 
high quality transformative plays at an affordable price to the 
community. 
 
Extra-Ordinary Birthdays, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-3134087 | (301) 613-1524 | Extra-Ordinary 
Birthdays creates and provides birthday parties for homeless children 
that make them feel valued and inspire moments of delight in their 
lives. 
 
Ezer Mizion, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3660421 | (718) 853-8400 | Help save lives 
worldwide and provide crucial services to 660,000 challenged by old 
age, disability, mental illness, special needs and cancer in Israel. 
 
Fabretto Children's Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-3894824 | (703) 525-8716 | Empowering 
underserved children and families in Nicaragua to reach their full 
potential, improve their livelihoods, and take advantage of economic 
opportunity through education and nutrition. 
 
FACES (FACES: The National Craniofacial Association) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7069285 | (800) 332-2373 | Children with 
craniofacial disfigurements require specialized reconstructive surgery.  
We take care of these children and their families while they receive 
treatment.  Rebuilding faces, rebuilding futures. 
 
Fahrney-Keedy Memorial Home, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0610464 | (301) 733-6284 | Fahrney Keedy is a 
continuing care retirement community in Washington County. Skilled 
nursing, assisted living, independent living, companion care and NEW-
Adult day services are offered. 
 
Faith Communities and Civic Agencies United  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2341599 | (410) 272-2229 | Welcome One is 
Harford County's only shelter for homeless individuals. We provide 
shelter, meals, laundry and shower facilities, and case management. 
 
Fallston Animal Rescue Movement, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2272687 | (410) 557-6161 | Dog and cat rescue 
and adoptions; assistance finding new homes for pets; veterinarian & 
training recommendations and referrals; information on nutrition; pet 
care & behavior problems. 
 
Family Crisis Resource Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1185952 | (301) 759-9246 | FCRC  assists victims 
and survivors of intimate partner violence, rape, sexual assault, sexual 
abuse, child abuse, and stalking and reduces these crimes in Allegany 
County. 
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Family Tree, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1110645H | (410) 889-2300 | The Family Tree 
leads Maryland in preventing child abuse, connects caring 
communities, and builds strong families to improve society for 
generations. 
 
Farm Animal Reform Movement, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1302627 | (301) 530-1737 | Conducts national 
grassroots education campaigns promoting the benefits of healthy, 
wholesome plant-based eating to improve public health, save animals, 
and protect the environment. 
 
Farmers and Hunters Feeding the Hungry  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2151919 | (301) 739-3000 | Help put nutritious 
meat on the table for hungry children and families! We pay local 
butcher shops to process deer and livestock for the needy. 
 
Feed My Starving Children, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 41-1601449 | (763) 951-7311 | Volunteers hand pack 
scientifically formulated meals for malnourished children, which are 
distributed to a network of 80+ partners in 50+ countries each year. 
 
FINCA International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3240109 | (202) 682-1510 | To alleviate poverty 
through lasting solutions that help people build assets, create jobs and 
raise their standard of living. 
 
Firehouse Subs Public Safety Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-3588745 | (908) 886-8300 | The Foundation is 
dedicated to impacting the lifesaving capabilities of local heroes and 
their communities by providing lifesaving equipment, prevention, 
education, scholarships, and disaster relief. 
 
First Chesapeake (VirginiaFIRST) 
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8081778 | (804) 514-7712 | To inspire young 
people's interest and participation in science and technology using 
robots as vehicle. 
 
Fish of Laurel, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1182320 | (301) 776-9296 | Through Elizabeth 
House, we provide groceries, daily hot evening meals, holiday food 
baskets, and utilities assistance for the needy in the Laurel, MD area. 
 
Fisher House Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 11-3158401 | (301) 294-8560 | Fisher House 
Foundation builds comfort homes where military and veterans families 
can stay free of charge while a loved one is in the hospital. 
 
Flashes of Hope  
EIN/MCC Code: 04-3648694 | (440) 442-9700 | Flashes of Hope 
brightens the lives of children with cancer through a national 
photography program, special events and by investing in critically 
needed research. 
 
Focus on the Family  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-3188150 | (719) 531-3400 | A global multimedia 
organization defending and equipping families through counseling 
consults and biblically based resources that strengthen marriages and 
help parents raise healthy, responsible children. 
 
Food & Friends, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1648941 | (202) 269-2277 | Prepares and home-
delivers fresh, nutritionally-tailored meals and groceries, free of charge, 
and nutrition counseling to people living with cancer, HIV/AIDS and 
other serious illness. 
 
Food for The Hungry, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-2680390 | (480) 998-3100 | A Christian 
international relief and development organization responding to human 
suffering and graduating communities from extreme poverty. 
 
Food for The Poor, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 59-2174510 | (954) 427-2222 | To improve the health, 
economic, social and spiritual conditions of the poor throughout the 
Caribbean, Latin America, and the U.S. 
 
 

For All Seasons, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1496434 | (410) 822-1018 | For All Seasons, Inc. 
provides psychiatry, trauma-certified therapy, group support and 
operates a rape crisis center open to all residents of Maryland's five 
Mid-Shore counties. 
 
Foundation for AIDS Research  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3163817 | (816) 781-7700 | Invests in innovative 
AIDS cure research; advocates to increase funding for research, 
prevention, treatment and to protect the rights of all people affected by 
HIV/AIDS. 
 
Foundation For Baltimore County Public Library, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1695801 | (410) 887-6160 | Foundation for 
Baltimore County Public Library provides resources to enrich the 
Library's commitment to empower citizens to explore learn create and 
connect. 
 
Foundation for Hospices in Sub-Saharan Africa, Inc (Global 
Partners in Care, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 16-1590512 | (574) 367-2472 | Improving access to 
hospice and palliative care worldwide where the need is great and the 
resources are few through partnerships between US and international 
organizations. 
 
Foundation Schools (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7425256 | (301) 881-0078 | We provide students 
with severe, emotional, behavioral and social challenges the support 
and possibility of a future they would not otherwise imagine. 
 
Four States Christian Missions, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0704473 | (301) 739-1165 | Since 1955 The Hope 
Center operates 24 hours a day to provide shelter, food, clothing and 
family assistance to men, women and children in need. 
 
Fouse Center (the) (Arundel House of Hope, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1993704 | (410) 863-4888 | Arundel House of 
Hope provides emergency transitional and permanent housing for the 
homeless, with support services including employment and healthcare 
services for poor and homeless. 
 
Frederick Children's Chorus, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1698761 | (301) 845-2261 | Frederick Children's 
Chorus brings children together for the joyful exploration and 
celebration of singing. Chorus members learn musicianship and sing 
music from many different cultures. 
 
Frederick Community College Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1231768 | (301) 846-2438 | The Frederick 
Community College Foundation provides student support and 
scholarships and furthers the educational programs of Frederick 
Community College, a public community college in Maryland. 
 
Frederick County 4-H Therapeutic Riding Program, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1712242 | (301) 898-3587 | Learn to ride enjoy the 
outside improve balance and muscle tone. An exciting equine 
experience is provided to mentally physically and or emotionally 
disabled residents. 
 
Frederick County Humane Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6013207 | (301) 694-8300 | FCHS advocates for 
animal welfare and provides affordable services, resources, and 
programs to help pet owners keep their pets healthy, happy, and in 
lifelong homes. 
 
Frederick Rescue Mission, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0813371 | (301) 695-6633 | We are a Christ 
centered ministry providing residential recovery programs to the 
homeless or chemically addicted food to the hungry and clothing to the 
needy. 
 
Freedom Center, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2328301 | (301) 846-7811 | The Freedom Center 
provides services and support to empower people with disabilities to 
lead self-directed, independent, and productive lives in a barrier-free 
community. 
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Freedom Hill Horse Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-1933165 | (301) 806-1708 | Freedom Hill Horse 
Rescue is committed to save unwanted neglected abused horses and 
educate the public with our programs thereby giving our horses a job. 
 
FreeState Justice  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2174290 | (410) 625-9428 | FreeState Justice 
provides free legal services to LGBTQ Marylanders facing 
discrimination who otherwise cannot afford an attorney. 
 
Friends Aware, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0785118 | (301) 722-7268 | Friends Aware 
provides people with diverse abilities the opportunities and support to 
live their best lives as valued members of the community. 
 
Friends of Animals, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-6018549 | (203) 656-1522 | Free animals from 
cruelty and institutionalized exploitation. Working to stop euthanasia 
with our spay/neuter program. Promoting animal rights. Promoting 
veganism. Protecting animals in need. 
 
Friends of Felines, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-0936359 | (410) 414-2122 | No kill humane control 
of free-roaming cat population through trapping, cat rescue, testing, 
spay/neuter, vaccinations foster homes, adoptions, managed colonies 
and a sanctuary. 
 
Friends of Hancock's Resolution  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2042158 | (410) 255-4048 | To preserve and 
promote for educational and historical purposes the unique aspects of 
Hancock's Resolution, the only remaining authentic farmstead of an 
18th century "Middling" planter in Anne Arundel Co.. 
 
Friends of Maryland State Forest and Parks, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2049562 | (410) 635-3109 | Provides grants to 
Maryland State parks and assists by providing volunteer resources to 
enhance and advocate for Maryland State Parks statewide. 
 
Friends of Patients at the NIH, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1449492 | (301) 402-0193 | Friends of Patients at 
the National Institutes of Health provide Hope by giving emotional and 
financial support to patients receiving groundbreaking life-saving 
treatments at NIH. 
 
Friends of the Baltimore City College Choir, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 02-0645516 | (410) 530-7246 | To provide life 
changing experiences that afford each student opportunities to 
practice, perfect and present their vocal music talents in venues 
outside of school environment. 
 
Friends of the Library Montgomery County, Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1283371 | (240) 777-0690 | Our mission is to 
strengthen, promote, and champion Montgomery County Public 
Libraries for it to better serve the learning interests and needs of its 
community. 
 
Friends of the Maryland State Archives, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0547173 | (410) 260-6444 | Dedicated to furthering 
the knowledge and understanding of Maryland's rich history through 
outreach, education, publications, and acquisitions of historical objects 
and documents. 
 
Friends of the Maryland State Library for the Blind and Physically 
Handicapped, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1636874 | (410) 715-9596 | The Friends 
organization functions to support the library by providing resources for 
programs and services that require additional assistance beyond 
existing state and federal funding. 
 
Friends of the National Zoo  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0853312 | (202) 633-8774 | Friends of the National 
Zoo helps Smithsonian's National Zoo save species by raising funds to 
support its mission, providing educational experiences and inspiring 
guests. 
 
 
 

Friends of the Workforce and Technology Center  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1374389 | (410) 554-9307 | Friends is a non-profit 
organization that provides funding to individuals with disabilities at the 
workforce and technology center who are preparing to return to work. 
 
Friends School of Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591602 | (410) 649-3200 | A co-educational K-12 
college preparatory school guided by the quaker values of truth 
equality simplicity community and peaceful resolution of conflict. 
 
Friendship Heights Neighbors Network Corporation (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-4015002 | (240) 620-3285 | FHNN organizes 
neighbor volunteers in Friendship Heights to provide support services 
and creates opportunities for social interaction to allow seniors to 
successfully age in place. 
 
Friendship Outreach Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8306860 | (410) 444-1595 | Provide impoverished 
families veterans and displaced workers with free food eviction and 
utilities prevention. 
 
Friendship Place  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1925494 | (202) 364-1419 | Friendship Place's 
mission is to empower people experiencing or at risk of homelessness 
to attain stable housing and rebuild their lives. 
 
Frostburg State University Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7120883 | (301) 687-4493 | The Foundation 
strengthens Frostburg State University's capacity to broaden access to 
high-quality higher education by supporting scholarships, faculty/staff, 
student work, and other programs. 
 
Fund for Animals, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-6218740 | (212) 246-2096 | Lifesaving animal 
sanctuaries and wildlife rehabilitation centers caring for a variety of 
species-from tigers to turtles. Help give thousands of animals a second 
chance. 
 
Future Harvest, Inc.:  A Chesapeake Alliance For Sustainable 
Agriculture  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2132982 | (410) 549-7878 | Future Harvest 
provides education, networking and advocacy to help build a 
sustainable Chesapeake food shed to strengthen farming and the 
regional food economy. 
 
Gabriel Network (Gabriel Project, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1818612 | (800) 264-3565 | Provides housing and 
support to pregnant women and their children by partnering with local 
churches. 
 
Gallery Ligon, Inc. (African Art Museum of Maryland, 
Incorporated) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1206902 | (301) 490-6070 | Serving the entire 
community with exhibits of African Art, youth and family activities, tours 
to Africa, Jazz, in-museum and outreach educational programs for 
thirty-seven years. 
 
Garrett County Celtic Festival  
EIN/MCC Code: 03-0504767 | (301) 501-0304 | Celtic Festival 
supports 130+ local artists/performers creating authentic 
experiences/living history celebrating Scots/Irish/Welsh influence in 
Maryland/Appalach. Promotes Maryland's arts and humanities. 
 
Gary Sinise Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 80-0587086 | (310) 226-7575 | Serving our nation by 
honoring our defender's, veterans, first responders, their families, and 
those in need with programs to educate, inspire, strengthen, and build 
communities. 
 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Transgender Community Center of 
Baltimore, Ltd.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1112541 | (410) 777-8145 | A catalyst for uniting 
and empowering sexual and gender minorities and advocating for a 
better quality of life for the entire community. 
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Girl Scouts of Central Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0780207 | (410) 358-9711 | Girl Scouts develops 
girls in grades K-12 into Go-getters, innovators, risk-takers and leaders 
who make the world a better place. 
 
Girl Scouts of the Chesapeake Bay Council, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0064337 | (302) 416-6749 | Girl Scouts provides 
girls in grades K-12 valuable leadership skills that benefit their futures 
and the community. Programs focus on STEM, financial literacy and 
more. 
 
Girls on the Run of Howard County (Girls on the Run of Central 
Maryland, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 27-1151791 | (443) 583-7740 | We inspire girls in 3rd-
8th grade to be joyful, healthy, and confident using a fun, experience-
based curriculum which creatively integrates running. 
 
G-I-R-L-S, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-2673204 | (240) 475-2938 | youth support 
transitional setting community service 
 
Glaucoma Research Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-2495035 | (415) 986-3162 | Cure glaucoma and 
restore vision through innovative research. 
 
Glen Echo Park Partnership for Arts and Culture, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 38-3650339 | (301) 634-2225 | Historic Glen Echo 
Park, home to the Spanish Ballroom and Dentzel Carousel, serves 
over 375,000 area residents annually with arts and cultural programs. 
 
Global Impact  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1273585 | (703) 229-3998 | Support more than 100 
trusted international charities addressing critical humanitarian issues 
throughout the world, such as disaster response, human trafficking, 
education, clean water and hunger. 
 
Go Northwest Housing Resource Center (Garwyn Oaks Northwest 
Housing Resource Center) 
EIN/MCC Code: 65-1302144 | (410) 947-0084 | We help individuals 
obtain maintain and retain their homes by providing them information 
guidance and access to resources to help them achieve their 
homeownership goals. 
 
Go2 Foundation for Lung Cancer  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-4417327 | (650) 598-2857 | The #1 killer is largely 
ignored, underfunded, and under-researched. Join our crusade to 
eradicate lung cancer through aggressive research, early detection, 
treatment, and awareness. 
 
Golden Retriever Rescue Education & Training, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1602298 | (703) 620-6593 | Provides for the 
rescue and rehoming of Golden Retrievers and educates the public 
about the benefits of pet adoption in general and Goldens in particular. 
 
Goodwill Industries of the Chesapeake, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591576 | (410) 837-1800 | Goodwill's workforce 
training programs provide an integrated service delivery model 
including support services and case management to individuals in the 
Baltimore Region and Eastern Shore. 
 
Goodwill Mennonite Home, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0742291 | (301) 895-5194 | Provide care and 
assistance to the elderly and disabled including medical care. 
 
Grassroots Crisis Intervention Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0909351 | (410) 531-6006 | Grassroots provides 
24-hour telephone and walk-in crisis counseling, emergency shelter, 
outreach, cold weather shelter, community education, and mobile crisis 
team. 
 
Great and Small, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2012519 | (301) 349-0075 | Equine-assisted 
activities and therapies for children and adults with a wide range of 
physical, cognitive, emotional, and learning disabilities. 
 
 
 

Greater Baltimore Cultural Alliance, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0010594 | (410) 230-0200 | GBCA exists to nurture 
and promote a vibrant, diverse, and sustainable arts and cultural 
community essential to the region's economic success and quality of 
life. 
 
Greater Washington Urban League, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0208981 | (202) 265-8200 | Non-profit community 
based organization. 
 
Greenpeace Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-3313195 | (202) 462-1177 | An independent, 
campaigning organization that uses research and public education to 
expose global environmental problems and promote solutions essential 
to a green and peaceful future. 
 
Greenwell Foundation (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0855502 | (301) 373-9775 | Greenwell Foundation 
provides therapeutic riding, summer camps, veterans' programs and 
outdoor nature connection programs for people with and without 
disabilities at beautiful Greenwell State Park. 
 
Greyhound Welfare, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0024183 | (301) 540-0442 | Placing fully vetted 
spay/neutered retired racing greyhounds in adoptive homes; providing 
post-adoption follow-up support; offering weekend socialization at meet 
and greets. 
 
Grow Annapolis, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2826913 | (410) 349-8582 | Grow Annapolis is 
dedicated to fostering and sustaining gardens and urban agriculture 
programs. Excess produce is donated to various food pantries. 
 
Guide Dog Foundation for The Blind, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 11-1687477 | (631) 930-9000 | Using innovative 
training methods, trains guide and service dogs to restore 
independence and mobility empowering people with disabilities to live 
without boundaries. 
 
Guide Dogs for the Blind, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-1196195 | (415) 499-4000 | Providing safety, 
independence, and companionship to the blind and visually impaired 
by partnering them with exceptional guide dogs throughout their 
lifetime. 
 
Guide Dogs of America (International Guiding Eyes, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 95-1586088 | (818) 362-5834 | Vision loss can limit 
mobility and independence. GDA partners blind individuals' with 
professionally trained guide dogs free of charge to enhance their lives. 
 
Habitat for Humanity Choptank, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1785188 | (410) 476-3204 | Habitat for Humanity 
Choptank partners with income qualifying individuals and families 
empowering them to build strength, stability and self-reliance through 
affordable home ownership. 
 
Habitat for Humanity International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 91-1914868 | (800) 422-4828 | We partner with 
families globally to strengthen communities, build or improve homes 
and advocate for everyone's right to live in safe, affordable housing. 
 
Habitat for Humanity of Carroll County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2277289 | (410) 751-7722 | Seeking to put God's 
love into action, Habitat for Humanity brings people together to build 
homes, communities, and hope. 
 
Habitat for Humanity of Montgomery County (Habitat for Humanity 
Metro Maryland, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1299516 | (301) 990-0014 | Habitat for Humanity 
Metro Maryland builds strength, stability, self-reliance and housing with 
low-income families in need of decent and affordable housing 
opportunities. 
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Habitat for Humanity of the Chesapeake, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1226188 | (410) 366-1250 | Serving Baltimore City, 
Anne Arundel, Baltimore, and Howard counties, Habitat brings people 
together to build affordable homes for low-income families and 
improves blighted communities. 
 
Habitat for Humanity of Wicomico County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1522421 | (410) 546-1551 | Seeking to put God's 
love into action, Habitat for Humanity of Wicomico County brings 
people together to build homes, communities, and hope. 
 
Halo Trust (USA), Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2158152 | (202) 331-1266 | HALO removes 
landmines, cluster bombs, weapons, and other explosive remnants of 
war, so communities can return home, plant crops, and raise their 
families in safety. 
 
Hampden Community Council  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1516568 | (410) 751-8966 | The Hampden 
Community Council acts as a community advocate to ensure that the 
community's voice is heard on issues affecting the neighborhood. 
 
Happy Helpers for the Homeless, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2143893 | (410) 433-2416 | An all-volunteer 
organization bringing love, food, and necessities directly to men, 
women, and children every week no matter the weather since February 
of 1993. 
 
Harbor Bank of Maryland Community Development Corporation, 
(The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0006476 | (443) 923-0586 | HBCDC has a 
consistent focus on providing technical assistance, access to capital 
and financial services to underserved communities to facilitate growth 
and economic development. 
 
Harford Center, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0913266 | (410) 575-6795 | The Harford Center 
promotes dignity safety choice and community integration supported 
employment and personal supports for adults with intellectual 
disabilities. 
 
Harford Community Action Agency, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1306096 | (410) 612-9909 | Harford Community 
Action Agency supports families on the path to self-sufficiency by 
aiding with energy, food, housing, and case management needs in 
Harford County. 
 
Harford Family House, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1706367 | (410) 273-6700 | Through housing 
support and resources. Harford Family House helps families and 
unaccompanied young adults who are experiencing homelessness 
transition into stable, permanent housing. 
 
Harford Land Trust, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1721553 | (410) 836-2103 | Working with 
landowners to conserve land and protect its natural resources, scenic 
beauty, rural character, and promote a healthy quality of life in Harford 
County. 
 
Harry R. Hughes Center for Agro-Ecology, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2242594 | (410) 827-8056 | Hughes Center for 
Agro-Ecology promotes environmentally sound and economically 
viable agriculture and forestry as Maryland's preferred land use 
through research, outreach and collaboration. 
 
HART for Animals, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 82-0584608 | (301) 387-7729 | HART is an animal 
welfare organization, located in Western Maryland, whose mission is 
saving animal lives through rescue and transport, sheltering, adoption, 
and spaying/neutering. 
 
HEADstrong Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0283021 | (610) 461-5987 | HEADstrong 
Foundation's Nick's House provides complimentary long-term lodging 
for patient and caregiver traveling to Philadelphia area for cancer 
treatments. Please consider a donation Thank You 
 

Health Care for the Homeless Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1576404 | (410) 837-5533 | Health Care for the 
Homeless works to prevent and end homelessness for vulnerable 
individuals and families in Maryland through direct service, advocacy, 
and community engagement. 
 
Health First - America's Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0186796 | (703) 222-3861 | Supporting those 
facing life-threatening illness, giving comfort and aid, conducting much-
needed research, member organizations programs provide services 
that may be found nowhere else. 
 
Health Partners, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1767044 | (301) 645-3556 | Health Partners 
provides primary adult care pediatric and adult dental services, 
pharmacy assistance and clothing to the uninsured and Maryland 
Medicaid and Medicare recipients of Southern Maryland. 
 
Health Share of St. Mary's, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1765607 | (301) 475-6176 | Assists income- 
eligible residents with the cost of primary care visits co-pays for 
generic prescription drugs and co-pays for adult dental care. 
 
Hearing and Speech Agency of Metro Baltimore  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591577 | (410) 318-6780 | Hearing and Speech 
Agency is a service provider, information center and advocate for 
people with deafness, hearing loss, speech/language disabilities, and 
other communication differences. 
 
Heart Disease Research Institute  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0555174 | (800) 759-3390 | Awards grants to 
hospitals that do research and treat heart disease patients ships 
medical supplies equipment humanitarian aid to hospitals provides 
disease educational material. 
 
Hearts And Homes For Youth, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6060576 | (301) 589-8444 | Hearts & homes for 
youth empowers youth who have experienced abuse, neglect, trauma, 
mental health issues, and homelessness to build brighter futures, with 
supportive services. 
 

Heart's Place Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-4352352 | (410) 889-6277 | Providing backpacks 
of shelf stable nutritious food sufficient to feed homeless Baltimore City 
Public School children and their families each weekend during school 
months. 
 

Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society (HIAS, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5633307 | (301) 844-7300 | For more than 130 
years, HIAS has been helping refugees rebuild their lives in safety and 
freedom. 
 

Heifer Project International  
EIN/MCC Code: 35-1019477 | (501) 907-2600 | Helps poor families 
worldwide become self-sufficient by providing livestock and training in 
animal management, environmentally-farming and community 
development. 
 

Helen Keller International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5562162 | (212) 532-0544 | Saves the sight and 
lives of the most vulnerable and disadvantaged; combats the causes 
and consequences of blindness and malnutrition. 
 

Help the Children  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-4669871 | (323) 980-9870 | Help us alleviate 
childhood hunger and suffering! We provide food, clothing, medicine, 
and medical care to needy children in U.S. and around the world. 
 

Helping Children Worldwide, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 76-0729857 | (703) 793-9521 | Supporting strong 
nurturing communities where children and their families can fulfill their 
God-given potential through good health and education. 
 

Helping Up Mission, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0635090 | (410) 675-7500 | Helping Up Mission 
provides hope to people experiencing homelessness, poverty or 
addiction by meeting their physical, psychological, social or spiritual 
needs. 
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Hero Dogs, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-0887317 | (888) 570-8653 | Hero Dogs improves 
quality of life for our nation's heroes by raising, training, and placing 
service dogs and other highly skilled canines, free of charge. 
 
Hippodrome Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1054299 | (410) 727-7787 | Through free outreach 
and education programs, the Hippodrome Foundation, Inc. (HFI) works 
to introduce Maryland students and community members to the arts. 
 
Hispanic Scholarship Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1051044 | (310) 363-7832 | HSF empowers Latino 
families with knowledge and resources to successfully complete higher 
education while providing scholarships to as many exceptional 
Hispanic American students as possible. 
 
Hole in The Wall Gang Camp Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 06-1157655 | (203) 772-0522 | Founded in 1988 by 
Paul Newman camp provides more than 20,000 healing experiences 
annually to seriously ill children and family members completely free of 
charge. 
 
Holly Center Auxiliary, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-3412284 | (410) 572-6200 | Enriching the lives of 
the people who live at Holly Center and promoting disability awareness 
in the community. 
 
Home Builders Care Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1389604 | (301) 776-6212 | Caring for persons in 
crisis such as homeless families, wounded veterans and the disabled. 
We strengthen communities through shelter and housing focused 
charitable construction services. 
 
Home for Incurables of Baltimore City (Keswick Multi-Care Center, 
Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591485 | (410) 235-8860 | Keswick provides 
healthcare solutions enhance the quality of life for older adults and 
their families. 
 
Home School Legal Defense Association  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1354365 | (540) 338-5600 | Financial assistance 
and curriculum relief to struggling home school families. We invest in 
widows, single parents, special needs children, and military families. 
Give. Volunteer. Pray. 
 
Homecoming Project, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-4172230 | (410) 399-2904 | Homecoming Project 
provides women with a comprehensive, family-oriented program of 
recovery from homelessness and substance abuse in a supportive 
residential environment. 
 
Homeless Persons Representation Project, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1697260 | (410) 685-6589 | Dedicated to using the 
law to eliminate homelessness by providing free legal advocacy to and 
advocacy for people struggling with homelessness. 
 
Homes for Our Troops, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-2143612 | (508) 823-3300 | Homes For Our 
Troops builds and donates specially adapted custom homes for 
severely injured post 9/11 Veterans to enable them to rebuild their 
lives. 
 
HOPE for All, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-1768641 | (410) 766-0372 | HOPE FOR All gives 
beds, furniture, housewares, and clothing to homeless families, 
seniors, veterans, students, adults with disabilities or in recovery, to 
setup healthy homes. 
 
Hope Returned, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-3466979 | (410) 827-0049 | Through the efforts of 
committed volunteers, we strive to give a future of health and 
happiness to members of our community in need. 
 
 
 
 
 

Hope Worldwide, LTD  
EIN/MCC Code: 04-3129839 | (610) 254-8800 | Changing lives through 
the compassion and commitment of dedicated staff and volunteers to 
deliver sustainable, high-impact, community-based services to the 
poor. 
 
Hopeworks of Howard County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1115111 | (410) 997-0304 | HopeWorks serves 
women, men, and children impacted by domestic violence and sexual 
assault. Services include housing, counseling, legal assistance, 
hospital accompaniment, and community education. 
 
 
Horizon Day Camp, Sunrise-Baltimore (Sunrise Day Camps 
Association, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 46-5555854 | (516) 634-4144 | Horizon Day Camp 
provides a free full summer day camp with year-round programs for 
Maryland children including siblings who are dealing with pediatric 
cancer. 
 
Horizons of Kent and Queen Anne's, Inc  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-1800850 | (410) 778-9903 | Horizons provides 
underprivileged students in grades PreK-8 with a transformational 6-
week summer learning program to eliminate the "summer Slide" and 
narrow the achievement. 
 
Hospice and Palliative Care Network of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1364551 | (410) 891-5741 | Committed to 
providing access and quality end-of-life care for patients and families 
through education and advocacy for our member organizations. 
 
Hospice Foundation of America  
EIN/MCC Code: 59-2219888 | (202) 457-5816 | Supporting individuals 
through life-ending illness and assisting families/caregivers with grief 
loss. We emphasize hospice and palliative care while providing public 
and professional education. 
 
Hospice of Baltimore, Inc. (Gilchrist Hospice Care, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1851251 | (443) 849-2773 | Gilchrist provides 
quality compassionate care counseling and support to people at every 
stage of serious illness, so they may live life to the fullest. 
 
Hospice of Charles County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1289626 | (301) 861-5300 | Hospice of Charles 
County provides pain and symptom management to individuals 
diagnosed with a terminal illness and a life expectancy of six months or 
less. 
 
Hospice of Frederick County  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1164513 | (240) 566-3030 | Promote quality of life 
by providing medical, emotional, spiritual, and bereavement support to 
individuals and their loved ones facing a life-limiting illness. 
 
Hospice of Garrett County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1339057 | (301) 334-5151 | Healthcare for 
terminally ill patients and emotional support for their families. Includes 
medical, nursing, social work, spiritual, bereavement support and 
volunteers to assist patient and families. 
 
Hospice of St. Mary's, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2153926 | (410) 772-6768 | Hospice of St. Mary's 
Inc. provides physical, emotional, and spiritual care to terminally ill 
patients and bereavement support to the family and the community. 
 
Hospice of Washington County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1192068 | (301) 791-6360 | Provides care for 
persons with illnesses expected to result in death within six months. 
Includes nursing, social work, spiritual care, bereavement, and 
volunteer companion services. 
 
House of Ruth Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1100236 | (410) 889-0840 | HRM provides 
comprehensive services and shelter to victims and families of intimate 
partner violence: 24 hour Hotline, Crisis counseling, legal 
representation, abuse intervention and outreach. 
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House Of Ruth, Washington, D.C.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1054102 | (202) 667-7001 | House of Ruth helps 
women children and families in greatest need and with very limited 
resources build safe, stable lives and achieve their highest potential. 
 
Housing Authority of Baltimore City (Resident Services 
Incorporated) 
EIN/MCC Code: 26-1599249 | (410) 396-3370 | Facilitate social 
services and community projects that promote healthy and self-
sufficient living for public housing and other low-income residents of 
Baltimore City. 
 
Housing Initiative Partnership, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1596171 | (301) 699-3835 | Housing Initiative 
Partnership provides Maryland residents with the counseling, 
education, and support they need to achieve housing security and 
financial stability. 
 
Housing Unlimited, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1760774 | (301) 592-9314 | Individuals with 
psychiatric disabilities can't find affordable housing and often suffer in 
substandard shelters and temporary homes. Help us continue to 
address this critical issue. 
 
Howard County Arts Council  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1219079 | (410) 313-2787 | The Howard County 
Arts Council serves and enriches our community by fostering the arts, 
artists, and arts organizations. 
 
Howard County Autism Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1857721 | (410) 290-3466 | Serving individuals 
with autism and their families by providing information, support, 
advocacy; promoting awareness that values dignity and uniqueness; 
improving access to services and opportunities. 
 
Howard County Conservancy, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1712913 | (410) 465-8877 | The Howard County 
Conservancy is a local, non-profit environmental education center and 
land trust, providing programs for schools and the public on our 232-
acre preserve. 
 
HowGirlsCode, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-2457530 | (410) 440-7280 | HowGirlsCode 
provides after-school, weekend, and summer programs in computer 
science with an emphasis on coding and robotics to elementary school 
girls with the greatest economic needs. 
 
Humane Farm Animal Care  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-0910622 | (703) 435-3883 | Cattle unconfined no 
dairy tir-stalls. Pigs unconfined no crates hormone and antibiotic free 
cage-free poultry ample space relief for farm animals in food supply 
chain. 
 
Humane Society of Baltimore County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0623165 | (410) 833-8848 | Private non-profit no-
kill animal shelter providing care for homeless pets, low-cost veterinary 
care, pet cemetery with grief support. Neither government nor national 
humane society funded. 
 
Humane Society of Carroll County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0689149 | (410) 848-4810 | HSCC shelters lost, 
homeless, and abused animals. Provides lost and found services and 
adoptions. Investigates complaints of cruelty and neglect. More 
information www.carr.org/humane. 
 
Humane Society of Charles County (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1212430 | (301) 645-8181 | Humane and 
environmental education programs, student learning opportunities, pet 
visits to community groups, senior centers; animal shelter, pet adoption 
center and spay clinic. 
 
Humane Society of the United States  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0225390 | (202) 452-1100 | Ending abuse of all 
animals: puppy mills, animal fighting, animals in laboratories, horse 
slaughter, factory farming abuses wildlife threats. Help us end animal 
cruelty. 
 

Humane Society of Washington County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0542025 | (301) 733-2060 | Protect the welfare of 
animals by advocating responsible, compassionate relationships 
between people and animals while providing shelter, humane 
education, spay/neuter programs, and adoptions. 
 
Humanim, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0962588 | (410) 381-7171 | Humanim is a 
nonprofit organization focused on social and economic impact through 
human services family and youth services workforce development and 
social enterprise. 
 
Humanity and Inclusion (Handicap International) 
EIN/MCC Code: 55-0914744 | (301) 891-2138 | Co-winner of the Nobel 
Peace Prize, we support people with disabilities and other vulnerable 
groups in situations of conflict, natural disaster, exclusion, and poverty. 
 
ICRW (International Center for Research on Women) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1081455 | (202) 797-0007 | Create a brighter, 
more equitable future for women and girls. CRW empowers women, 
advances gender equality and fights poverty through research, 
capacity building and advocacy. 
 
IDRF (India Development and Relief Fund) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1555563 | (301) 704-0032 | IDRF puts-power not-
charity in hands of impoverished in India/Nepal/Sri Lanka. Programs 
implemented by local NGOs: Children's education, health, women-
empowerment, combating-corruption, eco-friendly development, 
disaster relief/rehab. 
 
Imagine Me Ministries, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-8715863 | (410) 523-5683 | Inspires middle and 
high school girls to embrace a life of promise through long term one on 
one and group mentoring and youth development. 
 
In Reach, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2220569 | (301) 357-8433 | In Reach prepares 
students for college, work and life by bridging educational and 
opportunity gaps between schools, families, and communities. 
 
Incentive Mentoring Program (Thread, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 84-1700955 | (410) 660-8343 | Thread brings 
Baltimore together to confront a critical challenge-supporting our young 
people and creates systematic change by building relationships that 
transcend lines of difference. 
 
Independence Now, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1891697 | (301) 277-2839 | A community-based, 
cross-disability, non-profit organization founded and operated by 
people with disabilities serving people with disabilities in Montgomery 
and Prince George's Counties. 
 
Ingenuity Project, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1942495 | (410) 662-8665 | The Ingenuity Project 
provides accelerated math and science instruction and enrichment 
during the school day and afterschool to 600 middle-school and high-
school students in Baltimore City. 
 
Inner County Outreach, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 31-1578102 | (410) 272-3278 | Inner County Outreach 
nurtures families by assessing and addressing individual's educational, 
social and health needs. 
 
Institute For Black Charities  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2018919 | (202) 722-5050 | Help us improve life for 
black children families and communities in crisis through emergency 
relief educational economic initiatives and International aid to bridge 
the divide. 
 
International Aid, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 38-2323550 | (616) 846-7490 | We exist to be used by 
God to provide relief on the crisis and equip missions engaged in the 
process of developing God glorifying relationships. 
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International Child Care (USA), Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 35-6059274 | (734) 203-7188 | ICC provides support 
to grace children's hospital and clinics in community inclusion program 
in the Dominican Republic for disabled children. 
 

International Christian Concern (ICC)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1942990 | (301) 329-6964 | Serves overseas 
persecuted Christians by providing advocacy, awareness, and 
assistance. Bibles, supplies, pastor support, community rebuilding, 
support for families of imprisoned or murdered pastors, etc. 
 

International Critical Incident Stress Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1676953 | (410) 750-9600 | Our mission is to 
provide leadership, education, training, consultation, and support 
services in comprehensive crisis intervention and disaster behavioral 
health services to emergency response professions. 
 

International Dyslexia Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0953609 | (410) 296-0232 | IDA provides educator 
training, information and support, research, and advocacy to support 
individuals and their families who struggle with dyslexia and other 
related reading differences. 
 

International Medical Corps (IMC)  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-3949646 | (310) 826-7800 | Global humanitarian 
organization saving lives and building self-reliance by providing vital 
medical care; training healthcare providers; rebuilding clinics; and 
improving water & sanitation. 
 
International OCD Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 22-2894564 | (617) 973-5801 | Educates the public 
and professionals about OCD in order to raise awareness and improve 
the quality of treatment. 
 
International Orthodox Christian Charities (IOCC)  
EIN/MCC Code: 25-1679348 | (410) 243-9820 | Provides 
humanitarian/development assistance to people in U.S., Africa, Asia, 
Europe and the Middle East who have been devastated by man-made 
and natural disasters. 
 
International Relief Teams  
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0412751 | (619) 284-7979 | Alleviates human 
suffering by providing health services and other assistance to victims 
of disaster, poverty and neglect, in the United States and around the 
world. 
 
International Rescue Committee, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5660870 | (212) 551-3000 | Responding to the 
world's worst humanitarian crisis, helping people to survive, recover 
and reclaim control of their future. 
 
International Social Service, American Branch, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-2720500 | (443) 451-1204 | ISS-USA mobilizes a 
domestic and international network of legal and social work 
professionals to connect vulnerable cross-border families to the 
services and support they need. 
 
Irvine Natural Science Center  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1231286 | (443) 738-9200 | Irvine is an 
environmental education organization. Our mission is to educate and 
inspire current and future generations to explore, respect and protect 
nature. 
 
Islamic American Zakat Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1492341 | (301) 907-0997 | Assistance to poor and 
needy for housing, utilities, medicine, transportation etc. and 
counseling and referrals. 
 
Island Oasis Foundation (Reaching Back, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 46-2500994 | (240) 620-9563 | We provide networking 
opportunities, grants, and mentorships to support young entrepreneurs 
and future leaders. Additionally, we are developing a youth center in 
Jamaica. 
 
Israel Guide Dog Center for the Blind  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-2519029 | (215) 343-9100 | We provide guide dogs 
for the blind and Service Companions for people with special needs in 
Israel. Our dogs are provided free of charge. 

Itineris, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-1441638 | (443) 275-1100 | Provides opportunities 
for adults with autism to participate in all aspects of adult life, through 
customized employment trainings, life skills classes, and community 
integration. 
 
IUL Smithville School Museum and Education Center  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2017367 | (301) 879-3700 | Donations received 
help to preserve the historic Smithville Colored Schoolhouse and 
property which provides educational and cultural activities for the local 
community. 
 
Jacob Tome Institute (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0593934 | (410) 287-2050 | We are an 
independent co-educational K-12 preparatory school. High standards 
in academics and a dedicated caring faculty are the backbone of our 
rigorous academic program. 
 
Janet Hardy Memorial Scholarship Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-0644394 | (443) 466-4990 | The Janet Hardy 
Memorial Scholarship Fund provides scholarships to Harford and Cecil 
County graduating seniors who participate in soccer during their high 
school years. 
 
Jayde M. Schools Incorporated  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-3718655 | (240) 586-4583 | Jayde M. Schools 
provides awareness of pediatric cancer and assistance to patients and 
their families through fundraising, soliciting and generous gifts from 
supporters. 
 

JDRF International  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-1907729 | (212) 479-9500 | JDRF  is the leading 
global organization funding type 1 diabetes (TID) research. Our 
mission is to cure, prevent and treat T1D and its complications. 
 

Jesse Klump Memorial Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-4717647 | (443) 982-2716 | The Jesse Klump 
Memorial Fund teaches suicide prevention and mental health first aid 
and supports those who have lost loved ones to suicide. 
 

Job Opportunities Task Force, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2278450 | (410) 234-8040 | JOTF develops and 
advocates policies and programs to increase the skills, job 
opportunities, and incomes of low-wage workers and jobseekers in 
Maryland. 
 

Johns Hopkins University (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0595110 | (410) 516-4187 | To educate students 
and cultivate their capacity for lifelong learning, foster independent and 
original research, and bring the benefits of discovery to the world. 
 

Jubilee Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1222237 | (410) 327-7373 | Jubilee builds 
neighborhoods that are safe, stable and diverse. We develop 
commercial properties, affordable and market-rate housing with 
experience in historic renovation and community planning. 
 

K9s for Warriors, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-5219467 | (904) 686-1956 | K9s for warriors 
provides service dogs to veterans suffering from post-traumatic stress 
disorder, traumatic brain injury and other traumas resulting from post-
9/11 military service. 
 

Keep Punching, LLC  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-2149537 | (410) 486-4347 | Keep Punching is a 
foundation that supports patients health-care providers and 
researchers in their fight to prevent and eradicate brain cancer. 
 

Ken's Krew, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-2965789 | (212) 290-8999 | Ken's Krew provides 
access to stable employment and to professional training and support 
to sustain employment to individuals with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities. 
 

Kent Association of Riding Therapy, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1356842 | (410) 870-5596 | Our mission is to help 
children and adults with disabilities enhance their development growth 
through a program using therapeutic horseback riding, grooming, and 
classroom instruction. 
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Kids' Chance of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2037902 | (410) 832-4702 | Kid's Chance provides 
financial scholarships for children of catastrophically or fatally injured 
workers to complete their college or technical school education. 
 
KIPP Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2342513 | (410) 545-3669 | Operate public schools 
in Baltimore City that lead students from low socio-economic 
backgrounds and a diversity of skills to attend and succeed in four-year 
college. 
 
Lab Rescue of L.R.C.P. Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1880024 | (301) 523-9296 | Lab Rescue LRCP 
volunteers save nearly 1000 dogs annually providing veterinary care 
including spay/neuter before matching each dog with a loving adoptive 
home. 
 
LARS (Laurel Advocacy and Referral Services, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1537336 | (301) 776-0442 | Working towards 
permanent solutions that keep families and individuals in affordable 
housing while building skills for self-sufficiency. 
 
Last Chance for Animals  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-4013155 | (310) 271-6096 | Puppy mills, 
vivisection/dissection, fur, illegal animal-fighting: Help us end animal 
abuse! Doing ground breaking undercover investigations to expose 
animal abusers and promoting cruelty-free lifestyles. 
 
Latin American Youth Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1023074 | (202) 319-2225 | LAYC empowers a 
diverse population of youth to achieve a successful transition to 
adulthood through innovative programs that address youth's social, 
academic, and career needs. 
 
Laurel Cats, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-0989931 | (301) 886-0161 | Laurel Cats saves 
lives by providing free cat sterilization, vaccines, and rescue services 
in Laurel Maryland. 
 
Lead4Life, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 80-0211881 | (301) 672-4319 | Empowering 
underserved individuals to gain the needed skills to become productive 
members of their community and function on the same level as their 
peers. 
 
Leadership Montgomery Educational Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1627257 | (301) 881-3333 | Volunteer service 
leadership professional development education community seniors 
programs peer learning boards training classes issues diversity skills 
curriculum emerging. 
 
Leukemia & Lymphoma Society, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5644916 | (914) 949-5213 | Supports research to 
cure leukemia, lymphoma, Hodgkin's Disease and myeloma patient 
services, information and referral copay assistance public and 
professional education advocacy and community services. 
 
Leukemia Research Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-6102182 | (847) 424-0600 | Funds research to find 
a cure for leukemia and other blood cancers and provides emotional, 
educational and financial support to patients and their families 
 
Liberty's Promise  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-0058022 | (703) 549-9950 | Liberty's Promise 
offers civic engagement after-school programs and a professional 
internship program for low-income, immigrant youth in Baltimore, 
Montgomery, and Prince George's Counties. 
 
Light House, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1671388 | (410) 439-5060 | Provides shelter, food, 
clothing, employment and support services to help homeless families 
and individuals, and those at risk of homelessness, become self-
sufficient and independent. 
 
 
 
 

Lighthouse, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7181726 | (410) 788-5483 | Lighthouse Youth and 
Family Services provides mental health counseling and other services 
to children and families and persons with Autism. 
 
Linwood Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0659515 | (410) 465-1352 | Linwood creates the 
possibility of extraordinary lives for people living with autism and 
related developmental disabilities by providing educational, vocational 
training, residential support, employment opportunities. 
 
Literacy Council of Montgomery County MD, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0852549 | (301) 610-0030 | LCMC provides adult 
education services to the underserved and underskilled in our 
community to better enable them to participate as fully engaged 
community members. 
 
Little Sisters of the Poor, Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0715244 | (410) 744-9367 | We provide the needy 
elderly a safe and joy filled home; caring for them as family with love 
and gracious hospitality until their natural death. 
 
Living Classrooms Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1369524 | (410) 685-0295 | Living Classrooms 
Foundation is a non-profit who disrupts the cycle of poverty and 
strengthens communities through experiential education, job training, 
wellness, and violence prevention programming. 
 
London Town Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1396159 | (410) 222-1919 | A history museum and 
public garden in Anne Arundel County. 
 
Lutheran Mission Society of MD  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0735885 | (410) 636-0123 | Serving over 500 
people daily through ten compassion place centers providing food, 
clothing, emergency assistance, health checks, counseling, 
chaplaincy, and shelters. 
 
Lutheran Social Services of the National Capital Area, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0207407 | (202) 723-3000 | Offers hope and 
rebuilds lives through adoption, unaccompanied refugee minor foster 
care, refugee resettlement and employment services, and youth 
services. 
 
Lutheran World Relief, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-2574963 | (410) 230-2848 | Affirming God's love 
for all people, we work with Lutherans and partners around the world to 
end poverty, injustice, and human suffering. 
 
Lymphoma Foundation of America  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1662087 | (734) 222-1100 | We fund research to 
cure lymphoma and develop new treatments. Provide compassionate 
patient/family support services. Referrals to specialists. Nurse-
counseling. Patient financial help. 
 
Mac, Inc.,  Area Agency on Aging  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0992005 | (410) 742-0505 | MAC offers services 
on the lower shore: emergency assistance, Meals-On-Wheels, 
caregiver resources, and services helping them remain safely at home 
with a personal touch. 
 
Madre, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3280194 | (760) 931-2620 | MADRE is an 
international women's rights organization partnering with community 
based women's groups worldwide, facing war and disaster, to advance 
women's rights in their communities. 
 
MAEOE (Maryland Association for Environmental and Outdoor 
Education, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1900328 | (410) 777-9530 | The Maryland for 
Environmental and Outdoor Education (MAEOE) encourages, 
engages, and empowers the community to understand, responsibly 
use and promote the natural world. 
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MAESTRO Ensembles, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2359361 | (410) 542-0557 | Providing stringed 
instruments and lessons to underserved students in Baltimore City 
Schools with no cost to the students or their families. 
 
Main Street Housing, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2322163 | (410) 540-9067 | A statewide non-profit 
organization developing and managing quality, affordable, independent 
rental housing opportunities for individuals and families with psychiatric 
disabilities and low income. 
 
Make Studio (Make Studio Art Program, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 27-1830644 | (443) 627-3502 | Make Studio is an art 
center that provides a professional studio program for artists with 
disabilities and inclusive arts experiences for all. 
 
Make-A-Wish Foundation of America  
EIN/MCC Code: 86-0481941 | (602) 279-9474 | Make-A-Wish creates 
life-changing wishes for children with critical illnesses. When a wish 
comes true, it creates strength, hope and transformation. 
 
Make-A-Wish Foundation of Mid-Atlantic, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1306075 | (301) 962-9474 | Together, we create 
life-changing wishes for children with critical illnesses. 
 
Manna Food Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1289203 | (301) 424-1130 | Manna Food Center 
strives to eliminate hunger in Montgomery County, Maryland through 
food distribution advocacy and nutrition education. 
 
Manna House, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0822574 | (410) 889-3001 | Manna House offers 
assistance and support to the homeless, poor and needy of Baltimore 
with services contributing toward their independence and stability. 
 
Map International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-2586390 | (912) 265-6010 | Christian organization 
providing life-changing medicines and health supplies to people in 
need. Serves all people, regardless of religion, gender, race, 
nationally, or ethnic background. 
 
March of Dimes, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1846366 | (571) 257-2333 | Lead the fight for the 
health of all moms and babies; advocating, improve health care, 
research, programs, educating, uniting communities. 
 
Marian House, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1243849 | (410) 467-4121 | Safe, sober and loving, 
healing community, challenging women to respect and love 
themselves, confront emotional and socioeconomic issues, and 
transition, to stable and independent lives. 
 
Marine Mammal Center (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0144434 | (415) 289-7325 | Thousands of 
orphaned, sick and injured marine mammals would have died if not for 
our state-of-the-art animal care and research facilities, dedicated 
volunteers, and you. 
 
Marlow Guitar International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-4523712 | (301) 799-4028 | Music education 
outreach classical guitar performances composer Marlow Community 
events recital 
 
Maryland 4-H Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6056016 | (301) 405-2833 | To build and manage 
financial resources to support Maryland youth in reaching their fullest 
potential as competent, caring, responsible, individuals through 4-H 
youth development programs. 
 
Maryland Affiliate of the Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer 
Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2053491 | (410) 938-8990 | Komen Maryland is 
working to better the lives of those facing breast cancer in your local 
community while contributing to global research into the cures. 
 
 
 

Maryland Association of Social Services Boards Foundation 
(MASSB) 
EIN/MCC Code: 26-1192752 | (443) 756-1116 | 100% of all donations 
will fund local, social programs protecting vulnerable children and 
adults, and preserving at-risk families throughout the State of 
Maryland. 
 
Maryland CASA Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1946488 | (410) 828-6761 | Maryland Court 
Appointed Special  Advocates (CASA) Association advocates for the 
rights of victims of child abuse and neglect to grow up in safe, 
permanent homes. 
 
Maryland Center on Economic Policy, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 90-0999151 | (410) 412-9105 | The Maryland Center 
on Economic Policy advances innovative policy ideas to foster broad 
prosperity and help Maryland be the stand-bearer for responsible 
public policy. 
 
Maryland Children's Alliance, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 42-1602584 | (443) 872-2116 | Thousands of 
Maryland's children experience violence and abuse. Maryland 
Children's Alliance provides technical assistance and training to 
dedicated professionals across Maryland in children's advocacy 
centers. 
 
Maryland Coalition Against Sexual Assault  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1907037 | (301) 328-7023 | MCASA advocates 
statewide for accessible and compassionate care for sexual assault 
survivors and accountability for offenders. MCASA provides legal 
services for survivors through SALT. 
 
Maryland Coalition for Inclusive Education, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1566261 | (410) 859-5400 | Assists Maryland 
schools in developing and implementing inclusive neighborhood 
schools. 
 
Maryland Coalition of Families, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2214361 | (410) 730-8267 | Providing statewide 
family peer support, we use our personal experience caring for loved 
ones with behavioral health needs to connect, support and empower 
Maryland's families. 
 
Maryland Community Connection, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0039920 | (301) 583-0358 | Maryland Community 
Connection is a nonprofit helping individuals with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities be active in the community and move 
towards independence thru employment and community activities. 
 
Maryland Consumer Rights Coalition, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2266235 | (410) 624-8980 | The Maryland 
Consumer Rights Coalition advances fairness and justice for Maryland 
consumers through research, education, and advocacy. 
 
Maryland Ensemble Theatre, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1964330 | (301) 694-4744 | Professional 
collaborative theatre ensemble. Inspiring passion for the arts with 
courageous, relevant, accessible programs that enable people to feel 
more, think deeper, and laugh longer. 
 
Maryland Family Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1486702 | (410) 659-7701 | Maryland Family 
Network ensures that very young children have strong families, quality 
early learning environments, and a champions for their interests. 
 
Maryland Food Bank, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1135690 | (410) 737-8282 | MFB provides food 
assistance to residents in 22 counties through 1,150 distribution points 
in an effort to end hunger in Maryland. 
 
Maryland Foster Parent Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 71-1028140 | (301) 582-0765 | Our mission is to retain 
and recruit Maryland resource (foster and adoptive) families by 
providing training support and information to existing and potential 
resource families. 
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Maryland Future Business Leaders of America - Phi Beta Lambda 
Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2319095 | (410) 768-7743 | Provide sponsorship 
opportunities to high school students in business programs to 
participate in competitive event conference programs in Maryland and 
at national leadership conference events. 
 
Maryland Horse Rescue  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2166053 | (410) 294-1521 | MDHR rescues, 
rehabilities, and rehomes horses that have suffered abuse, neglect, 
and/or abandonment, believing all animals deserve a safe and happy 
home for retirement. 
 
Maryland Humanities Council, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1102799 | (410) 685-0095 | Maryland Humanities 
creates and supports educational experience that inspire Marylanders 
to embrace lifelong learning, exchange ideas openly, and enrich their 
communities. Reached 1,240,000+ in 2017. 
 
Maryland Legal Aid (Legal Aid Bureau, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591621 | (410) 951-7680 | A private non-profit law 
firm that provides a variety of high-quality civil legal services at no cost 
to Maryland's economically disadvantaged and vulnerable populations. 
 
Maryland National Guard Foundation Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1798637 | (410) 409-7731 | The Maryland National 
Guard Foundation provides emergency grants to guard member's 
families to relieve financial emergencies resulting primarily from guard 
participation and or overseas deployment. 
 
Maryland Neighborly Networks, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1415629 | (301) 441-8644 | Maryland Neighborly 
Networks Inc. provides housing and support for people with intellectual 
and developmental disabilities. Services include: housing, 
transportation, nursing, to facilitate full community integration. 
 
Maryland New Directions, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1021365 | (410) 230-0630 | Maryland New 
Directions offers industry specific career training, individualized job 
coaching, and stackable credentials at no cost to motivated job-
seekers who are unemployed or underemployed. 
 
Maryland Public Television Foundation (MPT Foundation, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1224503 | (410) 581-4030 | MPT educates, 
entertains, and enlightens the people of Maryland with high quality 
programs and services, delivered through traditional public 
broadcasting and new multimedia technologies. 
 
Maryland Ravens, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1400324 | (410) 825-5359 | Utilizing wheelchair 
athletes to promote abilities and inspire students and educators 
whereby demonstrating we all have the ability to succeed disabled or 
not. 
 
Maryland Rural Development Corporation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1184645 | (443) 269-0910 | MRDC provides 
programs and support to individuals, families, and towns in Rural 
Maryland in order for them to attain self-sufficiency. 
 
Maryland School for the Deaf Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1566505 | (301) 712-8921 | To secure and 
manage funds for the benefit of the Maryland School for the Deaf. 
Providing funding for scholarship educational programs, equipment 
and study enhancements. 
 
Maryland SPCA, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6001558 | (410) 235-8826 | The Maryland SPCA 
operates an adoption center, spay/neuter clinic, and Wellness Clinic 
offering humane care veterinary services and education programming 
to residents throughout Maryland. 
 
Maryland State Boychoir, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1541348 | (410) 554-8644 | The Maryland State 
Boychoir provides talented boys with a music education, opportunities 
to perform professionally, and a chance to grow socially. 
 
 

Maryland State Council Knights of Columbus Charity Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1357264 | (443) 254-2897 | To provide financial 
assistance to individuals in temporary urgent need in the name of the 
Knights of Columbus of Maryland. 
 
Maryland Survivors Scholarship Fund (Baltimore Community 
Foundation, Inc. (The)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7180620 | (410) 332-4172 | Baltimore Community 
Foundation offers donors customized support for their individual 
philanthropic goals and expert assistance in learning more about the 
causes they care about. 
 
Maryland Theatre Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1082772 | (301) 790-3500 | The Maryland Theatre, 
built in 1915, a historic landmark, drawing 100,000 audience members 
for 175 performances annually of local arts events and nationally 
recognized performers. 
 
Maryland Troopers Helping Troopers  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-3110673 | (410) 465-2323 | The organization 
provides support to Maryland law enforcement officers and other first 
responders within Maryland who find themselves in distress or during 
other times of need. 
 
Maryland Volunteer Lawyers Service, Inc. 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1225979 | Maryland Volunteer Lawyers Service 
matches low and moderate income Marylanders in need of civil legal 
assistance with volunteer lawyers across the state. 
 
Maryland Westie Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0612180 | (301) 922-0444 | A westie dumped 
mercilessly in the road, another abandoned on the doorstep of an 
eviction. Help us rehabilitate these masses into safe loving homes. 
 
Maryland Zoological Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0996352 | (410) 396-7102 | Our mission is to 
inspire and educate people to join us in the active support and 
conservation of wildlife and wild places. 
 
Maryland-DC Campus Compact  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-4076820 | (301) 696-3280 | CCMA mobilizes the 
collective commitment and capacity of higher education to actively 
improve life in our region through civic and community engagement. 
 
Mary's Center for Maternal and Child Care, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1594116 | (202) 483-8196 | Healthcare is a human 
right. Mary's Center works hard to ensure everyone has access to the 
best healthcare, education, and social services. 
 
Mary's Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1710341 | (410) 761-8082 | Catholic pregnancy 
center providing free pregnancy support services as alternative to 
abortion: pregnancy tests, peer counseling, material assistance; all 
volunteer staff; located in Glen Burnie, Hagerstown, and Baltimore. 
 
MASCD and Envirothon (Maryland Association of Soil 
Conservation Districts, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7003994 | (443) 262-8491 | Maryland Association 
of Soil Conservation Districts administers the envirothon program 
challenging Maryland High School Students in aquatics, forestry, soils, 
wildlife and current environmental issues. 
 
Mason-Dixon Rescue Dogs, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1901218 | (443) 243-8207 | An all-volunteer K9 
Search and Rescue organization providing highly trained and 
professional resources to responsible agencies for Search and Rescue 
emergencies whenever requested. 
 
Matthew 25: Ministries  
EIN/MCC Code: 31-1348100 | (513) 793-6256 | Helping the poorest of 
the poor. By rescuing and reusing products from major corporations we 
can effectively provide basic necessities nutritional opportunities and 
disaster relief. 
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Meals on Wheels of Central Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6074723 | (410) 558-0932 | Provides two home-
delivered meals Monday - Friday  to people who are homebound, frail, 
disabled, convalescing, and elderly. Grocery shopping, other in-home 
support services available. 
 
Medicine With a Mission, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 81-4055834 | (410) 279-9735 | We build, cultivate and 
maintain partnerships developing innovative solutions for creating 
sustainable healthcare for all, including under-served populations in 
the US and throughout the world. 
 
Men and Families Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2091706 | (410) 614-5353 | Men and Families 
Center 2222 Jefferson Street Baltimore, MD 21205 410-614-5353 
 
Mental Health Association of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591666 | (443) 901-1550 | MHAMD educates the 
public to increase understanding, advances public policy to improve 
care and outcomes, and monitors service quality for Marylanders with 
behavioral health disorders. 
 
Mercy Corps International (Mercy Corps) 
EIN/MCC Code: 91-1148123 | (503) 896-5000 | Mercy Corps 
empowers people to survive through crisis, build better lives and 
transform their communities for good. 
 
Mercy Medical Angels  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1374161 | (757) 318-9174 | Removing the barrier 
to medical care with transportation on the ground and in the air MMA 
provides free transportation nationwide for qualified individuals and 
families. 
 
Mercy Ships  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2414132 | (903) 939-7000 | Delivers free world-
class healthcare to some of the world's poorest nations while training 
local surgeons and medical workers, increasing developing African 
nations' healthcare capacity. 
 
Message of Hope Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-4527881 | (888) 201-4673 | Provides hospitalized 
children with Happy Hope Bag activity kits filled with creative projects 
and special items that provide comfort, fun, and a boost of hope! 
 
Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 74-1563270 | (213) 629-2512 | MALDEF promotes 
and protects the civil rights of Latinos in the areas of education, 
employment , immigrant rights, political access and administers 
scholarships for law students. 
 
Mid-Atlantic German Shepherd Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2191320 | (301) 471-1156 | Dedicated to rescuing, 
providing medical care and finding good homes for abandoned and 
neglected German shepherd dogs and mixes. Over 3850 dogs saved 
since 1999. 
 
MidAtlantic Horse Rescue (Paws for Life, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2042769 | (410) 275-9125 | Paws for Life Inc. 
rescues and adopts dogs and cats to preapproved families in Maryland 
and surrounding states. 
 
MidAtlantic Horse Rescue  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-3543490 | (410) 275-9175 | MidAtlantic Horse 
Rescue buys thoroughbred ex-racehorses from auctions and killpens, 
transitions horses off the track and places them in homes as riding 
horses and pets. 
 
Mid-Atlantic Innocence Project  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1993334 | (202) 994-4158 | The Mid-Atlantic 
Innocence Project works to prevent and correct the conviction of 
innocent people in Maryland, DC, and Virginia. 
 
Mid-Shore Council on Family Violence, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1179234 | (410) 690-3222 | Provides shelter, 
counseling, legal, and advocacy services for victims of  domestic 
violence in Talbot, Caroline, Dorchester, Kent and  Queen Anne  
counties. 

Mid-Shore Pro Bono, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 16-1779280 | (410) 690-8128 | Mid-Shore Pro Bono 
strengthens Eastern Shore communities by connecting low-income 
individuals and families who need civil services with volunteer 
attorneys and community resources. 
 
Military Child Education Coalition  
EIN/MCC Code: 74-2889416 | (254) 953-1925 | Ensuring inclusive 
quality educational opportunities for all military connected children 
affected by mobility transitions deployments and separations and 
become college workforce and life ready. 
 
Military Officers Association of America - Scholarship Fund  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1659039 | (800) 234-6622 | Providing grants and 
interest free loans to children from military families pursuing their first 
undergraduate degree. 
 
MIND Research Institute  
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0798804 | (949) 345-8700 | Mind Research 
Institute fosters PreK-8th grade students 'academic and career 
potential through ST Math--an innovative, effective, visual math 
education program based on neuroscience research. 
 
Minority Corporate Counsel Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3920905 | (202) 739-5901 | Minority corporate 
lawyers diversity inclusion diverse attorney scholarship law legal equity 
mentoring training empowering research professional development 
education leadership careers conferences hiring networking promotion 
retention 
 
Mission Aviation Fellowship  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-1920983 | (208) 498-0800 | Christian, 
humanitarian organization using aviation, communications, and 
education technologies to bring the Gospel, medical care, and other 
life-sustaining services to isolated areas of the world. 
 
Mission of Mercy, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 06-1452469 | (301) 682-5683 | Mission of Mercy 
provides free healthcare, dental care and free medications to the 
uninsured using volunteer healthcare professionals operating from a 
mobile medical clinic. 
 
Montgomery Countryside Alliance, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2294213 | (301) 461-9831 | Protecting and 
sustaining water quality, open space, farms, and the Agricultural 
Reserve in Montgomery County. 
 
Montgomery County Coalition for the Homeless  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1735674 | (301) 917-6645 | MCCH works to end 
homelessness in Montgomery County by providing emergency shelter 
and permanent housing solutions for 1,600 veterans, families, and 
single adults annually. 
 
Montgomery County Public Schools Educational Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1804509 | (301) 517-5099 | The foundation raises 
funds in support of programs that reduce barriers to academic 
achievement for MCPS students especially students who are 
economically or socially disadvantaged. 
 
Montgomery Hospice, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1114719 | (301) 921-4400 | End-of-life medical, 
emotional, and spiritual care in homes, extended care facilities and at 
Casey House. Pediatric program. Grief support and education free for 
the community. 
 
MORE Mid-Atlantic Off-Road Enthusiasts  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1691373 | (202) 304-8675 | MORE builds and 
maintains sustainable multi-use natural surface trails in D.C. Maryland 
and Virginia. 
 
Morgan State University Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7089143 | (443) 885-3323 | The Foundation 
supports growth of Morgan State University by providing  funds for 
scholarships, student support, academic programs, workshops, 
lectures, and student enrichment and community development. 
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Mother Seton Academy  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1811012 | (410) 563-2833 | Mother Seton 
Academy is a tuition-free middle school serving low-income families in 
the Baltimore area through education, after-school, and summer 
programs. 
 
Mothers Against Drunk Driving - National Office  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-2707273 | (469) 420-4516 | MADD's mission is to 
end drunk driving, help fight drugged driving, support the victims of 
these violent crimes, and prevent underage drinking. 
 
Moveable Feast, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1663825 | (410) 327-3420 | We provide healthy 
meals and nutrition counseling free to low-income individuals with 
HIV/AIDS and other life-threatening illnesses. We also provide culinary 
job training. 
 
Multipe Sclerosis National Research Institute (Torrey Pines 
Institute for Molecular Studies, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0319501 | (858) 597-3872 | Conducts research 
towards understanding, treating and halting the progression of multiple 
sclerosis and other diseases. Current research progress is promising. 
Please help us find cures! 
 
Multiple Sclerosis Association of America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 22-1912812 | (856) 488-4500 | The Multiple Sclerosis 
Association of America is a leading resource for the entire MS 
community, improving lives today through vital services and support. 
 
Music for Life  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2981666 | (703) 644-1311 | Providing music 
education programs to low income youth otherwise without the 
opportunity; a proven way to improve their academic success, social 
skills, and lifestyle choices. 
 
Mustard Seed Communities, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 58-1657207 | (508) 242-9622 | MSC provides lifelong 
care to children and adults with disabilities, children affected by 
HIV/AIDS, and young mothers crisis in Jamaica, Nicaragua, Dominican 
Republic, Zimbabwe, and Malawi. 
 
My Sister's Place Women's Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0501902 | (443) 519-2383 | Supports MSPWC a 
comprehensive day resource center for homeless women and their 
children providing case management, life-skills, housing assistance, 
emergency assistance, and personal services. 
 
NAACP Legal Defense and Educational Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1655255 | (212) 965-2200 | LDF conducts litigation 
and advocacy to achieve racial justice, equality, and an inclusive 
society. 
 
NAMI Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1295484 | (410) 884-8691 | NAMI Maryland is a 
grassroots organization dedicated to education, support and advocacy, 
and research to assist individuals with mental illnesses, their families, 
and the community. 
 
NAMI Metropolitan Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1301154 | (410) 435-2600 | NAMI Metropolitan 
Baltimore improves the lives of individuals living with mental illness, 
their families and communities through education, support, and 
advocacy. 
 
NAMI Prince Georges County, MD, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1246659 | (301) 429-0970 | Building better lives for 
individuals and their families impacted by mental illness through 
programs of support, education, advocacy, and public outreach. 
 
NARAL Pro-Choice America Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1100361 | (202) 973-3000 | Dedicated to 
protecting and expanding reproductive freedom, including abortion 
access, for every person in every state in the United States. 
 
 
 
 

National Abortion Federation  
EIN/MCC Code: 43-1097957 | (202) 667-5881 | The professional 
association of abortion providers. Our mission is to ensure safe, legal, 
and accessible abortion care, which promotes health and justice for 
women. 
 
National Alopecia Areata Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-2780249 | (415) 472-3780 | Provides major 
research funding, patient educational materials and support for 
alopecia areata a mystifying autoimmune disease affecting all ages, 
causing one's hair to fall out. 
 
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1328557 | (703) 224-2150 | Providing assistance 
to law enforcement and families to help find missing children and 
prevent child sexual exploitation and victimization. 
 
National Children's Cancer Society, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 37-1227890 | (314) 241-1600 | Give children with 
cancer a chance for a brighter future! Your support will provide vital 
financial assistance and educational resources for children battling 
cancer. 
 
National Council of Churches of Christ in the USA (Church World 
Service, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-4080201 | (574) 264-3102 | A faith-based 
organization transforming communities around the globe through just 
and sustainable responses to hunger, poverty, displacement and 
disaster. 
 
National Cued Speech Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1263121 | (800) 459-3529 | Most deaf children are 
behind in English language and literacy. Reading opens the door to 
their future. Give them the power of English to succeed. 
 
National Fallen Firefighters Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1832634 | (301) 447-1365 | Sponsors Memorial 
Weekend honoring America's fallen firefighters; assists survivors with 
scholarships and long-term emotional support programs; provides 
training for fire service; building National Memorial Park. 
 
National FFA Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-6044662 | (317) 802-4306 | We're forging a path 
for agricultural education students to discover their passion in life and 
build a future of leadership, personal growth and career success. 
 
National Foundation for Ectodermal Dysplasia  
EIN/MCC Code: 37-1112496 | (618) 566-2020 | Provides dentures, 
support services, and hope to children left toothless from Ectodermal 
Dysplasia, a rare disorder.  Funds research to find improved treatment 
options and cures. 
 
National Foundation For Infectious Diseases  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7198530 | (301) 656-0003 | NFID provides 
education to the public and healthcare professionals about the burden, 
causes, prevention, and treatment of infectious diseases across the 
lifespan. 
 
National Heart Foundation (BrightFocus Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7337229 | (301) 948-3244 | Alzheimer's Disease 
Research drives innovative research worldwide and promotes better 
health through public education and engagement. 
 
National Kidney Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1673104 | (212) 889-2210 | NKF is a support-
system and a voice for all people affected by chronic kidney disease. 
 
National Marine Sanctuary Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-3370994 | (301) 608-3040 | We work with 
communities to protect our ocean and Great Lakes. We conserve 
species and the places they call home, and preserve America's 
heritage. 
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National Multiple Sclerosis Society  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-5661935 | (212) 986-3240 | Providing programs 
and services to those effected by multiple sclerosis including financial 
assistance, education, information, wellness programs, research, 
support groups referrals and counseling. 
 
National Park Trust, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1691924 | (301) 279-7275 | NPT impacts park 
preservation by providing in-depth environmental outdoor education 
experiences for under-served youth and families; and by providing 
funding to complete park preservation projects. 
 
National Parks Conservation Association  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0225165 | (202) 223-6722 | Preserves national 
parks from the Grand Canyon to Gettysburg; protects endangered 
wildlife and cultural sites; promotes new parks; defends against 
pollution, inappropriate and overcrowding. 
 
National Pediatric Cancer Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 59-3097333 | (813) 269-0955 | NPCF is a nonprofit 
organization dedicated to funding research to eliminate childhood 
cancer. We fast-track less toxic more targeted treatments through 
partnering hospitals nationwide. 
 
National Psoriasis Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 93-0571472 | (503) 244-7404 | The National Psoriasis 
Foundation is a nonprofit organization with a mission to drive efforts to 
cure psoriatic disease and improve the lives of those affected. 
 
National Veterans Legal Services Program, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1238058 | (202) 265-8305 | Provide nationwide 
free legal assistance to service members and veterans to obtain the 
disability benefits to which they are entitled. 
 
Naval Sea Cadet Corps  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0808385 | (703) 243-6910 | Development program 
for American youth (M/F;age 10-17) instilling personal core values of 
honesty, integrity, honor, courage, commitment and a drug, alcohol, 
and gang-free lifestyle. 
 
Navigators (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 84-6007896 | (719) 594-2465 | Provides a spiritual 
presence on military bases alongside chaplains and brings hope to 
military personnel and their families through meaningful relationships 
with Jesus Christ. 
 
Navy Seal Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 31-1728910 | (757) 363-7490 | Navy SEAL nonprofit 
active duty veterans naval special warfare NSWF family support 
warrior transition educational opportunities SWCC Gold Star NSW 
tragedy assistance survivor support legacy. 
 
Neighborhood Design Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0913909 | (410) 233-9686 | Founded in 1968 the 
Neighborhood Design Center is a non profit organization that facilitates 
the development of healthy, equitable neighborhoods through 
community-engages design and planning services. 
 
Neighborhood Housing Services of Baltimore  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1007666 | (410) 327-1200 | NHS of Baltimore 
sparks renewed vitality in neighborhoods by engaging community 
partners, increasing sustainable homeownership and advancing 
innovative capital solutions. 
 
NephCure Foundation, The (NephCure Kidney International) 
EIN/MCC Code: 38-3569922 | (610) 540-0186 | Our mission is to 
accelerate research for effective treatments for rare forms of Nephrotic 
Syndrome, and provide education and support for those affected by 
this. 
 
New Broken Vessels Ministry  
EIN/MCC Code: 30-0483872 | (301) 499-5799 | We support and teach 
women with children and widows self-sufficiency through biblical 
principles for personal and business issues. We provide food/clothing 
to the needy. 
 
 

New Pathways to Enterprise, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-5293771 | (410) 849-3611 | New Pathways to 
Enterprise enables impoverished women for profitable, fulfilling 
livelihoods so they achieve their dreams of a better life for their 
families. 
 
New Story Leadership, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-1076407 | (301) 656-0946 | NSL brings Palestinian 
and Israeli young leaders to DC each summer to live together, and 
build Projects for Change they undertake back home. 
 
Newtowne Players, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-0371520 | (301) 737-5447 | The mission of the 
New Towne Players is to foster promote and increase public 
knowledge of arts and cultural activities in Southern Maryland. 
 
Next One Up Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2393482 | (410) 979-7008 | Next One Up provides 
long-term mentoring and educational enrichment that empowers "high-
risk" middle and high school students in Baltimore City to achieve their 
full potential. 
 
Nonprofit Village Center, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-4264212 | (301) 230-0111 | Nonprofit Village 
strengthens the reach and effectiveness of nonprofits through shared 
space essential services and collaborative opportunities. 
 
North Silver Spring Community Dental and Health Clinic, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-2046861 | (202) 415-9903 | Free/Low cost 
emergency dental 
 
NRDC Action Fund, Inc. (Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-2654926 | (212) 727-2700 | NRDC defends 
embattled wilderness, rivers, clean air, coasts, and wildlife across 
America and around the Globe. 
 
Old-Growth Forest Network, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-4115570 | (410) 251-1800 | The Old-Growth Forest 
Network is a nationwide organization that identifies and promotes Old-
Growth Forests in each county in each country where forests can 
grow. 
 
Omid Foundation (USA)  
EIN/MCC Code: 90-0406873 | (240) 507-7031 | OMID helps 
disadvantaged young women in Iran who have been discarded and 
undervalued by society to transform their lives and work toward a 
better future. 
 
One Warm Coat  
EIN/MCC Code: 74-3045243 | (877) 663-9276 | One Warm Coat's 
mission provides a free warm coat to anyone in need. Since our first 
coat drive in 1992 6 million people have been warmed. 
 
OneSky  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-4714047 | (510) 525-3377 | We provide nurturing 
responsive care, transforming lives of thousands of at risk children; 
ensuring that those most in need have a brighter future. 
 
Operation First Response, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-1622436 | (888) 289-0280 | Serves wounded 
warriors and disabled veterans and their families with financial needs. 
Granting funds for needs such as rent, utilities, vehicle payments, 
groceries and clothing. 
 
Operation Homefront, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 32-0033325 | (210) 659-7756 | Be a caring Patriot! 
Support Operation Homefront's effort to build strong, stable and secure 
military families through emergency financial and other assistance. 
 
Operation Second Chance  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-2624345 | (301) 972-1080 | Providing emergency 
financial assistance to wounded and ill Veterans. Raising awareness of 
the many sacrifices made on behalf of our Armed Forces. 
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Operation Truth Foundation, Inc. (Iraq and Afghanistan Veterans 
of America, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 20-1664531 | (917) 326-4002 | Help address critical 
issues facing Iraq and Afghanistan veterans and their families, 
including mental health injuries, traumatic brain injury, high suicide 
rates and staggering unemployment. 
 
Operation Warm, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 38-3663310 | (610) 388-2500 | Operation Warm 
provides warmth, confidence, and hope to children in need through the 
gift of brand new coats. 
 
Opportunity Builders, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0743369 | (410) 787-0700 | OBI provides adults 
with developmental disabilities vocational training, employment 
services, recreational activities and support services to promote 
personal fulfillment address individual needs and foster independence. 
 
Organization for Autism Research  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-2062167 | (703) 243-9727 | Parents of children 
with autism never stop seeking answers. We're here to provide those 
answers by funding research that provides information on lifelong care. 
 
Our Daily Bread Employment Center Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0337599 | (443) 519-2383 | Supports Our Daily 
Bread Employment Center, the comprehensive resource center for the 
poor, providing daily meals and programs to achieve independence 
through employment and housing. 
 
Owensville Primary Care, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1020937 | (410) 867-4700 | Federally qualified 
community health center providing care to low-income and indigent 
residents of Anne Arundel County on a sliding-fee or free scale. 
 
Owl Moon Raptor Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-1010987 | (301) 353-8947 | Rescue, rehabilitate, 
release injured birds of prey. Increase native raptor populations 
through wildlife conservation, animal habitat projects, and 
environmental education. 
 
Oxfam America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7069110 | (617) 482-1211 | Oxfam is a global 
movement of people working together to end the injustice of poverty. 
 
Pact, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-2702768 | (202) 466-5666 | Pact works in 
partnership to build systemic solutions so that there are thriving, 
resilient communities where those we serve are heard, capable and 
vibrant. 
 
PACT: Helping Children with Special Needs, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1230183 | (410) 298-7000 | PACT provides 
services to young children with significant medical and /or 
developmental disabilities or who are homeless, through specialized 
child care, therapy, and family support programs. 
 
Pain Management Research Institute of America (Arthritis & 
Chronic Pain Research Institute) 
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0950814 | (800) 877-4166 | Chronic pain caused 
by arthritis, cancer, and other medical conditions cripples 86 million 
Americans. Help us continue our search for new medications to relieve 
pain. 
 
Pan American Development Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6054268 | (202) 458-3969 | Empowers 
disadvantaged people in Latin America and the Caribbean to achieve 
economic and social progress, strengthen civil society, and prepare for 
and respond to disasters. 
 
Pan Can (Pancreatic Cancer Action Network, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0841281 | (310) 725-0025 | Leader in the fight 
against pancreatic cancer with a bold and comprehensive approach to 
improve patient outcomes through research, patient services, 
advocacy, and community action. 
 
 
 

Partnership for Animal Welfare, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1979581 | (301) 572-4729 | Rescues and finds 
permanent, loving homes for homeless, abandoned, or mistreated 
dogs and cats. Provides all needed veterinary care. Run exclusively by 
volunteers. 
 
Patterson Park Public Charter School, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 01-0819395 | (410) 558-1230 | To provide a 
community-centered learning environment that values diversity and 
embraces a whole-child approach to education for 725 students in 
Baltimore City. 
 
PAWS (Patuxent Animal Welfare Society, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2001456 | (410) 326-1616 | Low-cost 
spay/neuter/wellness clinic. Humane education, pet rescue and 
adoption pet therapy, pet counseling, assistance grants, pet pantry, pet 
transportation. 
 
Paws for Purple Hearts  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-3342634 | (707) 238-5110 | Teaching Veterans 
with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) or Traumatic Brain Injury 
(TBI) to train service dogs for Veterans with physical disabilities and 
combat-related injuries. 
 
Pearl S. Buck International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-1637212 | (215) 249-0100 | Pearl S Buck 
International builds better lives for children around the globe, who 
without your support, would not be educated or have access to 
healthcare. 
 
Pecometh United Methodist Camp and Retreat Ministries Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-1572670 | (410) 556-6900 | Camp Pecometh 
serves over 1000 campers each summer. No child is denied for 
financial reasons. In 2017 310 of campers received financial 
assistance totaling $106,120.00. 
 
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals, Inc. (PETA)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1218336 | (757) 622-7382 | Fight cruelty. Save 
lives! Your gift makes a kinder world for animals through undercover 
investigations, rescues, humane education, spay/neuter services and 
high-profile advocacy campaigns. 
 
Pet Rescue of Maryland Independent Sanctuary & Education, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-3572569 | (410) 627-6563 | Rescues, rehabilitates 
and rehomes abandoned, abused, neglected, ill or injured cats and 
dogs. Provides low-cost spaying/neutering services. 
 
PetConnect Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 55-0857806 | (877) 838-9171 | We rescue dogs and 
cats from death row situations. After providing medical attention and 
foster homes, we connect once abandoned animals with loving forever 
homes. 
 
Pets on Wheels, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1657528 | (443) 977-9726 | Pets on Wheels 
provides friendly therapy pet visits to nursing homes, schools, libraries, 
shelters, assisted living facilities, hospitals, hospice and more in most 
of Maryland. 
 
Phoenix Landing Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 87-0659457 | (866) 749-5634 | Dedicated to helping 
parrots through an adoption and foster program, regular seminars 
about parrot care and conservation, and outreach educational 
activities. 
 
Pi Upsilon Lambda/Alpha Phi Alpha Charitable Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1841201 | (301) 925-4570 | APAPULCF was 
established to support the educational endeavors of students and to 
provide scholarships to Prince George's County high school graduates 
desiring to attend college. 
 
PIH (Partners in Health, A Non Profit Corporation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 04-3567502 | (857) 880-5100 | Our mission is to 
provide a preferential option for the poor in health care. 
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PKD Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 43-1266906 | (816) 931-2600 | Accelerating 
treatments to polycystic kidney disease patients. Our mission is to find 
a cure for this hereditary disease leading to kidney failure and 
ultimately death. 
 
Planned Parenthood - World Population (Planned Parenthood 
Federation of America, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1644147 | (212) 541-7800 | Ensure access to 
affordable reproductive health care, protect reproductive rights and 
promote access to comprehensive medically accurate sexuality 
education, domestically and internationally. 
 
Planned Parenthood of Maryland  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0607930 | (410) 576-2166 | Providing Marylanders 
access to reproductive healthcare and education through medical 
services, programs, training, and advocacy. 
 
Port Discovery (Baltimore Children's Museum, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1806933 | (410) 727-8120 | Port Discovery 
Children's Museum educates children and inspires life-long curiosity. 
Our play-to-learn philosophy opens the door for children to discover 
and explore the world. 
 
Potomac Conservancy  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1842501 | (301) 608-1188 | Potomac Conservancy 
safeguards the lands and waters of the Potomac River and its 
tributaries and connects people to this national treasure. 
 
Potomac Playmakers, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6046140 | (301) 991-4027 | The Potomac 
Playmakers provide affordable live theater as well as opportunities for 
participation in technical and artistic aspects of staging live theatrical 
productions. 
 
Preservation Maryland ,Inc. (Society for the Preservation of 
Maryland Antiquities (The)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0609575 | (410) 685-2886 | Preservation Maryland 
offers programs in advocacy, funding and outreach that protect and 
preserve Maryland's historic sites for the education and enjoyment of 
the public. 
 
Pressley Ridge  
EIN/MCC Code: 25-0965460 | (412) 872-9400 | Pressley Ridge is a 
social impact organization that strengthens families and communities 
through services including foster care, mental and behavioral health, 
and specialized education. 
 
Prevent Cancer Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1429544 | (703) 836-4412 | Your donation funds 
cancer prevention research; educates people about how they can 
prevent cancer; and supports community cancer prevention programs. 
 
Prince George's Child Resource Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1772595 | (301) 772-8420 | Prince George's Child 
Resource Center create healthy and nurturing environments for 
children by supporting their families and educating their caregivers. 
 
Prince Georges General Hospital and Medical Center (Prince 
George's Hospital Center Foundation, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1299547 | (301) 362-2034 | UM Capital Region 
Health Foundation provides philanthropic support to our member 
hospitals and outpatient facilities for residents of Prince George's 
County and surrounding areas. 
 
Prison Fellowship International  
EIN/MCC Code: 51-0247185 | (202) 785-9500 | We follow God's call to 
proclaim the Gospel and to alleviate the suffering of prisoners and their 
families around the world. 
 
Pro Bono Counseling Project, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1784604 | (410) 825-1001 | Ensuring Marylanders 
with limited resources requesting mental healthcare are provided 
access to volunteer licensed mental health professionals and other 
necessary supportive services. 
 
 

Pro Bono Resource Center of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1664796 | (410) 837-9379 | The Pro Bono 
Resource Center of Maryland recruits, trains, and deploys volunteer 
lawyers to provide free civil legal help to low-income residents across 
our state. 
 
Professional Development & Training Center, Inc. (Maryland 
Youth and the Law, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1110381 | (667) 210-2250 | MYLAW fosters 
appreciation and understanding of our courts and legal system while 
fostering important life skills and college/career readiness. 
 
Progress Unlimited, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1309011 | (410) 363-8550 | Progress Unlimited 
provides residential and day program services for disabled adults. 
Services include assistance with medical appointments, nursing care, 
social services and recreation/leisure. 
 
Project Healing Waters--Fly Fishing, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 61-1518154 | (866) 251-7252 | PHWFF is dedicated 
to the physical and emotional rehabilitation of disabled active military 
service personnel and disabled veterans through fly fishing and 
associated activities. 
 
Project Hope - People to People Health Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0242962 | (540) 837-2100 | We operate globally, 
working side-by side with health care workers and their communities, 
addressing the greatest public health challenges enabling people to 
live their best lives. 
 
Project Plase, Inc. (Persons Lacking Ample Shelter and 
Employment)  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7367331 | (410) 837-1400 | Project PLASE 
provides housing and hope to homeless individuals and families 
through temporary and permanent housing with comprehensive 
services; ensuring movement from crisis to stability. 
 
Providence Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0741599 | (410) 766-2212 | Supports people with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities to learn, grow and build the 
lives they want in their own communities. 
 
Public Justice Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1412226 | (410) 625-9409 | A nonprofit legal 
organization that works with people and communities to confront the 
laws, practices, and institutions that cause injustice, poverty, and 
discrimination. 
 
Queen Anne's County Christian Assistance, Inc (Haven Ministries, 
Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 27-1048008 | (410) 739-4363 | Haven Ministries is a 
Christian, nonprofit organization providing hope to those in need in 
Queen Anne's County through shelter, food, clothing and support. 
 
Quixote Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1055742 | (301) 699-0042 | Produce informative 
materials which foster social and religious fairness as well as the 
distribution of humanitarian aid. 
 
Rails-To-Trails Conservancy  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1437006 | (202) 331-9696 | Converts thousands of 
miles of unused railroad corridors into public trails for walking biking 
hiking skating horseback riding cross-country skiing wildlife habitats 
and nature appreciation. 
 
Rape Crisis Intervention Service of Carroll County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1451808 | (410) 857-0900 | Free walk-in crisis 
counseling, hospital/court & police accompaniment services, individual 
and group therapy and a 24-hour hotline for victims of sexual violence. 
 
Rape, Abuse and Incest National Network (RAINN)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1886511 | (202) 544-1034 | The nation's largest 
anti-sexual violence organization, RAINN created the National Sexual 
Assault Hotline (800-656-Hope & online.rainn.org), operates the DOD 
Safe Helpline, promotes prevention, and awareness. 
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Rebuilding Together Anne Arundel County,  Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1773114 | (410) 923-9992 | Repairing homes, 
revitalizing communities, rebuilding lives. Helping families remain in 
their own home by providing cost-free repairs. Serving Veterans, 
elderly, disabled and single parent homeowners. 
 
Rebuilding Together Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1636425 | (410) 889-2710 | RTB provides free 
home repairs for senior citizens and other low-income homeowners in 
Baltimore City/County. We focus on safe and healthy housing and 
community revitalization. 
 
Red Rover (United Animal Nations) 
EIN/MCC Code: 68-0124097 | (916) 429-2457 | Animal victims of 
cruelty, severe neglect and devastating disasters need our help. 
Together, we can give animals the lifesaving emergency care they 
deserve. 
 
Refugees International, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1224516 | (202) 828-0110 | Refugees receive 
food, shelter and protection; displaced families return home, stateless 
people obtain legal status, the vulnerable protected. We advocate to 
resolve refugee crises. 
 
Regional Community Health (Community Free Clinic, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1772594 | (301) 733-9234 | Serving the medically 
uninsured citizens of Washington County since 1990 through free 
access to healthcare, we empower them to lead happier, healthier, 
more productive lives. 
 
Regional Institute for Children and Adolescents - Rockville 
Association  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1438941 | (301) 251-6836 | RICA Association 
funds projects and programs to meet the needs of the students at JLG-
RICA which serves youth with emotional disabilities and learning 
disabilities. 
 
Resolve, Inc. The National Infertility Association (Resolve 
Incorporated) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7413696 | (703) 556-7172 | RESOLVE works 
toward all people challenged in family building reaching resolution 
through being empowered by knowledge, supported by community, 
united by advocacy, inspired to act. 
 
Restore America's Estuaries  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1965304 | (703) 524-0248 | RAE is a national 
alliance of ten coastal conservation groups that work with local 
volunteers to restore wetlands, improve water quality, and open fish 
passages. 
 
Retired Racehorse Project (Retired Racehorse Training Project, 
Ltd.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 27-1622725 | (410) 798-5140 | The Retired 
Racehorse Project is a non-profit whose mission is to increase demand 
for Thoroughbred horses after racing as sport and pleasure horses. 
 
Rise Against Hunger  
EIN/MCC Code: 16-1541024 | (919) 839-0689 | Provides food and life 
changing aid to the world's most vulnerable and supports the 
movement to end hunger in our lifetime. 
 
Roberta's House, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0517415 | (410) 235-6633 | Roberta's House  
Family Grief Support Center provides free counseling and peer support 
programs for children, teens, and adults as well as professional 
workshops and trainings. 
 
Rob's Barbershop Community Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2301606 | (410) 245-8875 | RBCF administers 
projects that provide no-charge grooming services to populations who 
lack access to regular hygienic care. i.e. homeless, foster children, 
individuals living in poverty. 
 
 
 
 
 

Rockville Baseball Association, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-4319865 | (240) 565-5460 | RBBA offers high 
quality reasonably priced recreational and travel baseball and softball 
for ages 8-18 and scholarships for underserved youth in Rockville and 
surrounding counties. 
 
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1184957 | (410) 528-1010 | A home away from 
home for critically ill children and their families who are being treated in 
Baltimore area hospitals. 
 
Ronald McDonald House Charities of Greater Washington, DC, 
Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1132262 | (703) 698-7080 | RMHCDC Programs 
provide access to healthcare for children in need, keep families 
together in times of crisis, and improve the overall wellbeing of 
children. 
 
Roxie's Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2275755 | (301) 537-5745 | Dedicated to helping 
abused and homeless animals. Help to end the misery of euthanasia, 
and assist families with spay and neuter and medical emergencies. 
 
Rude Ranch Animal Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2312763 | (410) 798-9559 | A no-kill animal rescue 
organization dedicated to providing refuge to abandoned , abused and 
homeless animals until they can be placed into permanent homes; 
www.ruderanch.org. 
 
Rural Maryland Foundation (FORVM for Rural Maryland 
Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2334877 | (410) 841-5774 | Our purpose is to 
support the efforts of citizens and governments to meet the economic 
and social needs of rural Maryland. 
 
S.A.F.E. - Supplying Allergy Friendly and Emergency Food Pantry, 
Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-2487522 | (443) 741-1060 | Volunteer organization 
providing gluten free and allergy-friendly food to those in need and 
educating the community about the challenges of different dietary 
needs. 
 
Sacred Heart Foundation, Inc. (Western Maryland Health System 
Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 35-2289841 | (240) 964-8036 | The Western Maryland 
Health System (WMHS) Foundation supports healthcare in the 
Allegany County region by supplying critical funding for indigent 
patients, equipment, and caregiver scholarships. 
 
Safe Place, Washington County Child Advocacy Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 42-1582431 | (240) 420-4308 | Safe Place's mission is 
to reduce trauma to children in a child-friendly environment through 
collaborative investigations and therapeutic and medical interventions. 
 
Saint Mary's College of Maryland Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7152890 | (240) 895-3123 | The Foundation 
supports St. Mary's College and enhances its ability to provide an 
unparalleled educational experience in the tradition of a residential 
liberal arts setting. 
 
Saint Mary's Hospital Of Saint Mary's County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0619006 | (410) 772-6768 | Member of Medstar 
Health, St. Mary's is a community hospital that upholds its tradition of 
caring by promoting, maintaining, and improving health through 
education and service. 
 
Saint Vincent Pallotti High School (St. Vincent Pallotti High 
School, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0749876 | (301) 725-3228 | Pallotti provides a 
rigorous and challenging educational environment for students to reach 
their full potential academically, spiritually, socially and physically in a 
Catholic setting. 
 
Salisbury University Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1127396 | (410) 543-6392 | Salisbury University 
Foundation, Inc. was created to accumulate funds, by gift, investment 
and enrich the activities and programs of Salisbury University. 
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Salvation Army - Annapolis  
EIN/MCC Code: 58-0660607AA | (410) 263-4091 | Crisis Assistance to 
needy families in southern Anne Arundel County. Disaster response 
and programs including daycare, summer day camp, after-school and 
recreational activities. 
 
Salvation Army - World Service Office  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-2923701 | (703) 684-5528 | With a presence in 131 
countries, we work alongside communities to improve the health, 
economic and spiritual conditions of the world's most vulnerable. 
 
Salvation Army- Greater Metropolitan Baltimore  
EIN/MCC Code: 58-0660607GMB | (410) 783-2920 | The Salvation 
Army NCAC assists Montgomery and Prince George's County 
households with emergency assistance to stabilize families, prevent 
eviction and address hunger, and other issues. 
 
Salvation Army National Capital Area Command (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 58-0660607 | (202) 756-2629 | The Salvation Army 
NCAC assists Montgomery and Prince George's county households 
with emergency assistance to stabilize families; prevent eviction and 
address hunger and other issues. 
 
Samaritan Women, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 74-3231089 | (443) 858-7796 | Guided by our 
Christian faith, The Samaritan Women seeks to advance quality care 
for survivors of trauma and trafficking across the nation. 
 
Samaritan's Purse  
EIN/MCC Code: 58-1437002 | (828) 528-1980 | Christian relief agency 
led by Franklin Graham providing food, medicine, clothing, shelter, and 
other emergency assistance to victims of war, poverty, disease, and 
natural disasters. 
 
Sarah's House Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0337645 | (443) 519-2383 | Supports Sarah's 
House, providing emergency shelter and transitional housing for 
homeless families in Anne Arundel County. Also offers employment 
programs, licensed childcare, counseling and transportation. 
 
Save the Children Federation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 06-0726487 | (475) 999-3232 | Save the Children 
does whatever it takes - every day and in times of crisis - transforming 
children's lives and the future we share. 
 
Save the Golden Lion Tamarin (Save The Golden Lion Tamarin 
Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 20-2874701 | (540) 335-6529 | Restoring and 
protecting Brazil's Atlantic Rainforest to assure a future for this tiny 
endangered monkey and to help save our planet. 
 
Scenic Rivers Land Trusts, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1664141 | (410) 424-4000 | Non-political 
conservation organization dedicated to  protecting natural and scenic 
areas within the watersheds of Herring Bay and the Rhode, South, 
Severn, West, and Patuxent Rivers. 
 
Scholastic Olympics  
EIN/MCC Code: 32-0408697 | (301) 801-2616 | Scholastic Olympics 
Inc. is a grassroots nonprofit organization that attacks learning deficits 
with alternative or unconventional educational programs, afterschool 
workshops or fun-filled academic competitions. 
 
School for Contemporary Education (Phillips Programs, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 54-0833311 | (703) 941-8810 | PHILLIPS Programs 
provides special education day schools. Career and technical 
education and individualized counseling and speech, occupational and 
physical therapy. 
 
Science News (Society for Science & the Public) 
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0196483 | (202) 785-2255 | Society for Science & 
the Public is a champion for strong science, dedicated to expanding 
scientific literacy, effective STEM education, and scientific research. 
 
 
 

 
Scotland Storm Community Development, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-3579033 | (301) 983-2758 | Scotland Storm 
provides a free after-school and summer program to underserved 
students grades 1-8 who reside in the historic Scotland neighborhood. 
 
Seabury Resources for Aging  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0204693 | (202) 289-5690 | Seabury Resources for 
Aging's mission is to provide personalized, affordable services and 
housing options to help older adults live with independence and 
dignity. 
 
Seasons Hospice Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-1825679 | (847) 692-1000 | Extending beyond the 
borders of traditional healthcare, we treat the whole person and their 
loved ones in ways that touch the human spirit. 
 
Senior Dog Sanctuary of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-3708109 | (443) 742-0270 | The Senior Dog 
Sanctuary provides a permanent safe haven for senior dogs who are 
abandoned, abused or face euthanasia. 
 
Serenity Sista's, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-4369579 | (410) 507-7583 | Serenity Sistas 
provides the recovering individual with a safe and clean environment 
helping them regain self esteem and become contributing members of 
their family and community. 
 
SEVA Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 38-2231279 | (510) 845-7382 | Since 1978 Seva has 
built sustainable programs worldwide that prevent blindness and 
restore sight in underserved and impoverished populations helping 4 
million people see again. 
 
Shared Support Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-5302788 | (410) 937-0419 | Shared Support 
Maryland Inc. is a small nonprofit providing person centered, 
customized support to more than 80 people with disabilities. 
 
Shepherd's Clinic, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1739001 | (410) 467-7140 | Shepherd's Clinic 
provides comprehensive health care for those who cannot afford 
commercial insurance yet do not qualify for government assistance. 
 
Shepherd's Staff, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1710096 | (410) 857-5944 | Shepherd's Staff 
operates as a support center to resolve emergencies and seeks to find 
permanent solutions for those who come to us in need. 
 
Shepherd's Table, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1381738 | (301) 585-6463 | Shepherd's Table 
provides services for individuals experiencing homelessness or in 
need, such as meals, clothing, social services, and medical support in 
an effective, compassionate manner. 
 
Shop With a Cop, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 11-3709054 | (301) 904-7224 | SWAC, Inc. promotes 
positive mentoring between children and law enforcement officers by 
providing back to school and Christmas shopping for disadvantaged 
children in St. Mary's County. 
 
Shriners Hospital for Children  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-2193608 | (813) 281-0300 | A health care system 
dedicated to improving the lives of children by providing pediatric 
specialty care, regardless of the patients ability to pay. 
 
Sickle Cell Disease Association of America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7175985 | (410) 528-1555 | Advocate for people 
affected by sickle cell conditions to maximize quality of life and raise 
public consciousness while advancing the search for a universal cure. 
 
Sisters Academy of Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 34-1975939 | (410) 242-1212 | A tuition-free middle 
school sponsored by Catholic Sisters educating girls of promise from 
Baltimore's inner city for excellence and leadership. 
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Small Angels Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 56-2393323 | (443) 653-1632 | Small Angels Rescue, 
Inc. is a no-kill, all volunteer organization dedicated to rescuing and 
rehoming gerbils, guinea pigs, hamsters, mice, and rats. 
 
SNAP (Survivors Network of Those Abused by Priests) 
EIN/MCC Code: 36-4154398 | (314) 776-9277 | SNAP is an 
independent, confidential network of survivors of institutional sexual 
abuse and their supporters who work to protect the vulnerable and 
heal the wounded. 
 
Society For The Prevention of Cruelty To Animals (SPCA of Anne 
Arundel County) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0609154 | (410) 268-4388 | As the oldest and 
largest animal welfare organization in Anne Arundel County we provide 
compassion and care to homeless animals as they await adoption. 
 
Society of Saint Andrew, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1285793 | (434) 299-5956 | America's premier 
food rescue and distribution ministry dedicated to gleaning America's 
fields to feed America's hungry. We provide nutritious food to people in 
need. 
 
Soldiers Angels  
EIN/MCC Code: 20-0583415 | (210) 629-0020 | Adaptive laptops for 
wounded warriors, VA assistance for veterans, baby showers for wives 
of deployed troops. We provide comfort to America's military and their 
families. 
 
Somerset Cares, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 14-1862277 | (410) 677-4389 | Provide individuals 
and families community support and financial assistance. Provides 
financial assistance for the working poor disabled and the elderly. 
 
Somerset Committee for the Homeless  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2022417 | (443) 888-6160 | The Lower Shore is 
the only homeless shelter in Somerset County. We serve Somerset, 
Wicomico, Worcester counties and surrounding areas. 
 
Sophia's Oasis for Equines, Inc. (SOFE)  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-4668040 | (443) 968-4341 | We are dedicated to 
the rescue rehabilitation and placement of horses in situations of 
neglect abuse or the threat of slaughter pipeline. 
 
South Baltimore Learning Center (South Baltimore Learning 
Corporation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1745263 | (410) 625-4215 | Adult functional 
literacy services including  basic education, pre-GED & GED and 
NEDP instruction, tutoring basic computer classes, academic 
counseling, life skills, career coaching and workforce development. 
 
Sowing Empowerment and Economic Development, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2227244 | (301) 458-9808 | SEED will create 
environments where all individuals are empowered, all children are 
nurtured, families are strengthened, and communities are transformed. 
 
Spanish Education Development (SED) Center  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7147887 | (202) 722-4404 | Non-profit educational 
agency, founded in 1971, providing nationally accredited educational 
early childhood services for low-income children (3mos.-5yrs) and 
adult ESOL GED, and computer skills classes. 
 
SPCA & Humane Society of Prince Georges County  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1047460 | (301) 262-5625 | Low cost and free 
spay/neuter; dog and cat fostering and adoptions; cruelty 
investigations; 24 hour emergency service phone line; humane 
education; emergency veterinary care; financial assistance. 
 
Special Forces Charitable Trust  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-4209721 | (860) 767-1510 | In a Special Forces 
family, every member serves. Support SF families before, during, and 
after each soldier's deployment through community events, tuition 
assistance, family care. 
 
 
 

 
Special Olympics Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7089144 | (410) 242-1515 | Provides year-round 
sports training and competition for children and adults with intellectual 
disabilities giving them continuing opportunities to develop fitness and 
live healthy active lives. 
 
Spinal Cord Injury Network International  
EIN/MCC Code: 94-3037195 | (707) 577-8796 | Auto accidents, falls 
and sports injuries. We assist injured individuals and their families 
reach the best possible care and live fully and productively. 
 
St. Ann's Center for Children, Youth and Families  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0204626 | (301) 559-5500 | St. Ann's Center 
provides residential care, education, childcare, employment services 
and life skills for pregnant and parenting youth and homeless women 
with children. 
 
St. Ignatius Loyola Academy Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1819203 | (410) 727-3848 | The Academy is a 
tuition-free 11-month Jesuit middle school for underserved boys in 
Baltimore with a mission of breaking the cycle of poverty through 
education. 
 
St. Jude Children's Research Hospital (American Lebanese Syrian 
Associated Charities, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 35-1044585 | (901) 578-2082 | Researches and treats 
childhood cancer and other life-threatening diseases. Families never 
billed by St. Jude for treatment, travel, housing or food. Discoveries 
freely shared worldwide. 
 
St. Mary's Caring, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2093621 | (301) 863-5700 | Full-time soup kitchen 
serving meals to anyone in need with a spirit of dignity and respect. 
Additional summer programs targeting childhood hunger throughout 
summer break. 
 
St. Vincent De Paul of Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0597056 | (410) 662-0500 | To ensure those 
impacted by poverty have the skills and resources to achieve their full 
potential. 
 
Story Tapestries, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 27-3352560 | (301) 916-6328 | Story Tapestries 
interweaves professional performances and community arts programs, 
creatively and collaboratively sparking dialogue across ages and 
cultures to break down inequities and support achievement. 
 
Student Homelessness Initiative Partnership of Frederick County, 
Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-2272768 | (240) 285-9172 | SHIP provides critical 
services and essential resources to the hundreds of Frederick County 
youth who experience homelessness each year. 
 
Sunshine Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-2044056 | (215) 396-4770 | The original wish 
granting organization founded in 1976, answering dreams of over 
40,000 chronically ill, seriously ill, physically challenged and abused 
children throughout the country. 
 
Super Fi Fund (Injured Marine Semper Fi Fund) 
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0086305 | (760) 689-5805 | Immediate financial 
assistance and lifetime support provided to wounded, critically ill, and 
injured service members, and their families. A+ and 4 stars rating. 
 
Supported Employment Enterprise Corp. (SEEC) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1557285 | (301) 576-9000 | SEEC provides 
vocational, educational, recreational, and residential supports to 
people with developmental disabilities to provide meaningful 
experiences in all aspects of our community life. 
 
Surfrider Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-3941826 | (949) 492-8170 | Protects and 
preserves the world's oceans, waves and beaches through a powerful 
activist network. Activities include: water quality monitoring, grassroots 
activism and environmental education. 
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Surgical Eye Expeditions International Holding Company Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 31-1682275 | (805) 963-3303 | Committee d to 
restoring sight and transforming lives of blind people in developing 
countries.  Since 1974, nearly half a million people have received free 
eye surgery. 
 
Susan G. Komen Breast Cancer Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 75-1835298 | (972) 855-1600 | Susan G Komen is the 
world's largest breast cancer organization, funding more breast cancer 
research than any other nonprofit outside of the federal government. 
 
Talbot Hospice Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1227747 | (410) 822-6681 | The Talbot Hospice 
Foundation offers hope, compassionate support and services to all 
members of the community facing end-of-life issues. 
 
Talbot Humane Co.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0636395 | (410) 822-0107 | Talbot Humane 
provides humane care and services supporting domestic animals & 
owners. Services include sheltering, spay/neuter, medical, pet pantry, 
education, microchipping, pet loss support. 
 
Talbot Mentors, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2027082 | (410) 770-5999 | Talbot mentors 
matches youth with adult mentors to support them with the challenges 
and opportunities of adolescence through friendship, guidance, and 
education 
 
Target Community & Educational Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1303673 | (401) 848-9090 | Dedicated to 
enhancing the lives of children and adults with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities through quality community-based 
residential, educational, vocational, recreational, and family support 
services. 
 
Teach Tolerance (Southern Poverty Law Center, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 63-0598743 | (334) 956-8200 | Using litigation, 
education and other forms of advocacy, the SPLC works towards 
making the ideals of equal justice and equal opportunity a reality. 
 
Thankful Paws, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-3154034 | (410) 262-3434 | Services include pet 
CPR and First Aid training, pet nutritional courses and assessments, 
mobile pet food bank, and human-animal bond education and 
advocacy. 
 
The Arc of Howard County, Inc  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0884366 | (410) 730-0638 | Providing employment 
supports, respite, community integration, day services, family supports, 
residential, individual supports, and advocacy for people with 
intellectual and developmental disabilities. 
 
The Chesapeake Parrot Sanctuary (The Icarus Foundation, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 46-2350797 | (301) 908-8030 | We provide quality 
lifetime care for abused/neglected, unwanted and senior parrots. We 
are a public resource for owner support and education. 
 
The Image Center (Independent Marylanders Achieving Growth 
Through Empowerment, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 27-2774275 | (410) 982-6311 | The IMAGE Center of 
Maryland is a center for independent living serving Baltimore City, 
County and Harford County empowering people with disabilities toward 
full integration. 
 
Therapeutic & Recreational Riding Center, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1368120 | (410) 489-5100 | Equine-facilitated 
therapy for riders with developmental challenges, wounded veterans, 
Special Olympics, at-risk youth, occupational, physical, psychotherapy 
in a bucolic setting. 
 
Thoroughbred Charities of America, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-2861555 | (859) 276-4989 | TCA is a charitable 
organization that provides grants to non-profits who work to improve 
thoroughbred racehorses lives and the people who care for them. 
 
 

 
Three Oaks Center (Three Oaks Homeless Shelter, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1849276 | (301) 863-7361 | Three Oaks Homeless 
Shelter Inc. provides a variety of housing options with supportive 
services to homeless individuals, families and veterans. 
 
TLC- The Treatment and Learning Centers, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0607924 | (301) 424-5200 | TLC, The Treatment 
and Learning Centers, founded in 1950, serves annually nearly 2,000 
children and adults with special needs to improve lives and expand 
possibilities. 
 
TMJ Association, Ltd. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 39-1691109 | (262) 432-0350 | Provides 
comprehensive information on temporomandibular disorders, offers 
support, educates healthcare professionals and the public about TMJ 
disorders, advocates for scientific research. 
 
Together with Families, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 46-4314323 | (301) 790-4002 | Supports the family 
center and sunshine center programs that aid young and vulnerable 
parents with young children to overcome challenges and become self 
sufficient. 
 
Touchstones Discussion Project (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2009938 | (410) 604-3309 | Touchstone develops 
and implements educational discussion programs that provide people 
of all ages and backgrounds with vital 21st Century communication 
and leadership skills. 
 
TowerCares Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-4164006 | (301) 497-7041 | TowerCares 
Foundation supports children in need as well as brave and heroic 
individuals and their families who sacrificed while protecting our 
freedom. 
 
Towson University Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0939453 | (410) 704-2040 | Unless specifically 
designated funds are used to support the highest priorities of the 
institution as identified by the University President. 
 
Tracy's Kids, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-3835257 | (202) 256-4466 | Tracy's Kids helps 
young patients with cancer and blood disorders, and their families, 
cope with the emotional stress of treatment through healing art 
therapy. 
 
Training Source, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1843341 | (301) 499-8872 | The Training Source 
provides training programs and services to help vulnerable youth, 
adults and businesses thrive and realize their full potential. 
 
Travis Manion Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 41-2237951 | (215) 348-9080 | TMF empowers 
veterans of fallen heroes to develop character in future generations. 
 
Trees for the Future  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1644869 | (301) 565-0630 | Trees for the Future 
empowers farming families to lead healthy and prosperous lives using 
sustainable agriculture and agriforestry methods known as the Forest 
Garden approach. 
 
TurnAround, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1159135 | (410) 377-8111 | TurnAround provides 
trauma therapy, shelter victim advocacy, and support services to adult 
and child survivors of rape, sexual assault/abuse, incest, domestic 
violence and sex trafficking. 
 
Ulman Cancer Fund for Young Adults, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2057636 | (410) 964-0202 | Young adults get 
cancer more than most realize. We help them feel less alone get 
resources they need and live well during and after cancer. 
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UMB (University of Maryland Baltimore Foundation, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 31-1678679 | (410) 706-5631 | Supports the 
educational, research and service activities at the University of 
Maryland, Baltimore. UMB educates professionals in medicine, law, 
dentistry, nursing, pharmacy and social work. 
 
Unbound  
EIN/MCC Code: 43-1243999 | (913) 384-6500 | Unbound partners with 
families living in poverty and invests in their dreams. We help young 
people achieve their educational goals and build better futures. 
 
Unified Community Connections, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0696384 | (410) 484-4540 | Unified provides 
services and support to children and adults with a variety of disabilities 
in achieving independence, productivity, and the quality of life they 
seek. 
 
Unitarian Universalist Service Committee, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 04-6186012 | (617) 868-6600 | UUSC advances 
human rights and social justice. Our innovative approaches and impact 
are grounded in the belief that all people have inherent dignity and 
rights. 
 
United Communities Volunteer Fire Department  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1345525 | (410) 643-1162 | The UCVFD provides 
fire EMS, rescue emergency services to the citizens of Queen Anne's 
County 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. 
 
United Marriage Encounter  
EIN/MCC Code: 22-2164348 | (563) 264-8889 | Every marriage 
deserves the opportunity to grow! Committed to equipping couples with 
tools for renewing their marriages, strengthening families and building 
Christ centered homes. 
 
United Negro College Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1624241NO | (202) 810-0206 | UNCF's mission is 
to build a robust and nationally-recognized pipeline of under-
represented students who, because of UNCF support, become highly-
qualified college graduates. 
 
United States Fund for UNICEF  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-1760110 | (212) 686-5522 | We believe in a world 
where ZERO children die from causes we can prevent. Join us, and we 
can get there. 
 
United States Soccer Federation Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 36-3976313 | (202) 872-9277 | One in three children 
are overweight. Nutrition education and physical activity make a 
difference using soccer. We improve the lives of youth from 
underserved communities. 
 
United Through Reading  
EIN/MCC Code: 33-0373000 | (858) 481-7323 | Reading together 
unites military families! United Through Reading's 200+ locations 
video-record deployed military members reading books to children 
sustaining critical connections through shared storytime. 
 
United Ukrainian American Relief Committee, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-1360863 | (215) 728-1630 | Provide humanitarian 
aid and disaster relief to Ukrainians worldwide by distributing medical 
supplies, clothing, personal items to those in need; extend economic 
aid to the elderly, hospitals, the wounded and their families, to the 
orphanages. 
 
United Way of Calvert County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1181917 | (410) 535-2000 | Invests in 22 local 
programs that provide educational, economic and health-related 
opportunities and engages volunteers through Impact Councils and the 
Day of Caring. 
 
United Way of Central Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591543 | (410) 547-8000 | United Way of Central 
Maryland fights for the education, financial stability and health of every 
person in every community. United we fight. United we win. 
 
 
 

United Way of Charles County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1356960 | (301) 609-4844 | United Way of Charles 
County is a community impact organization that invests in the long 
term success of families in our community. 
 
United Way of Frederick County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0607973 | (301) 663-4231 | United Way of 
Frederick County fights for the health, education and financial stability 
of every person in Frederick County. 
 
United Way of Queen Anne's County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1647760 | (410) 643-6288 | We mobilize our 
community to provide opportunities address vital issues, and improve 
lives through raising and allocating funds to our 22 agencies. 
 
United Way of the Lower Eastern Shore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6016589 | (410) 742-5143 | Improving lives for 
over 75 years in Wicomico, Worcester, Somerset and Dorchester 
Counties with critical education, health, and financial stability 
programs. All donations stay local. 
 
United Way of the National Capital Area  
EIN/MCC Code: 53-0234290 | (202) 488-2000 | United Way of the 
National Capital Area fights for the health education and financial 
stability of every person in our community. 
 
University of Baltimore Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7036780 | (410) 837-6170 | The UBF provides 
supplemental financial support for student scholarships, faculty 
development, special programs, and more to benefit the University of 
Baltimore. 
 
University of Maryland Baltimore County Foundation (UMBCF)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1125663BCF | (301) 445-2720 | Receive, invest, 
and administer gifts and scholarships and other educational programs, 
activities and services. 
 
University of Maryland Center for Environmental Science 
Foundation, Inc. (UMCESF)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1125663CE | (301) 445-2720 | Receive, invest, 
and administer gifts and scholarships and other educational programs, 
activities and services. 
 
University of Maryland College Park Foundation, Inc. (UMDCPF) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52- 2197313 | (301) 955-1265 | The UMCP 
Foundation supports the mission goals and programs of the University 
of Maryland College Park through scholarships and general 
institutional support. 
 
University of Maryland Eastern Shore Foundation (UMESF)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1125663SF | (301) 445-2720 | Receive, invest, 
and administer gifts and scholarships and other educational programs, 
activities and services. 
 
University of Maryland Global Campus (UMGC) (formerly UMUC) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1125663CF | (301) 445-2720 | Receive, invest, 
and administer gifts and scholarships and other educational programs, 
activities and services. 
 
University System of Maryland Foundation, Inc. (University of 
Maryland Foundation, Inc. USMF) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1125663 | (301) 445-2720 | Receive, invest, and 
administer gifts and scholarships and other educational programs, 
activities and services. 
 
USA Cares, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 05-0588761 | (800) 773-0387 | USA Cares provides 
financial assistance to post 9/11 military service members, veterans, 
and their families dealing with unemployment, foreclosure, food 
shortage, PTSD and other crises. 
 
USG Foundation (Universities at Shady Grove Foundation, Inc. 
(USGF)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1125663SG | (301) 445-2720 | Receive, invest, 
and administer gifts and scholarships and other educational programs, 
activities and services. 
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V Foundation (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 13-3705951 | (919) 380-9505 | The V Foundation is a 
charitable organization dedicated to saving a cure for cancer. We 
award 100% of direct donations. 
 

Valleys Planning Council, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6081610 | (410) 337-6877 | Conserving open 
space; protecting agricultural, natural, historic and scenic resources; 
and to promote a balanced and rational use of land in Baltimore 
County. 
 

Vegetarian Resource Group  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1279034 | (410) 366-8343 | Improving human 
health, saving animals, and reducing environmental destruction by 
assisting health professionals, schools, restaurants, businesses, 
students, consumers, vegetarians, omnivores, and vegans. 
 

Vehicles for Change  
EIN/MCC Code: 54-1933692 | (885) 820-7990 | Vehicles for Change 
accepts donated cars, repairs them while training ex-offenders to 
become automotive mechanics, and awards the reconditioned cars to 
low-income families. 
 

Venterprises, Inc  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-4024938 | (240) 205-4058 | We equip, accelerate, 
and support women and girls of faith to boldly pursue their dreams. 
 

Veterans of Foreign Wars Foundation  
EIN/MCC Code: 43-1758998 | (816) 756-3390 | Help support troops, 
veterans, and their families with financial aid, educational scholarships. 
VA claims counseling employment assistance and more. All services 
provided at no charge. 
 

VHL Fund for Cancer Research (VHL Alliance, Inc. (The)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 04-3180414 | (617) 277-5667 | VLHA: Committed to 
finding a cure for VHL, a genetic condition causing abnormal tumor 
growth, and related cancers, awarding millions through its research 
grants program. 
 

Victory Housing, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1261881 | (301) 493-6000 | Affordable rental 
housing and related services to low and moderate- income senior 
citizens and families in four Maryland counties. 
 
Voices for Children, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1700254 | (410) 740-0933 | Abused and neglected 
children are provided with trained volunteers, Court Appointed Special 
Advocates, who advocate in Court to ensure each child a safe 
permanent home. 
 
Volunteers of Deer's Head, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7027252 | (410) 543-4000 | Provide direct 
financial/material support to hospital residents and patients. 100% of 
donations received are given directly back to the residents and patients 
we serve. 
 
VOM (Voice of the Martyrs, Inc. (The)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 73-1395057 | (918) 337-8015 | Serving over four 
million persecuted Christians in 68 nations by empowering, equipping, 
rebuilding and encouraging, bringing Christ's hope through Bibles, 
medicines, shelter, training and aid. 
 
WAGS & Wishes Animal Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 41-2275738 | (410) 476-8629 | No-kill animal rescue 
partnering with local animal control agencies placing dogs in forever 
homes. Assisting pet owners with spay/neuter services by providing 
financial assistance. 
 
Waldorf School of Baltimore, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7305478 | (410) 367-6808 | Waldorf School of 
Baltimore is an independent, non-sectarian, co-educational school 
serving PreK-8. We educate and inspire children to think, feel, and act 
with depth, imagination, and purpose. 
 
Warrior Canine Connection, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 45-2981579 | (301) 260-1111 | Enlists Veterans in 
treatment for combat related stress in a therapeutic mission of learning 
to train service dogs for their fellow Veterans. 
 

Warrior Foundation (Special Operations Warrior Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1183585 | (813) 805-9400 | Provide scholarship 
grants and counseling to children of special operations who die in the 
line of duty. Provide financial assistance to wounded special 
operations personnel. 
 
Washington Bach Consort  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1107948 | (202) 429-2121 | Sharing Bach with the 
community in the MD, DC, and VA communities. 
 
Washington Christian School Society, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0733737 | (240) 390-0429 | Educate covenant 
children from a reformed Christian perspective, developing each 
students God-given abilities so they may occupy their places worthily 
in society church and state. 
 
Washington College  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591691 | (410) 778-7224 | Washington College 
provides a well-rounded liberal arts education that challenges and 
inspires emerging citizen leaders to discover lives of purpose and 
passion. 
 
Washington County Commission on Aging  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0899001 | (301) 790-0275 | Serving over 8,000 
older and disabled residents of Washington County annually. 
Promoting quality aging by meeting their needs protecting their rights 
and preserving their dignity. 
 
Washington Waldorf School, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-7003486 | (301) 229-6107 | Washington Waldorf 
School, an independent pre-K - 12th grade school serving 300 
students. Its mission is to develop creative, critical, and confident 
thinkers in a developmentally appropriate way. 
 
Water for People  
EIN/MCC Code: 84-1166148 | (720) 488-4590 | An international 
organization that supports the development of sustainable drinking 
water resources, sanitation facilities, and hygiene education programs 
in developing countries. 
 
Way Station, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1162749 | (301) 662-0099 | Way Station provides 
behavioral health, housing and employment services to adults with 
psychiatric and developmental disabilities; children with behavioral 
challenges; and veterans with service needs 
 
Weinberg Center for the Arts, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1900511 | (301) 600-2870 | Enhances the area's 
cultural life and ensures that the arts remain accessible and affordable 
to the broadcast audience possible through artistic and educational 
programs. 
 
Wide Angle Youth Media, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2276602 | (443) 759-6700 | Through media arts 
education, Wide Angle Youth Media cultivates and amplifies the voices 
of Baltimore youth to engage audiences across generational, cultural, 
and social divides. 
 
Wildlife Conservation Fund of America (United States 
Sportsmen's Alliance Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 31-0941103 | (614) 888-4868 | We're exposing youth 
and families to the great outdoors, hunting, fishing, conservation. Our 
Trailblazer Adventure Program inspires people to protect America's 
wildlife and its habitats. 
 
Wildlife Rescue, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1885291 | (410) 521-5572 | Help us rescue injured 
and orphaned animals; assist with wildlife emergencies; provide 
children with educational opportunities to foster respect for our natural 
world and themselves. 
 
Willis-Ekbom Disease Foundation (Restless Legs Syndrome 
Foundation, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 56-1784846 | (512) 287-9109 | The Restless Legs 
Syndrome Foundation is dedicated to providing educational materials 
about RLS for those impacted, their families and physicians as 
healthcare providers. 
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Woman's Club of St. Marys County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-6048817 | (703) 628-1002 | Provides post-
secondary scholarships. Assists children to keep warm. Supports 
programs that develop leadership skills, feed the needy, stem domestic 
violence, support Veterans and Hospice. 
 
Wombwork Productions, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2276025 | (410) 258-1504 | WombWork 
Productions, Inc. creates social change theatrical productions that 
empower inner city artists to dramatize real life issues and to share 
their stories. 
 
Women for Women (Women for Women International) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1838756 | (202) 737-7705 | our mission is to help 
women survivors of war and conflict rebuild their lives through a 
yearlong comprehensive social and economic empowerment program. 
 
Women in Transition, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 71-0916438 | (443) 814-1314 | Provides transition 
planning services to young women in foster care to eliminate them 
aging out of foster care unemployed and homeless. 
 
Women Veterans United Committee, Inc  
EIN/MCC Code: 47-4038116 | (240) 305-5516 | WVUCI's purpose is to 
address quality services advocate coordinate raise awareness and 
provide information to ensure needs are met for women veterans. 
 
Women's Housing Coalition, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1189812 | (410) 235-5782 | Provides housing with 
intensive case management and targeted support services. Helps 
homeless, disabled and very low-income adults and their children gain 
stability and make progress. 
 
Women's Law Center of Maryland, Inc. (The)  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1238912 | (410) 321-8761 | Provides legal 
representation in domestic violence and custody cases; 800# for family 
and employment law questions; publication of legal booklets. Advocacy 
for women's legal rights. 
 
Women's Microfinance Initiative  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-1384627 | (301) 520-0865 | WMI's loan/training 
program assists impoverished rural East African women in building 
assets and gaining business skills, improving their living standards and 
achieving financial independence. 
 
Women's Opportunity Fund (Opportunity International, Inc.) 
EIN/MCC Code: 54-0907624 | (312) 487-5000 | We provide 
hardworking, inspiring entrepreneurs with access to loans, savings, 
insurance and training - tools that empower them to work their way out 
of poverty. 
 
Woodworkers for Children Charity, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2057766 | (301) 253-3666 | Give nine hardback 
picture books to first grade students in title 1 elementary schools, 
donate hand crafted wooden toys to "at-risk": preschoolers, all 
volunteer charity. 
 
Worcester County Fair (Worcester County 4H/FFA Fair) 
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1358485 | (410) 957-4079 | County fair with 
exhibits by 4 - H and FFA youth livestock exhibits horse shows 
entertainment informational booths by non profit and government 
organizations for family oriented fun. 
 
Worcester County G.O.L.D., Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-2041906 | (410) 677-6830 | Worcester County 
G.O.L.D. provides critical emergency financial assistance for families 
experiencing financial difficulties and crisis situations, vulnerable 
adults, and children in foster care. 
 
Worcester County Humane Society  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1122738 | (410) 213-0146 | No kill animal shelter 
providing humane treatment, shelter, food, medical care, adoption 
opportunities for stray, abandoned, surrendered, lost or found. 
Domestic, animals and feral litters. 
 
 
 

Worcester Youth and Family Counseling Services, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1227987 | (410) 641-4598 | Helping abused and 
neglected children providing enrichment activities for youth, counseling 
those with mental health challenges and preventing homelessness. 
 

World Center for Birds of Prey (Peregrine Fund (The)) 
EIN/MCC Code: 23-1969973 | (208) 362-3716 | Saves eagles, 
condors, falcons and other birds through research, breeding, and 
conservation programs. Helps preserve rainforests. Educates children 
and adults about nature and science. 
 

World Emergency Relief - Children's Food Fund (World 
Emergency Relief) 
EIN/MCC Code: 95-4014743 | (909) 593-7140 | For 33 years we've 
delivered food to hungry children, provided medicines for the sick, 
supplied relief to disaster victims and given hope to the poor. 
 

World Relief Corporation of National Association of Evangelicals  
EIN/MCC Code: 23-6393344 | (703) 771-4671 | Provides emergency 
relief and community-based solutions to alleviate poverty in 27 
countries and provides assistance to the refugees and immigrants in 
the United States. 
 

World Treasures, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1943055 | (301) 797-3020 | A nonprofit marketing 
program that provides fair income to third world artisans. (Ten 
Thousand Villages). Also used book recycling activities and operating 
a Thrift Shop. 
 

World Vision, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 95-1922279 | (253) 815-1000 | Relief and 
development organization helping children worldwide by tackling 
causes of poverty and developing access to clean water, food, health 
care, education, and economic opportunity. 
 

World Wildlife Fund, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-1693387 | (202) 293-4800 | Multinational 
conservation organization working worldwide to combat climate 
change, save endangered species, protect wild habitats, and transform 
market forces to act in harmony with nature. 
 

Wounded Warrior Emergency Support Fund (Air Warrior Courage 
Foundation) 
EIN/MCC Code: 77-0490412 | (805) 495-6962 | Honor our Wounded 
Warriors! We provide rehab services at three Military Medical Centers, 
and starter IRS 529 College Plans for dependents of aircrews KIA. 
 

Wounded Warriors in Action Foundation, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 26-0718304 | (813) 938-1390 | Serves our nation's 
combat wounded Purple Heart recipient's by providing world-class 
outdoor sporting activities to recognize their sacrifice, encourage their 
independence, and promote their healing. 
 

YMCA of Central Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591699 | (443) 322-9622 | The Y in Central 
Maryland focuses on youth development, healthy living, and social 
responsibility through asset-rich programming with a particular 
emphasis on low-income, underserved populations. 
 

YMCA of the Chesapeake, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0646895 | (410) 770-3890 | The YMCA of the 
Chesapeake works side-by-side with our neighbors to address critical 
community needs. 
 

Young Audiences of Maryland, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0698849 | (410) 837-7577 | Young Audiences of 
Maryland transforms the lives and education of our youth through the 
arts by connecting educators, professional artists, and communities. 
 

YWCA of Annapolis and Anne Arundel County, Inc.  
EIN/MCC Code: 52-0591702 | (410) 626-7800 | Support services for 
victims of domestic violence and sexual assault services including safe 
house shelter, hotlines, counseling, legal representation. Also abuse 
intervention program for perpetrators. 
 

ZERO The Project to End Prostate Cancer (Zero - The End of 
Prostate Cancer) 
EIN/MCC Code: 59-3400922 | (202) 630-7706 | ZERO's mission is to 
end prostate cancer by advancing research, encouraging action, and 
providing education and support to men and their families.
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 

1. WHY GIVE THROUGH THE MCC? 
The MCC provides donors with the opportunity to reach out and touch the lives of those in need; to sustain local, 

state, national and international health, educational, environmental and human service organizations; and to 

make a meaningful contribution to your community. And it’s so much more: 

 The MCC provides a single, coordinated appeal, rather than hundreds of individual drives. 

 The MCC is the way for State Employees and Retirees to participate in a local effort to meet local, 

national and international health and human care needs. 

 Nearly 1,000 charities are eligible for donations.  

 Pledge now and pay in 2020. Payroll deductions make it easier to afford a more generous gift, allowing 

you to make smaller contributions from each paycheck. 

 Charities that receive MCC donations may devote their MCC funds to areas where they are needed most. 

That’s a value-add for the donor and the charity.  

 Designated charities receive one check quarterly for multiple donations, decreasing their administrative 

burden. 

 Workplace giving donors give on average five times more, since they are typically deducted from 

paychecks all year long, providing nonprofits with sustainable, unrestricted funds. 

 The Campaign uses a state-of-the-art workplace and employee giving platform designed with Maryland’s    

Employees in mind. It is intuitive and user-friendly, and even better, it gives Employees the experience 

they want when giving to charity. 

2. WHY SHOULD I CONTRIBUTE THROUGH THE MCC? 
The MCC is a convenient, cost-efficient method to donate through the ease of payroll or pension deduction, check 

or credit card! The MCC also: 

 Makes a difference: the community-at-large can identify the commitment of State Employees and 

Retirees, knowing that they are improving the quality of life for all Marylanders. 

 Creates an opportunity: State Employees and Retirees may contribute to charitable organizations in an 

orderly and uniform process through one annual campaign. 

 Gives you the power: you choose the amount and the charity or charities to receive your gift thus 

providing you the opportunity to contribute to one that touches your heart. 

 Is accountable: all participating charities have been pre-screened to ensure that they are fiscally sound 

and that they perform the services stated. 

 Is tax deductible: you get a record of your payroll deduction every payday. 

 Is easy: you choose between regular payroll or pension deduction, a one-time credit card contribution, or 

a one-time gift by check. 

3. WHAT HAPPENS TO UNDESIGNATED CONTRIBUTIONS? 
Undesignated contributions are distributed among MCC participating charities based upon the percentage of the 

designated funds they receive. If no charity designation is specified, those funds will be treated as undesignated. 

No charity write-ins are permitted.  

4. WHAT HAPPENS IF A CHARITY I WANT TO GIVE TO ISN’T LISTED?  

Only the charities listed are eligible and approved by the Office of the Secretary of State to participate in the 

MCC. Charities that are not listed may not have applied or may not be eligible to participate. 
 

5. HOW DOES A CHARITY BECOME PART OF THE MCC? 
Each charity must apply annually and meet the criteria set forth in the Executive Order. 
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6. IF I CHANGE JOBS WITHIN THE STATE GOVERNMENT, WILL MY PAYROLL 

DEDUCTION CONTINUE? 
Yes. If you transfer, please contact America’s Charities at mcc@charities.org or call (800) 458-9505, and dial “1” 

when prompted. 

7. HOW MUCH MONEY DID THE MCC RAISE LAST YEAR? 
In 2018, the MCC raised $2,683,844 for 800 worthy causes. 

8. WHO ADMINISTERS THE MCC? 
The Office of the Secretary of State administers the MCC.  

9. WHO PROCESSES MY DONATIONS? 
America’s Charities, as the Operating Agency, processes all donations. 

10. WHAT ARE THE MCC'S OPERATING COSTS? 
The administrative fee for the MCC's Operating Agency is a flat amount established in the contract with the State.  

The corresponding percentage of dollars raised is based on the actual amount raised in the Campaign, but cannot 

exceed 11.94% of the prior year's dollars raised. 

11. DOES THE MCC SET A QUOTA ON CONTRIBUTIONS TO LARGER CHARITIES OR 

REDIRECT CONTRIBUTIONS TO SMALLER CHARITIES? 
No, there are no quotas for contributions to larger charities. All contributions designated to eligible charities go to 

that charity. Undesignated dollars are distributed among the charities based upon a percentage of the designated 

funds they receive. 

12. HOW DOES MY CHARITY RECEIVE ITS CONTRIBUTION? 
After the Campaign ends, checks are distributed quarterly to each designated charity. 

13. WHAT TAX INFORMATION DO I NEED TO KNOW? 
Please ask your accountant or tax advisor specific questions about tax benefits. 

14. HOW DO I GIVE ONLINE? 
For the 2019 MCC we are implementing a new and easier giving experience. As in years past, you will begin your 

donation process by visiting https://mcc.maryland.gov and clicking “Give Now.” Once you land on the new MCC 

online giving portal, simply click “Sign In” from the top right corner of the site to enter your new Username and 

Password/Unique Code based on your specific agency. 

Within the pages of this Giving Guide (see page 7), you will find comprehensive instructions on how to give by 

payroll deduction and credit card. If you need assistance with your Username and Password/Unique Code, visit 

https://impact.ac/2019MCCloginhelp to contact the MCC Help Desk or email MCC@charities.org. 

15. WHAT SECURITY MEASURES ARE IN PLACE?  
Protecting personal information is critical, and security is our top priority. In addition to complying with the State of 

Maryland’s rigorous security requirements, America’s Charities’ Simply Giving platform provides state of the art 

security to prevent any data from being compromised. 

16. HOW CAN I ACCESS MY PREVIOUS PLEDGE HISTORY?  
There are four ways you can access or request a copy of your 2018 MCC pledge/payment receipt: 

- Option 1 = Email: mcc@charities.org 

- Option 2 = Phone: (800) 458-9505, dial “1” when prompted 

- Option 3 = Live Chat and Donor Support Services Portal: www.charities.org/support  

- Option 4 = Log into your online giving account. If you participated in the 2018 MCC, you can log into your 

account by visiting http://mcc.maryland.gov and click the “Give Now” button. You will be directed to the 

online giving website. To view your pledge history, simply click “Sign In” from the top right corner of the 

site and using the following chart, enter your credentials based on your agency.  

mailto:mcc@charities.org
https://mcc.maryland.gov/
https://impact.ac/2019MCCloginhelp
mailto:MCC@charities.org
http://mcc.maryland.gov/
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Agency: 
Username  

(Not Case Sensitive): 
Password/Unique Code 

(Case Sensitive): 
Example for John Doe: 

IWIF FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code IWIF_Person ID 
Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeIWIF_1234567        IWIF_1234567 

MTA FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code MTA_Employee ID 
Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeMTA_1234567        MTA_1234567 

SHA FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code 
SHA_EIN (Employee 
Identification Number) 

Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeSHA_1234567        SHA_1234567 

MAIF FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code MAIF_Employee (Paycom) ID 
Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeMAIF_1234567       MAIF_1234567 

MENV FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code MENV_Employee ID 
Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeMENV_1234567     MENV_1234567 

Universities: 
BCCC, Bowie, 

Coppin,Frostburg, 
Salisbury,Towson, 
UMBC, UMCES, 
UMCP, UMGC, 

Univ of Baltimore, 
Univ of MD 
Baltimore 

FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code U_University ID 
Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeU_1234567             U_1234567 

USM Foundation Work Email Work email (all lowercase) 
Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
jdoe@usmd.edu              jdoe@usmd.edu 

Retiree FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code RET_Pension ID 
Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeRET_1234567         RET_1234567 

OTHER 
AGENCIES 

FirstInitial+LastName+Unique Code Employee ID (W or P Number) 

Username:                     Password/Unique Code: 
JDoeW1234567              W1234567  
           or                               or 
JDoeP1234567                P1234567 

 

Once you are logged in, your username will display in the upper right corner of the screen. 

 

Click “Pledge Now” to start the pledge process. 

 

Then, click “Renew a Gift from Last Year” to proceed. On the next screen, you will see a radio button that 

says “2018 Gift.” Click the radio button, and the site will show your 2018 history.  

 

Note: If any prior year donations are not reflected in your giving history, it may be due to one of the 

following reasons: 

o Donations by check are not in reflected in pledge history, as they are not renewable donations. 

Please start a new paper pledge donation to donate by check. 

o Prior donations to a charity that is not eligible in the current Campaign year is not included in 

pledge history as these donations are not renewable. Charities that are not listed may not have 

applied or may not be eligible to participate.  

To obtain this information, please contact Donor Support Services through one of the four options 

indicated above. 

17. WHAT HAPPENS TO MY GIFT IF THE CHARITY I DESIGNATED MY PLEDGE TO 

CLOSES? 
In the event that the charity closes, the donor will be contacted to determine if the pledge should be re-

designated, canceled, or undesignated, in which case the gift will be distributed proportionately to all of the 

charities that received contributions in the Campaign. 
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18. HOW DO I SEARCH FOR A CHARITY?  
There are three ways to find a participating charity: 

1. Click the Charity Search button on the MCC site: https://mcc.maryland.gov. Here you can search for a 

charity by name, EIN, zip code or county. 

2. Log into your online giving account, which can be accessed at 

https://mcc.americascharities.stratuslive.com. 

3. Giving Guide: This hardcopy booklet includes information on all of the charities that have been approved 

to participate in the MCC for the current campaign year. 

19. HOW DO I GIVE BY PAYROLL DEDUCTION?  
Once you are logged into the giving portal, click “Pledge Now” from the landing page, then: 

 From the landing page, click “Pledge Now,” then you will be asked to “Edit your profile.” 

Information you enter will be provided to the nonprofits you support through this campaign so they can 

acknowledge your gift upon your request. Select “Continue” when you have finished updating your 

contact information. 

 A pop-up box will appear where you can select your preferred payment method.  

 Click “Add” to choose a payment method. You will then see a screen prompting you to set up your gift 

payment frequency and amount based on the payment method you selected. 

 Once you have finished entering your payment method preferences, click “Continue” to find charities to 

support. 

 To find charities to support, click the “Find a Charity” button. 

 A pop-up box will appear. Use the charity name, city, state/territory, and EIN search features 

to find a specific organization, or click through the alphabetical list. 

 You can select as many charities to support as you would like. As you find charities you want to support, 

click “Add” and they will appear highlighted in blue under “Selected Charities.” 

 Click the orange “Add to Designations” button. The organization(s) you selected will now display on 

your list of designations. 

 Next, you will have the opportunity to allocate your total pledge amount between the organizations you 

have added to your list of designations. To specify how much money to donate to each, use the slider tool 

or enter the exact amount in the donation box next to the charity. 

 When you have finished allocating your donation between charities, click “Continue.” 

 You will have one final chance to review your gift and designations, and will also be able to 

select whether your gifts remain anonymous or grant permission to have your contact 

information shared with the charity(ies) you supported through this Campaign. 

 Click “Finish” to submit your pledge. 

 

20. HOW DO I MAKE CHANGES TO RETIREE PENSION DEDUCTIONS?  
If you are a Retiree and you wish to make changes to your pension deductions, you must contact 

mcc@charities.org to request your changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://mcc.maryland.gov/
https://mcc.americascharities.stratuslive.com/
mailto:mcc@charities.org
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